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Clinical depression is a common mood disorder that may last for long periods, vary
in severity, and could impair an individual’s ability to cope with daily life. Depres-
sion affects 350 million people worldwide and is therefore considered a burden not
only on a personal and social level, but also on an economic one. Depression is the
fourth most significant cause of suffering and disability worldwide and it is predicted
to be the leading cause in 2020.
Although treatment of depression disorders has proven to be effective in most
cases, misdiagnosing depressed patients is a common barrier. Not only because
depression manifests itself in different ways, but also because clinical interviews and
self-reported history are currently the only ways of diagnosis, which risks a range
of subjective biases either from the patient report or the clinical judgment. While
automatic affective state recognition has become an active research area in the past
decade, methods for mood disorder detection, such as depression, are still in their
infancy. Using the advancements of affective sensing techniques, the long-term goal
is to develop an objective multimodal system that supports clinicians during the
diagnosis and monitoring of clinical depression.
This dissertation aims to investigate the most promising characteristics of depres-
sion that can be “heard” and “seen” by a computer system for the task of detect-
ing depression objectively. Using audio-video recordings of a clinically validated
Australian depression dataset, several experiments are conducted to characterise
depression-related patterns from verbal and nonverbal cues. Of particular interest in
this dissertation is the exploration of speech style, speech prosody, eye activity, and
head pose modalities. Statistical analysis and automatic classification of extracted
cues are investigated. In addition, multimodal fusion methods of these modalities
are examined to increase the accuracy and confidence level of detecting depression.
These investigations result in a proposed system that detects depression in a binary
manner (e.g. depressed vs. non-depressed) using temporal depression behavioural
cues.
The proposed system: (1) uses audio-video recordings to investigate verbal and
nonverbal modalities, (2) extracts functional features from verbal and nonverbal
modalities over the entire subjects’ segments, (3) pre- and post-normalises the ex-
tracted features, (4) selects features using the T-test, (5) classifies depression in a
binary manner (i.e. severely depressed vs. healthy controls), and finally (6) fuses the
individual modalities.
The proposed system was validated for scalability and usability using generali-
sation experiments. Close studies were made of American and German depression
datasets individually, and then also in combination with the Australian one. Apply-
ing the proposed system to the three datasets showed remarkably high classification
ix
xresults - up to a 95% average recall for the individual sets and 86% for the three
combined. Strong implications are that the proposed system has the ability to gener-
alise to different datasets recorded under quite different conditions such as collection
procedure and task, depression diagnosis testing and scale, as well as cultural and
language background. High performance was found consistently in speech prosody
and eye activity in both individual and combined datasets, with head pose features
a little less remarkable. Strong indications are that the extracted features are robust
to large variations in recording conditions. Furthermore, once the modalities were
combined, the classification results improved substantially. Therefore, the modalities
are shown both to correlate and complement each other, working in tandem as an
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Glossary
The same terminology could be used to mean different things based on the field
of study. This section provides the intending meaning of some words used in this
thesis.
Depression: refereed to different types of clinical depression mental disorder (either
Melancholia, bipolar or Major Depression Disorder (MDD)).
Channel: refereed to different signal input (e.g. audio signal, video signal, brain
signal, etc.). Channels used in this work are audio and video channels.
Modality: refereed to a specific part (area) of a channel. For example, speech
prosody modality is part of the audio channel, where several speech prosody
features are extracted. Modalities used in this work are: speech style, speech
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Chapter 1
Introduction
I believe that recent developments in affective sensing technology will potentially
enable an objective assessment of mood disorders. Applying and investigating such
techniques and overcoming their limitations are the goal of the research described in
this thesis. These investigations are carried out on the example of developing affec-
tive sensing technology that can assist clinicians in the task of diagnosing depression
more objectively and accurately.
1.1 Motivation
Changes in affective state are a normal characteristic of human beings. However,
when these changes increase in intensity, last longer, and impact negatively on a
person’s functioning, a clinical depression line might be crossed. Unlike emotions,
which are short term, mood is a long term affective state. Therefore, clinical depres-
sion is a mood disorder that may last for weeks, months, even years, vary in severity,
and could result in unbearable pain if appropriate treatment is not received. Clinical
(or major) depression is different from feeling depressed; it is generally acknowl-
edged to be more serious, last for long periods and affect a person’s functioning. The
World Health Organization (WHO) lists depression as the fourth most significant
cause of suffering and disability world wide and predicts it to be the leading cause
in 2020 [World Health Organization, 2003; Mathers et al., 2008]. A recent WHO re-
port estimated that 350 million people worldwide are affected by depression [World
Health Organization, 2012]. At its most severe, depression is associated with half of
all suicides and presents a significant annual national economic burden [Lecrubier,
2000; US Department of Health and Human Services, 2000]. Moreover, the suicide
risk is more than 30 times higher among depressed patients than among the general
population [Guze and Robins, 1970].
The statistics are consistent, if not higher, in Australia compared to the rest of the
world. The Australian Survey of Mental Health and Well-Being (1997) reported that
6.3% of the population suffer from clinical depression in any one year, noting that
this percentage does not include people who choose not to get professional help.
From an economic point of view, depression is a national economic burden as six
million working days are lost each year to depression and ten million antidepres-
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sant prescriptions are written every year. More than 180 Australians take their life in
depression related suicide each month [Australian Bureau of Statistics, ABS, 2008].
Even though people of all ages suffer from depression, Australia has one of the high-
est depression related youth suicide rates compared to several countries around the
world [Prendergast, 2006]. According to Prendergast [2006], this can be prevented if
depressed subjects seek help from professionals, and if health professionals could be
provided with suitable objective technology for detecting and diagnosing depression.
Therefore, recognising depression in primary care is a critical public health problem
[Baik et al., 2005].
Although several treatment methods of depression disorders exist and are effec-
tive in most cases [Kiloh et al., 1988; Simon et al., 1998; Pence et al., 2012], misdiag-
nosing depressed patients is a common barrier [Niedermaier et al., 2004]. Based on
the WHO Global Burden of Disease report [World Health Organization, 2012], the
barriers to effective diagnosis of depression include a lack of resources and trained
health care providers. Even though clinical depression is one of the most common
mental disorders, it is often difficult to diagnose. Not only because it manifests itself
in different ways, but also because the assessment methods for diagnosing depres-
sion rely almost exclusively on patient-reported or clinical judgments of symptom
severity [Albrecht and Herrick, 2010; Mundt et al., 2007], risking a range of subjec-
tive biases either from the patient report or the clinical judgment. Moreover, eval-
uations by clinicians vary depending on their expertise and the diagnostic methods
used (e.g. Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV)American
Psychiatric Association [1994], Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptoms-Self Report
(QIDS-SR) Rush et al. [2003], Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD)Hamilton
[1960], Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)Beck et al. [1996], etc.). Currently, there is no
objective method to diagnose depression, nor a laboratory-based test for diagnosing
depression. Rather, it is diagnosed as part of a complete mental health evaluation.
The motivation behind the research described in this dissertation is to investigate
how affective sensing technology can play a role in providing an objective assessment
of depression.
1.2 Aim
The goal of this research is to develop an objective affective sensing system that sup-
ports clinicians in their diagnosis of clinical depression and its level from a person’s
visual appearance and speech. This system could progress towards a diagnostic aid,
which will be clinically tested in collaboration with the Black Dog Institute (Sydney,
Australia). This system might be used for supporting the computer based Cognitive-
Behavioral Therapy (CBT) with an ability to detect improvement in a patient’s mood.
In the long term, such an objective multimodal affective sensing system may also
become a very useful tool for remote depression monitoring to be used for doctor-
patient communication in the context of an e-health infrastructure. In addition, since
video and audio channels are complementary rather than redundant, fusing multi-
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modal cues will improve depression detection [Cohn et al., 2009]. Therefore, in order
to get a more accurate diagnosis, the system will use multimodal analysis; that is,
combinations of speech prosody and behaviour, eye activity and blink, as well as
head pose and movement. As facial expressions to diagnose depression have been
investigated in the previous literature, and as the video recording does not include
full body to analyse body and hand movements, these modalities will not be in-
cluded in this thesis, but are acknowledged as potential further relevant sources of
information.
1.3 Objectives
Of particular interest in this dissertation is analysing the behavioural patterns, which
could be detected by a computer system that differentiate depressed patients from
healthy controls in a clinical interview context. Comparing depressed subjects with
healthy controls, this thesis’ major objectives are as follows:
• Explore features extracted from speaker characteristics and visually observed
behaviour for their ability to distinguish depressed subjects from healthy con-
trol subjects.
• Investigate differences in overall movement patterns of the eyes and the head
between depressed and healthy control subjects.
• Examine fusion techniques for speech, eye, and head behavioural cues to in-
crease the depression recognition rate and to improve the robustness of the
recognition.
• Generalise and validate research results by applying the investigated methods
of feature extraction, feature selection, classification and fusion on different
databases of subjects of different cultural backgrounds and languages.
1.4 Research Questions
As stated above, a key motivation for undertaking the research documented in this
thesis is a need to develop an affective sensing technology that can assist clinicians in
the task of diagnosing depression more accurately. Following the research objectives
presented above, the following questions are posed that are investigated here:
Q1. What are the distinguishing characteristics and the most accurate configurations
of verbal based depression detection in terms of extracted features, classifica-
tion methods, and gender-dependence?
Q2. What are the specific nonverbal behaviour, movement, or activity patterns of
the eyes and the head that could distinguish depressed patients from healthy
control subjects in the classification task of detecting depression?
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Q3. Which fusion method of the examined modalities (speech, eye, and head be-
havioural patterns) would improve the robustness and increase the accuracy of
the depression recognition?
Q4. Are the findings and methods data-specific, or would they generalise to give
similar results when used on different datasets of different recording environ-
ments as well as different cultures and languages?
1.5 Thesis Outline
This dissertation comprises eight chapters, including this introduction. A brief out-
line of the remaining chapters is as follows:
Chapter 2: This chapter provides a literature review of depression diagnosis and
symptoms. Also, it gives a general review of emotion recognition systems
and the required steps to build them. The chapter concludes with a deeper
review of studies that investigated depression detection using affective sensing
technology.
Chapter 3: This chapter describes the general methodology that has been used in
this research to build a depression recognition system. The chapter presents
the general methods used to prepare, extract, and select the features used for
classification. Fusion techniques for the fusion experiment and normalisation
for the generalisation experiment are also explained in this chapter. It also
includes a full description of the main depression dataset used in this research,
as well as descriptions of two other depression datasets that have been used for
generalisation.
Chapter 4: Several experiments to recognise depression from speech prosody and
behaviour features are presented, which provide an understanding of de-
pressed speech characteristics.
Chapter 5: In this chapter, two experiments conducted on eye activity and head
movement are described. This chapter also shows the most distinguishing fea-
tures from the eyes and head behavioural patterns of depression and their clas-
sification results.
Chapter 6: Several techniques for fusing different channels exist. This chapter inves-
tigates techniques to fuse all features from speech, eyes, and head behavioural
patterns to indicate which fusion technique would give the most accurate re-
sult.
Chapter 7: In this chapter, an experiment is conducted to validate and generalise
the findings of detecting depression. That is done by applying the investigated
methods on different datasets with different recording environments, cultural
backgrounds and languages.
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Chapter 8: Finally, the conclusions and a summary of the contributions of this dis-




Depression Analysis: A Literature
Review
Understanding depression and its symptoms is a first step for developing a system
that could recognise and diagnose it. In this chapter, a background review of clinical
depression and its symptoms is given. Moreover, a general review of automatic emo-
tion recognition systems, and the required steps to build them are described, which
will help understand the requirements for building a depression recognition sys-
tem. Finally, this chapter concludes with a deeper review of studies that investigated
depression detection using affective sensing technology.
2.1 Depression
2.1.1 Definition and Diagnosis
Clinical depression is a serious illness that affects not only mental, but also physical
health. Albrecht and Herrick [2010] defines clinical depression as a medical con-
dition that affects and changes a person’s thoughts, mood, and behaviours as well
as the body. This condition is associated with various physical problems, such as
fluctuation of sleep patterns, appetite, and energy. The physical symptoms improve
with depression treatment. Without treating depression, these physical symptoms
such as loss of energy, make a person’s functioning harder. It has been argued that
depression is not a result of personal or moral weakness but is a treatable illness
[Albrecht and Herrick, 2010]. Clinical (or major) depression is different from feeling
depressed; it is generally acknowledged to be more serious, lasts for long periods and
affects a person’s functioning. It has been agreed that depression might be caused by
genetic factors, medications, personality, life events, drugs and/or alcohol [Albrecht
and Herrick, 2010]. Different types of depression exist and can be distinguished
based on the symptoms and diagnosing method. Common types of depression are:
major (clinical) depressive disorder (MDD), dysthymic (chronic) depression disorder,
bipolar (manic) depression, postpartum depression, seasonal affective disorder, etc.
Prendergast [2006].
Depression has no dedicated laboratory tests or procedures for it to be diag-
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nosed; it is diagnosed as part of a complete mental health evaluation. It depends
on a person’s symptoms self-report and a professional observation. The evaluation
includes current and past symptoms, family history, and medical history as well as
mental status [Albrecht and Herrick, 2010]. However, professionals’ evaluations vary
depending on their expertise and the diagnosing methods being used. Several diag-
nostic tests exist (e.g Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-
IV) [American Psychiatric Association, 1994], Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression
(HRSD) [Hamilton, 1960], Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) [Beck et al., 1996], Patient
Health Questionnaire-Depression (PHQ-9) [Kroenke and Spitzer, 2002], etc.). Those
tests vary in number of items and scoring points, which leads to inconsistencies in
diagnosing depression between psychiatrists. Moreover, even when only one test is
used, subjective views and experiences of psychiatrists could result in differences on
the diagnosis. That is, two psychiatrists using the same diagnosis test are more likely
to come with a different score for the same subject. As a result, there currently is no
objective method to diagnose depression.
2.1.2 Depression Symptoms
The American Psychiatric Association outlined criteria for mental disorders includ-
ing depression symptoms (DSM-IV) [American Psychiatric Association, 1994]. For a
positive diagnosis of depression, five or more of DSM-IV criteria have to be present
for at least two weeks. In addition, other symptoms might be derived from DSM-IV
such as: sadness or irritability, and unexplained physical complaints (e.g. headache,
backache, stomach upset) [Albrecht and Herrick, 2010]. Some of these symptoms
include:
• loss of interest or pleasure in activities,
• feelings of worthlessness or inappropriate guilt,
• psychomotor agitation or retardation,
• fatigue or loss of energy, and
• recurrent thoughts of death or suicidal ideation.
DSM-IV classifies depression as a mood disorder that implicates deficient posi-
tive affect, excessive negative affect, or both. [Ekman and Fridlund, 1987] and Ek-
man [1994] confirmed that negative affect is dominant, had longer duration, and
had higher intensity in depressed patients than control subjects.Moreover, it is be-
lieved that depression influences emotional reactions, where several studies were
conducted to study this influence, as reviewed in Bylsma et al. [2008]. The review
study revealed that depression was characterised by reduced emotional activity to
both negative and positive valenced stimuli, with the reduction larger for positive
stimuli [Bylsma et al., 2008]. Moreover, cultural acceptance and recognition of de-
pression disorder affect the way depressed patients report their symptoms. Noting
differences in depression prevalence between countries, cultural psychiatrists were
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keen to investigate the reasons behind these differences. Yet underdeveloped, initial
investigations found that depression is manifested in different symptoms depending
on the culture. In particular, somatic or cognitive symptoms are displayed differently
based on cultural background [Singer, 1975; Tseng, 2001; Ruchkin et al., 2006]. Singer
[1975] reviewed cultural studies of depression in term of prevalence and manifesta-
tion of depression illness of several countries. According to the review, depression in
western cultures display itself commonly as cognitive symptoms such as psychomo-
tor retardation and guilt, while in non-western cultures, such as from Africa and
India, depressed patients report somatic symptoms such as stomachache, backache
or sexual dysfunction [Singer, 1975; Tsai and Chentsova-Dutton, 2002]. Three western
countries (United States, Belgium, and Russia) have been compared in the Ruchkin
et al. [2006] study, suggesting that depression patterns are similar in those popu-
lations. Such cultural differences in depression manifestation lead to differences
in depression diagnosis, which make comparing depression diagnosis in different
countries a difficult task [Singer, 1975; Tseng, 2001]. Comparing difficulty is not only
because each country uses different diagnostic methods and scales, but also the dif-
ferences in reported symptoms, which make it difficult to find an objective method of
diagnosing depression in cross-cultural context. Therefore, this work will investigate
depression symptoms from Australian, American, and German subjects, hypothesis-
ing to find objective depression symptoms of similar cultures. Future work could
investigate finding objective depression symptoms of subjects of different cultures.
However, to give a computer the ability to detect depression using verbal and
nonverbal cues, only symptoms of depression that are interpretative to the computer
sensor devices could be explored. As mentioned earlier, depression is a mood dis-
order since it lasts longer than emotions. However, there are no distinguished vocal,
facial or body expressions for mood; rather, mood could be measured by identifying
emotions that are associated with it and then aggregating them over time [Ekman
and Davidson, 1994; Ekman et al., 1997a]. Ekman [1999] suggested that identifying
these associated emotions, their strength, and their repetitive sequence as well as
whether the emotion was spontaneous might help to diagnose and monitor treat-
ment progress of depression.
2.1.2.1 Verbal Depression Symptoms
Studies investigating vocal affect of depressed subjects are more advanced than non-
verbal affect. Studies of psychology investigations of depressed speech have found
several distinguishable prosody features (see Figure 2.1), such as:
Pitch: which refers to the tonal height of a sound (although inaccurate often referred
to as fundamental frequency F0), has been widely investigated in the depres-
sion literature. A lower range of pitch indicates a monotone speech, which is
a common feature of depressed speech [Nilsonne, 1988; Ellgring and Scherer,
1996; Moore et al., 2004; Mundt et al., 2007; Kuny and Stassen, 1993; Ellgring
and Scherer, 1996]. Pitch variance is more emphasised for healthy controls and
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Figure 2.1: General verbal depression symptoms
subdued for depressed subjects, while the pitch range increases after depres-
sion treatment [Ozdas et al., 2000]. A lower variance of pitch indicates a lack of
normal expression as can be noticed in depressed patients [Moore et al., 2008].
A lower range and variance of pitch is associated to psychomotor retardation,
which is one of the main symptoms of depression.
Loudness: refers to the magnitude of sound in a specified direction (also referred
to as sound level). There is convincing evidence that sadness and depression
are associated with a decrease in loudness [Scherer, 1987], resulting in reduced
loudness for depressed subjects.
Energy: Vocal source energy is also a distinguishable feature for depression, result-
ing in lower energy in the glottal pulses for depressed patients [Ozdas et al.,
2004].
Formants: are defined as the spectral peaks of the sound spectrum, which identify
vowels. The formant with the lowest frequency is called F1, the second F2, and
so on. Formants are a widely used feature in the affect literature [Koolagudi
and Rao, 2012; Flint et al., 1993; Moore et al., 2008], being a significantly distin-
guishable feature for depression [Flint et al., 1993; Moore et al., 2008]. That is
due to the fact that psychomotor retardation as a symptom of depression can
lead to a tightening of the vocal tract, which tends to affect the formant fre-
quencies [France et al., 2000]. Moreover, of the first three formants [Flint et al.,
1993; Moore et al., 2008], a noticeable decrease in the second formant frequency
was shown for depressed individuals compared to controls [Flint et al., 1993].
Jitter: measures frequency variability in the pitch of the vocal note in comparison
to the fundamental frequency. Higher jitter levels suggest that something is
interfering with normal vocal fold vibration. Jitter voice feature have been
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analysed, finding higher jitter in depression caused by the irregularity of the
vocal fold vibrations [Scherer, 1987; Nunes et al., 2010].
Shimmer: measures amplitude variability in the amplitude of the vocal note in com-
parison to the fundamental frequency. Higher shimmer levels can reflect prob-
lems in neuromuscular control. Unlike jitter, shimmer is lower for depressed
subjects [Scherer, 1987; Nunes et al., 2010].
HNR (Harmonic-to-Noise Ratio) quantifies the relative amount of additive noise in
the voice signal. HNR is used to connect physiological aspects of voice pro-
duction to a perceptual impression of the voice, because the degree of spectral
noise is related to the quality of the vocal output [de Krom, 1993]. Like the jitter
feature, HNR values are higher for depressed subjects, due to the fact that pat-
terns of air flow in the speech production differ between depressed and control
subjects [Low et al., 2011].
In addition to the prosody features above, speech style or behavioural based eval-
uations of depressed speech have found several distinguishing speech patterns as
indicators of disease progression, severity or treatment efficacy. Behavior speech
features include, but are not limited to the following:
Speaking rate: measures the relative speed or slowness of utterance. It has been
found that depressed patients have a slower rate of speech when compared to
normal speaking patterns [Moore et al., 2004, 2008; Ellgring and Scherer, 1996].
Pause: refers to the pauses in an utterance and between utterances. Research on the
vocal indicators in depressed subjects found an increase in pause time [Ellgring
and Scherer, 1996; Reed, 2005; Sobin and Sackeim, 1997]. In the Zlochower and
Cohn [1996] study, the vocal timing in clinically depressed mothers in response
to their infants was measured, and found to be longer and more variable in the
duration of silences.
Response time: is the latency to respond or interact to a conversation. Research
on the latency of vocal responses in depressed subjects has been investigated
[Reed, 2005; Sobin and Sackeim, 1997] and an increase in latency responses in
depressed subjects has been found. Zlochower and Cohn [1996] confirmed this
by measuring the vocal timing in clinically depressed mothers in response to
their infants. Moreover, they found that the response delay increases with the
severity level of depression.
Articulation rate: measures the number of words compared to the utterance dura-
tion. Articulation rate has been found to be lower in depressed patients [Pope
et al., 1970; Ellgring and Scherer, 1996; Sobin and Sackeim, 1997], compared to
normal speaking patterns.
Speaking duration: measures the duration of actual speech in a period of time or a
conversation. Speaking duration has been found to be shortened in depressed
subjects [Sobin and Sackeim, 1997], compared to normal speaking patterns.
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2.1.2.2 Nonverbal Depression Symptoms
Figure 2.2: General nonverbal depression symptoms
Body language and nonverbal behaviour of depressed subjects have been inves-
tigated in psychological studies. Several body language channels have been investi-
gated (see Figure 2.2), such as:
Head pose and movement: Psychological research on depression subjects’ head
movements has received far less attention compared to the studies on speech,
gestures and facial expressions. Simple behaviours such as head movement
could reflect cues about mood, emotions, personality, or cognitive processing
[Heylen, 2006]. An ethological study on depressed patients’ behaviour noticed
that behavioural elements are pronounced more in the head and hand regions
compared with other body regions [Pedersen et al., 1988]. Fossi et al. [1984]
studied the social behaviour of depression finding that depressed patients
present significantly less head-nodding than controls. Waxer [1974] found that
a depressed person is more likely to position their head downward than a
healthy one. Studying eye contact, Fossi et al. [1984] found that depressed
patients engage in less eye contact with others than non-depressed persons, il-
lustrated by looking away and a head pose that avoids eye contact. A study
investigating depressed patients’ involvement in a conversation showed a low
involvement reflected by reduced head nodding, fewer head movements, re-
duced eye contact and gesturing during speech [Hale III et al., 1997].
Eyes activity: If it is true that “eyes are the windows to the soul”, gaze is the most
illustrative cue in nonverbal communication [Ellgring, 1989]. Research into
potential bio-markers of central nervous system disorders such as affective dis-
orders have explored subtle changes in eye movements as possible physiolog-
ically based indicators of disease progression, severity or treatment efficacy
[Kathmann et al., 2003]. Lipton et al. [1980] found abnormal horizontal pursuit
eye movements in depressed patients compared to healthy controls. This was
also confirmed in [Abel et al., 1991], finding that pursuit and saccade eye move-
ment rates correlate strongly in controls but are reduced or absent in affective
disorder patients, concluding abnormality in patients’ ocular motor systems
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as a form of psychomotor retardation. Crawford et al. [1995] found the same
abnormal saccades in patients even without being under medication.
Furthermore, the results in [Sweeney et al., 1998] identify not only significant
eye motor system disturbances in depression but also significant disturbances
in their cognitive performance. Nonverbal behaviour, including eye glances
and brow raising, hypothesised to have a good potential data source for ascer-
taining a patient’s mental state such as the depression level and to be a clue
for effectiveness of treatment [Ekman and Friesen, 1974]. Depressed patients
were found to differ from the normal comparison group in decreased direct
eye contact with the interviewer and decreased eyebrow movement [Sobin and
Sackeim, 1997]. In [Ellgring, 1989], the decrease in emotional and cognitive
capacity in depressed subjects was correlated to the reduction and avoidance
of gazing at others in a social interaction. Moreover, eye blink rate was in-
vestigated showing elevated blink rates, which return to normal levels as the
depressed patient’s condition improves [Mackintosh et al., 1983].
Facial expression: Several studies investigated facial expressions of depressed sub-
jects. Ekman et al. [1997b] found that depressed subjects show sadness and dis-
gust more often. He also found that depressed subjects have more unfelt smile
and less felt smile [Ekman and Fridlund, 1987; Ekman et al., 1997b]. It was
confirmed by Ekman [1994] that the dominant emotion in depressed patients is
sadness. Moreover, the sadness period in depressed patients last longer and is
more intense [Ekman and Fridlund, 1987]. Mouth movement is also an indica-
tor for depression and suicide risk. Nonspeech mouth movement is implicated
in subsequent risk for suicide [Cohn et al., 2009]. Lip wiping and wetting could
be an indicator of a depressed subject on an antidepressant, as it is a side effect
of these medications [Ekman and Fridlund, 1987]. In addition, a recent study
concluded that depressed subject lack facial activity [McIntyre et al., 2009].
Body posture and hand movements: In general, the area of recognising the affec-
tive state from the body posture is not adequately explored yet. Therefore,
few studies on depression sufferers’ body posture have been conducted. De-
pression generally causes a slowing of body movements [Dittmann, 1987], due
to a loss of energy and fatigue symptoms. Likewise, depression can result
in a slumped body posture [Jackson, 1983], slow and restricted body move-
ments such as stooped or hunched, and tensions demonstrated by rigid pos-
ture and movement [France, 2001]. Moreover, depressed subjects engage in
more self-body contact (self-touching, including rubbing and scratching) [Jones
and Pansa, 1979; Ranelli and Miller, 1981], and significantly less gesturing than
healthy controls [Fossi et al., 1984; Ekman and Friesen, 1972].
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2.2 Approaches for Sensing Affect
For the past few decades, affective state recognition has been an active research area
and has been used in many contexts. Several research areas are involved and con-
tribute to affect recognition, including psychology, speech analysis, computer vision,
machine learning and many others. Automatic affective state recognition aims to
give computers the ability to observe and interpret affect features. For example, de-
tecting a learner’s emotional state could improve the interaction between the learner
and computer in a computer-based learning environment [Picard, 1997; Calvo and
D’Mello, 2011].
One of the issues faced in developing an automatic affect recognition system is
that affect has no clear definition in the psychological literature. Psychologically,
affect is a general concept, which covers not only emotions, but also includes mood,
attitudes, desires, preferences, intentions, dislikes, etc. [Sloman et al., 2005]. Emotions
are distinguished from mood in terms of criteria such as duration, intensity, and
association with an inner or outer object [Berrios, 1985]. Emotions are defined as
feeling states that are short-lived, more or less intense, and related to a recognisable
object [Berrios, 1985]. Mood on the other hand, is defined as longer lasting and
objectless states [Berrios, 1985].
Research on distinguishing one affective state from the other is highly contro-
versial, where several methods and emotion models have been proposed. Ekman
[1999], for example, studied six basic emotions (happiness, sadness, surprise, fear,
anger and disgust) that are recognised universally. However, since emotion could be
more complex and blended, alternative ways have been suggested, using multiple
dimensions or scales. One way to describe emotions is by a dimensional description
including evaluation, activation, control, power, etc. Russell [1979] and Jaimes and
Sebe [2007] suggested using a two-dimensional plane with valence and arousal as
axes. The valence level represents the quality of the emotion, ranging from unpleas-
ant to pleasant, and the arousal level denotes a quantitative activation level, from not
aroused to excited. For example, depression would have low valence and arousal,
which places it in the 3rd quarter of the two-dimensional plane. Schlosberg [1954]
and Wundt [2009] proposed a three-dimensional emotion model. A few other the-
ories and dimensional models exist. The existence of several models to represent
emotions implies a controversial and ambiguous definition of emotions, which leads
to difficulties in identifying and labelling emotions for automatic emotion recogni-
tion [Gunes et al., 2011]. However, for simplicity, most automatic emotion analysis
to date either used discrete emotion classes, such as the basic emotions suggested by
Ekman [1999], or the two-dimensional emotion model by Russell [1979].
Regardless of the emotion model used, defining the modality (i.e. verbal, non-
verbal) for expressing such emotions is another challenge. Most affective sensing
systems use a monomodal recognition system such as voice or face only. Only few
systems use multimodal input where different channels are fused, such as audio and
video channels, or different modalities such as body movement, facial expression
and speech prosody [Pantic and Rothkrantz, 2003; Pantic et al., 2005; Sebe et al.,
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2005; Caridakis et al., 2007; Jaimes and Sebe, 2007; D’Mello and Graesser, 2010], as
well as fusion with physiological signals [Hussain et al., 2012; Monkaresi et al., 2012].
Based on the aforementioned studies, multimodal systems for recognising emotions
are believed to be more accurate than unimodal ones (see Section 2.2.7 for more de-
tails). In order to implement multimodal emotion recognition systems, several stages























Figure 2.3: Stages to be considered in a multimodal emotion recognition systems
2.2.1 General Affect Datasets Collection
Collecting an emotion dataset is essential for training the system. Data collected for
emotion can be divided into three types: acted, spontaneous, and elicited. In acted
data, subjects are recorded while performing certain emotions. There are several
databases of acted audio and/or video recording available for research studies as
reviewed in the Zeng et al. [2009] study. Most of these acted emotions databases
are based on the six basic emotions (happiness, sadness, surprise, fear, anger and
disgust), which are recognised universally [Ekman, 1999]. Spontaneous emotion
datasets are recorded while occurring in real-life settings such as interviews or in-
teractions between humans or between humans and machines. Elicited responses,
which aim at inducing an affective reaction, are recorded while, for example, watch-
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ing movie clips and pictures [Gunes and Pantic, 2010]. Obviously, differences be-
tween spontaneous and deliberately acted emotions exist. For example, differences
in appearance and the timing of the emotion. Moreover, acted emotions are inferior
and less symmetric compared to spontaneous emotions [Kanade et al., 2000]. Smiles
in particular were studied to differentiate between spontaneous and acted smiles.
Felt smiles were found to have different movement of muscles, and by observing
these differences a real smile could be verified [Frank and Ekman, 1996].
Nevertheless, as far as the affective sensing techniques are concerned, emotion
recognition introduces several challenges:
Recording environment: The recording environment and its specification could be
a challenge. Recording in a lab situation is different than recording in a real-
life situation. The resolution of the voice and/or video recording, as well as
the type and quality of the sensors used could influence designing the affective
recognition system. Special sensor devises could be used to measure emotions,
such as electrode sensors, pressure sensing devices, 3D cameras, Infra Red mo-
tion detection, etc. Some of these sensors are physically attached to the subject
(e.g. EEG), which could obstruct their movements, while other sensors are not
attached to the subject (e.g. camera). However, enhance the utility of the sys-
tem, and to develop a generalised emotion recognition system, it is preferable
to use sensing devises that are available to all users (e.g. camera, microphone)
and do not restrict users’ movement.
Individual Differences: such as face shape, skin color, hair, wearing glasses, jewelry
or make up, and beards could impact the visual processing and, for example,
obscure facial features. Facial and eye features, for example, are different for
Asians and Europeans in shape and size, which may affect the robustness of
the system [Kanade et al., 2000]. Beside appearance differences, individuals
express emotions differently in intensity and frequency [Ekman et al., 1997a;
Kanade et al., 2000].
Visual Input: challenges include lighting conditions, non-frontal face orientation,
scale of the face (close/far) and out-of-plane head motion. Another difficulty is
occlusion of the face by a hand, other objects, or even other faces. Suggestions
to overcome challenges due to face orientation and occlusion involve having
multiple cameras, or statistically trying to predict the missing parts from what-
ever image information is available [Pantic and Rothkrantz, 2003].
Audio Input: For example, having noisy background, having overlapping speech of
several people, the microphone distance from the speaker, are all variables that
should be taken into account when collecting emotion data for developing a
system that could recognise emotions from speech.
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2.2.2 Data Preprocessing
Once the data has been collected, raw data is then preprocessed either by removing
noise, reducing the high dimensionality, and/or segmenting interesting parts for
feature extraction. Furthermore, data (signal) preprocessing might be used before,
during or after feature extraction, which may include:
Segmentation: The data is divided into meaningful parts for further analysis. In
speech processing, segmentation could be done to separate speakers’ speech,
so as to analyse each speaker individually. Such segmentation could be mea-
sured automatically using advanced speaker diarisation techniques [Tranter
and Reynolds, 2006]. It could also be done by segmenting sentences or ut-
terances for further analysis. In image processing, it could refer to segmenting
desired objects from the background such as the face, the eyes, etc. Such seg-
ments emphasis on extracting features from meaningful sections rather than
using unrelated ones.
Data cleaning or signal enhancement: Enhancing the signal improves the quality of
features extracted from the data by applying noise reduction or outlier removal
operations. In speech processing, signal enhancement refers to noise reduction
or cancellation by performing filtering techniques, or spectral restoration. In
image processing, enhancement could include baseline or background removal,
de-noising, smoothing, or sharpening.
Normalisation or standardisation: is the process of centering and/or scaling the
data in order to compare them. Normalisation can have different meanings
based on the application. In statistics, normalisation means adjusting values of
different scales to a unified scale. When modeling inputs with different scales,
normalisation is recommended [Jayalakshmi and Santhakumaran, 2011]. Nor-
malisation validates the comparison of features from different datasets, since
it eliminates variation effects produced by differences in recording environ-
ments. In statistics, several normalisation methods could be used (e.g Z-Score,
Min-Max, etc.). In audio processing, normalisation could refer to peak nor-
malisation, where the voice volume is normalised for each sample. That is,
the volume would be increased or decreased to match a certain signal peak.
Generally, in emotion detection, normalisation of the sound is not used as it
potentially would remove any emotional variation.
In image processing, the images are normalised to reduce recording differences
such as light conditions and illumination. Image normalisation methods in-
clude: normalising intensity values or grayscaling the images [Wagner; Hoch
et al., 2005], scaling the detected area to a certain size for comparison, and
positioning a certain landmark of a detected area to a standard position. For
example, scaling and positioning the face area after detection, would standard-
ise the face size even for different distances.
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2.2.3 General Feature Extraction
















Figure 2.4: General audio feature categories
Speech features can be acquired from the spoken words (linguistic) and from the
acoustic cues (paralinguistic) (see Figure 2.4). However, linguistic features, including
word choices, sentence structure etc., are not in the scope of this research, especially
because I will be analysing depressed speech from different languages (English and
German) and focus on generalised objective symptoms that are independent of lan-
guages. Paralinguistic features can be divided into speech style features and acoustic
features. Speech behaviour or speech style features include, for example, pauses du-
ration and variability, response time, which will be described in detail in Section 4.2.1.
Acoustic features extracted from the speech signal include pitch, formants, speaking
rate, energy, etc. To extract each type of the acoustic features, the waveform of
the speech signal undergoes several pre-processing and signal transformation steps.
These are:
Sampling: The conversion of a sound pressure wave as a continuous signal to a se-
quence of samples as a discrete-time (digital) signal. Typically sound files are
sampled at 8kHz or 16kHz for telephone signals, 44.1kHz for CD quality, or
48kHz for professional audio equipment. Such sampling helps in storing the
speech in digital systems such as computers. Moreover, knowing the differ-
ences in sampling rate between recordings helps in normalising the recordings
for comparison.
Pre-emphasing: Increases high frequency components in the signal in order to en-
hance the overall signal-to-noise ratio. This step is an important pre-processing
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step to extract some acoustic features such as formants.
Framing: The decomposition of the speech signal into a series of frames, with prefer-
ably overlapping frames, to ensure better temporal continuity. Typically, the
frame size ranges are between 10 - 25 ms with 50% or less overlap, which re-
sults in 33 to 100 frames per second. Note that some features benefit from a
larger frame size such as jitter.
Windowing: Multiplies each frame by a window function in order to improve the
frequency-domain representation. Common window functions used in speech
processing are Hamming and Hanning [Heinzel et al., 2002]. Moreover, the
windowing process reduces the energy leakage generated by the overlapping
frames.
Segmenting: The choice of segments depends on the application (e.g. speaker/
speech/ emotion recognition) and the available speech signal types (e.g. spon-
taneous/ read speech). Nevertheless, speech segmentation could be performed
using one or more of the following methods:
Voice Activity Detection (VAD): A technique to detect the presence or absence
of human speech. This step avoids extracting acoustic features from silent
parts of the speech signal, which could not only affect the accuracy of the
system but also unnecessarily increases computational time.
Voiced/Unvoiced: Identifies each frame as voiced (i.e. vibrations in vocal cords)
or unvoiced (i.e. no vibrations in vocal cords) based on signal power
threshold. Most speech studies investigate voiced signals as they contain
rich information about the speaker and speech characteristics. Unvoiced
speech also contains information about the characteristics of the speech,
such as breathy, whisper, murmur, etc. For example, Clavel et al. [2008]
concluded that unvoiced speech enhanced the performance of a fear recog-
nition system.
Utterances vs. Fixed Duration: In general, utterances are identified or sepa-
rated based on a threshold of the duration of speech and silence in a
speech signal. As the name implies, fixed duration segments automati-
cally segment speech signals into a predefined duration of same length
(i.e. 500ms). Even though utterances might have better intonation than
fixed segments, their segmentation might not be accurate, especially in
spontaneous speech, as the utterances may not be complete. Having fixed
duration segments could be beneficial for some classifiers in order to get
equal vector length for all observation.
Once the speech segments are defined and pre-processd, the windowed frames
are used to extract the acoustic features, which can be categoriesed as follows [Wolfel
and McDonough, 2009]:
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Time-domain features: Time-domain analysis typically yields simple speech param-
eters efficiently, which are suitable for segmentation purposes. Features ex-
tracted or estimated from the time-domain include: energy, zero-crossing, loud-
ness, intensity, duration of speech or silence, and auto-correlation. The auto-
correlation feature is a good candidate for estimating F0. Moreover, nonlinear
transform of the time-domain is a method to extract Teager energy operator
(TEO) features. The TEO is a non-linear speech feature that measures the num-
ber of harmonics produced from the non-linear air flow in the vocal tract.
Frequency-domain features: Provide an efficient representation of speech informa-
tion. The frequency-domain is obtained by converting the time-domain signal
using a short-term Fourier transform function. Features extracted based on the
frequency-domain include: formants, jitter, shimmer, and HNR. Pitch could
be estimated from the frequency-domain, noting that several methods exist for
pitch estimation.
Cepstrum features: Cepstral analysis has been widely used for speech analysis. The
cepstrum is a Fourier analysis of the logarithmic amplitude spectrum of the sig-
nal. Combining the cepstrum with a linear or nonlinear frequency scale is com-
mon to extract cepstrum features such as mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCC) and linear-frequency cepstral coefficients (LFCC). The main difference
between MFCC and LFCC is that MFCCs are extracted using the mel scale of
triangular windows, while LFCCs are extracted using linear scale. Moreover,
cepstrum analysis is considered as a reliable way of obtaining an estimate of
F0.
The previous categories of acoustic features are extracted at frame level, also
referred to as low-level descriptors (LLD). The LLD can be used in the frame-by-
frame form for a classifier that deals with low-level features such as a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) or Hidden Markov Models (HMM). Otherwise, statistical
features such as the average, range, standard deviation, etc. could be calculated over
the LLD of a segment to be an input for a classifier such as a Support Vector Machine
(SVM).
The low-level features are detailed and rich of information. However, they not
only restrict the choice of the classifiers, but also increase the computational time. On
the other hand, statistical features summarises the low-level features. Even though
the statistical summary might introduce a lose of information, they overcome the
low-level shortcomings. In my work, both LDD and statistical speech features are
analysed and their performance in depression classification are compared in order to
identify which type of features are best to detect depression.
2.2.3.2 Video Feature Extraction
In order to extract features from the video, the Region of Interest (ROI) has to be
identified (e.g. face, head, eyes, lips, etc.), located, and tracked (see Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: General video feature extraction method
Different algorithms could be used for ROI detection, depending how video
frames are processed; that is, as a 2D surface or as a 3D volume, as a static sin-
gle image or as a video sequence. ROI detection techniques can be divided into
several approaches [Yang et al., 2002]:
Rule-based: (also referred to as knowledge-based) This approach translates human
knowledge about ROI features to rules to be followed by the system. For in-
stance, a face has two roughly symmetric eyes, a nose, and a mouth. Moreover,
the relationship between features and the relative distances and position are
used as rules to accurately locate the ROI. A disadvantage of this method is
that the rules might be too specific or too general, the system may fail to detect
ROI or may give false positive detections.
Feature-based: This approach aims for finding structural features, followed by in-
ferring the presence of the ROI. Feature-based approaches detect and localise
image features related to the position of the ROI. They rely on the extraction
of local features of the region and on fitting the image features to the model.
A disadvantage of this approach is that the image could be corrupted due to
illumination, noise and occlusion.
Model-based: Model-based approaches do not explicitly detect features but rather
find the best fitting model that is consistent with the image [Li et al., 2005].
Motion-based: Motion-based approaches use motion information without any phys-
ical ROI information [Gunes and Piccardi, 2009].
Template matching: A pattern in an image patch is used to describe the ROI or
the ROI features, then the correlation between the image and the pattern are
computed for detection. In other words, this technique searches for areas of an
image that match or similar to a template image.
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Appearance-based: Unlike the template method, rather than relying on a single in-
stance of the ROI region, the ROI model can be constructed from a large set of
training examples with varying pose and light conditions [Hansen and Pece,
2005]. Appearance models detect and track the ROI based on the photometry
of the ROI region.
Deformable templates: rely on a generic template, which is matched to the image.
It constructs a model in which the ROI is located through energy minimisation,
where the model has to be robust to variations of the template and the actual
image [Hansen and Pece, 2005], hence the name deformable.
Hybrid: An advanced technique implemented using a combination of the previous
methods. For example, using a combination of feature-based and model-based
approaches could achieve a good trade off between run-time performance and
accuracy [Li et al., 2005]. For instance, the Active Appearance Model (AAM)
combines a feature-based method using the ROI texture, a template match-
ing method using the Active Shape Model (ASM), and an appearance-based
method using learning techniques to create a face model.
ROI tracking methods can be performed in two ways: either as “tracking by
detection”, which continuously detect the ROI in the video in every frame as it is
an individual image, or by detecting the ROI in the first frame, then tracking it
using temporal information. In general, the second type of ROI tracking can be
divided into three categories [Zhao et al., 2003]: motion tracking, which tracks the
motion of a rigid object; feature tracking, which tracks certain landmark points in
the ROI; or complete tracking, which tracks both motion and features. For instance,
the AAM mentioned earlier is used to detect and track landmark points in 2D image
processing.
Regardless of the method used for detecting and tracking the ROI in a video, the
goal is to extract features or descriptors from the ROI for further analysis. The type
of extracted features from the ROI depends on the application. To extract features,
several studies used the relative distance and movement of the AAM points (e.g.
[Abboud et al., 2004]). Optical Flow techniques, which detect relative motion of
an object, have also been used for extracting features (e.g. [Yacoob and Davis, 1996]).
Another method of extracting features that has been used lately is Space Time Interest
Points (STIP). STIP focuses on specific points that are relative to both space and time
in an image sequence using Harris corner detection [Laptev, 2005]. Local Binary
Pattern (LBP), which is a texture analysis method [Ojala et al., 1996], was extended
to videos to extract object features in sequence of frames. This extension introduces
the use of LBP features to capture the muscle movements in the face, for example,
to recognise certain emotions. Gabor wavelet based features have also been widely
used to extract object features.
However, these methods are general for feature extraction, which are not specific
for emotions. Several feature types have been used in the emotion recognition liter-
ature, where the ROIs mostly are the face or the body (as discussed in the following
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section). In my work, the ROIs are the eyes and face in order to extract eye activity
and head pose, respectively. The ROIs in my work are detected and tracked using
AAM, which is a hybrid method of detecting ROI and tracks the ROI using temporal
information, as explained above.
The following section elaborates on specific methods and features that have been
used for general emotion recognition.
2.2.4 Features for Emotion Recognition
Vocal expression: Detecting emotions from speech has been widely investigated.
Given that not all speech features are related to emotions, the most relevant
speech features for emotion recognition should be investigated and analysed.
In general, the more relevant features for emotion recognition seem to be dura-
tion, MFCC, energy and pitch variation [Batliner and Huber, 2007]. Regarding
acoustic features, in a study by Schuller et al. [2007], it was found that dura-
tion and energy are the most relevant features to detect emotions. In addition,
a study to find trouble in communication in human-computer automatic call
center context, found that among duration, energy, and F0 features, the feature
that contributes the most in emotion classification was duration [Batliner et al.,
2003]. However, Schuller et al. [2007] concluded that using all acoustic features
together could obtain better results than a single group. Another study con-
cluded that combining MFCC and Mel-Band-Energy features leads to better
emotion recognition, since MFCC features are robust to emotion, while Mel-
Band-Energy features were better in recognising fast, angry, slow, and clear
speech [Kammoun and Ellouze, 2006].
Facial expression: Most automated facial expression recognition systems use mea-
surements from muscle movement, which was identified by Ekman et al.
[1997b]. In their Facial Action Coding System (FACS), sets of Action Units
(AUs) identify independent motion of the face, from which an expression could
be recognised. By observing which AUs have been accrued, a specific expres-
sion is classified and linked to certain emotion. However, manually coding
FACS is time consuming, which is considered as an obstacle to the study of
emotion. Several computer vision techniques have been proposed to overcome
this obstacle, such as optical flow over face region, Principle Component Anal-
ysis over full-face to extract Eigenfaces, spatio-temporal properties of facial fea-
tures, etc. [Fasel and Luettin, 2003; Pantic and Rothkrantz, 2000]. Lately, STIP
has been used to extract local facial and body features (e.g. [Song et al., 2013]).
LBP-based features have been used for detecting emotion expressions mainly
from the face. For example Jiang et al. [2011] used LBP-based features to au-
tomatically recognise specific AUs. Gabor wavelet based features extracted
mainly from the face were used for emotion detection (e.g. Zhang et al. [1998]).
Body posture: Unlike facial expressions, body posture has no agreed coding system
for recognising emotions, where several studies proposed such system (e.g.
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[Gunes and Piccardi, 2005]). Studies on body posture used either special sen-
sors, such as a motion capture system, which captures 3D gestures [Kleinsmith
et al., 2011; De Silva and Bianchi-Berthouze, 2004], or the Microsoft Kinect,
which captures full-body 3D motion [Scherer et al., 2013b; Stratou et al., 2013],
or just a standard digital camera [Castellano et al., 2007; Shan et al., 2007; Gunes
and Piccardi, 2005]. Regardless of the sensor used, extracted features from the
body aim to provide a description about the joints orientation and their dis-
tance from each other [Kleinsmith et al., 2011; De Silva and Bianchi-Berthouze,
2004], or by recognising the gesture shape [Gunes and Piccardi, 2009]. For ex-
ample, Castellano et al. [2007] uses non-propositional movement qualities (e.g.
amplitude, speed and fluidity) rather than recognising gesture shapes. On the
other hand, Gunes and Piccardi [2009] attempted to recognise body gestures
by modeling the body using a combination of silhouette-based and color-based
body models, then extracted features such as general changes (e.g. how the cen-
troid, rotation, length, width, and area of the feature increased or decreased),
motion and optical flow with respect to a neutral frame. Shan et al. [2007]
extracted, without recognising gestures, spatio-temporal features by detecting
STIP of body regions in videos.
Head Pose: Analysing head pose for emotion is usually included in the feature ex-
traction methods for body gestures. For example, to detect emotions, Castel-
lano et al. [2007] extracted the head movement velocity with other body move-
ment features, while Kleinsmith et al. [2011] extracted the head position along
with joint orientation and distance. Moreover, several studies have found that
head pose is a distinguishing feature for most emotions as surveyed by Klein-
smith and Bianchi-Berthouze [2013].
Eye Activity: There has been little research on eye activity that accompanies emo-
tional responses in affective sensing literature. Some studies used special sen-
sors to accurately measure eye gaze and pupil dilation [Lanata et al., 2011;
Alghowinem et al., 2014], while others used a simple camera to measure eye
activity using computer vision techniques [Li et al., 2005]. Ioannou et al. [2005]
included eye features with facial features to recognise emotions using neuro-
fuzzy rule based system, obtaining high rates in classification. Moreover, an
EEG signal was used for measuring eye activity in response to emotional stim-
uli (e.g. [Yang et al., 2005]). Generally, the degree of eye opening, gaze direc-
tion, fixation duration, pupil dilation, and blinks are the relevant features for
emotions.
2.2.5 Feature Selection
Since irrelevant features lead to high data dimensionality and may affect the per-
formance of the system, feature selection techniques can overcome this by selecting
relevant features. Generally, feature selection methods can be divided to subset fea-
ture selection and feature transformation (see Figure 2.6), which are described as






















Figure 2.6: General feature selection approaches
follows:
Subset feature selection: is a statistical search technique, finding a relevant subset
of features from original features. Statistical methods could be used to com-
pare features and determine the most promising subset. There are a variety of
feature selection techniques including, statistical function methods, filter meth-
ods, search strategies, learning techniques, etc. In general, feature selection
methods can be divided into three categories: filters, wrappers, and embedded
[Molina et al., 2002; Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003]. Wrappers and embedded ap-
proaches utilise a classifier, such as genetic algorithms (GA) or decision trees,
to select the feature subset, which could risk overfitting especially for small
datasets. However, filters select a subset of features independently of any in-
duction algorithm based on statistical measures such as ranking, correlation or
simple test methods. For example, the Information Gain (IG) filter is a ranking
method that estimates the goodness of a single attribute by evaluating its con-
tribution that leads to successful classification [Polzehl et al., 2009]. Another
example is correlation-based feature selection (CFS), which finds a subset of
attributes that are highly correlated with the class [Hall and Smith, 1998]. Hall
and Smith [1998] showed that features that are correlated to the classification
problem, but not correlated to each other, increases the accuracy of the classifier
output. According to Hall and Smith [1998], CFS uses a search algorithm along
with a function to evaluate individual features for predicting the class label
along with the level of inter-correlation among them. Nevertheless, both rank-
ing and correlation methods requires a large sample size for a reliable feature
selection. Moreover, simple statistical tests such as a t-test and an analysis of
variance (ANOVA) test could be used to evaluate the significance of individual
features for selection.
Given the small number of observations used in my work, using advanced
methods of feature selection risks overfitting to the training set. The overfitting
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issue makes it hard to generalise to bigger datasets. Therefore, in my work,
a simple t-test is used to filter out the insignificant features as elaborated in
Section 3.1.
Feature transformation methods: also known as dimensionality reduction methods,
which creates new features from functions of the original features. When the
dimensionality of the the original features is very high, dimensionality reduc-
tion algorithms are used not only to reduce computational time [Guyon et al.,
2006], but also to reduce irrelevant features. For instance, Principle Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) reduces dimensionality by projecting the data into a lower
dimensional space while retaining as much information as possible using an
eigen analysis [Guyon et al., 2006]. Moreover, Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA), such as Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis, is used to reduce dimen-
sionality by classifying similar feature data in a supervised method (labels are
included in the input). One of the drawbacks of the LDA method is the risk
of overfitting to the training set specially when a small data is used. Neverthe-
less, the output of these dimensionality reduction techniques could be used as
the extracted features [Guyon et al., 2006]. Moreover, other general techniques,
such as clustering have been used to reduce dimensionality [Guyon and Elisse-
eff, 2003].
To avoid overfitting when using relatively small datasets, as used in my work,
advanced feature transformation methods are not performed. As feature trans-
formation methods, in my work, PCA is used for dimensionality reduction, for
its popularity, as well as GMM as a clustering method (see Section 3.1).
2.2.6 Classification
Figure 2.7: General pattern recognition categories
Several classification methods and techniques exist (see Figure 2.7). Based on the
system needs, a classifier is selected, which might not be a trivial task. Generally,
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the learning methods are divided into supervised and unsupervised learning. In
supervised learning, labels are provided with the observations and, therefore, the
classification algorithm goal is to generalise to unseen instances. On the other hand,
in unsupervised learning, labels are not provided and the classification algorithm’s
goal is to find a common structure in the observations. With supervised learning,
classifiers could predict either discrete classes or a regression value. Most emotion
recognition research is based on supervised learning, where the emotions are labeled
either by discrete emotion classes (classification), or valence-arousal level (regression)
[Zeng et al., 2009; El Ayadi et al., 2011]. Moreover, classifiers could be divided in two
categories: generative models and discriminative models. Generative models, such as
GMM, learn to cover the subspace that belongs to one class. Discriminative models,
such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN) or SVM, learn boundaries between two
classes.
The most popular classifiers that have been used in emotion recognition are
HMM, ANN, SVM, GMM, and Fuzzy rules [Zeng et al., 2009; El Ayadi et al., 2011].
Moreover, in order to get a balance between classifiers efficiency and accuracy, a
hybrid classification has been used in emotion recognition, using a combination of
different classification methods [El Ayadi et al., 2011; Datcu and Rothkrantz, 2008;
Gunes and Pantic, 2010]. Classifiers used in this work are explained briefly as fol-
lows:
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM): can be regarded as types of unsupervised learn-
ing, where the data is clustered and similarities are found. GMM has been
widely used in speaker and speech recognition, as well as in recognising emo-
tions [Zeng et al., 2009]. Its advantage is in modeling low-level features directly.
GMM can be trained using a continuous Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with
a single state that uses weighted mixtures of Gaussian densities [Schuller et al.,
2011a].
Support Vector Machine (SVM): is a supervised learning model and considered to
be a discriminative classifier. It constructs a hyperplane in a high dimensional
space. SVM predicts not only discrete classes in a classification problem, but
could also predict continuous values in a regression problem (Support Vector
Regression (SVR) [Drucker et al., 1997]). Nowadays, the SVM is considered as a
state-of-the-art classifier, since it provides good generalisation properties, even
though it might not be the best classifier choice (in terms of generalisability) for
every case [Schuller et al., 2011a]. The SVM has been used in both speech and
visual emotion classification [Zeng et al., 2009].
Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network (MLP): is a special case of the ANN, which
has been used in a wide range of applications, including pattern recognition
and emotion recognition. Typically, an MLP consists of an input layer, one or
more hidden layers and an output layer, where each layer consists of nodes (per-
ceptrons) that are connected to the nodes of the next layer. MLP networks are
usually used for modelling complex relationships between inputs and outputs
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or to find patterns in the data. However, the network topology including the
number of hidden layers, the number of perceptrons in each layer, the choice of
the activation function and the training algorithm are not trivial and complicate
the model. Therefore, MLPs are vulnerable to overfitting, typically requiring
large amounts of training data [Schuller et al., 2011a].
Hierarchical Fuzzy Signature (HFS): is relatively new, especially to the area of emo-
tion recognition. It overcomes the limitation of fuzzy rules, by handling prob-
lems with complex structure and dealing with missing data. Fuzzy signatures
can be considered as special, multidimensional fuzzy data. Fuzzy signature
compositions data into vectors of fuzzy values, each of which can be a further
vector [Tamas and Koczy, 2008]. The fuzzy signature has been successfully ap-
plied to a number of applications, such as cooperative robot communication,
personnel selection models, and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)
pre-clinical diagnosis system [Mendis and Gedeon, 2008; Ben Mahmoud et al.,
2011].






















Figure 2.8: General fusion approaches
Logically, a multimodal system that fuses different channels and cues to reach a
decision is expected to provide more accurate recognition compared to that obtained
using a unimodal system. Several emotion recognition studies investigated fusion
approaches to improve the overall recognition results. D’Mello and Kory [2012] anal-
ysed some of these studies by comparing their unimodal with multimodal results.
Regardless of the considerable variation of these studies, in terms of data, affect,
modality, and method, a consistent improvement was found for the multimodal ap-
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proach [D’Mello and Kory, 2012]. However, the fusion of different modalities is not
a trivial task, as several issues of when and how to fuse the modalities have to be
considered [Atrey et al., 2010]. Fusion could be performed as prematching (early)
fusion and postmatching (late) fusion, or a combination of both methods as follows
(see also Figure 2.8):
Early Fusion: is executed by concatenating the raw data of each sensor (sensor-
fusion), or by concatenating the extracted features from the raw data (feature-
fusion).
Data-level Fusion: is the integration of raw data from all sensors. This method
is difficult to apply to emotion recognition, since the raw data from one
sensor has differences in nature, format, sampling time scale and dimen-
sionality from the others (e.g. sounds and images). Besides, the combined
data is often huge and computationally expensive and difficult to process
to extract features.
Feature-level Fusion: the extracted features of different channels or modalities
are combined before classification. This type of fusion is appropriate for
synchronised modalities. Studies showed that feature-level fusion gets bet-
ter results than a decision-level fusion approach [Gunes and Pantic, 2010;
Caridakis et al., 2007]. Even though early fusion is expected to contain
richer information than late fusion [Rattani et al., 2007], drawbacks of this
method are feature vectors from different modalities are not correlated,
incompatible, have different time scale and metric levels, and increases
feature-vector dimensionality, which might lead to a biased decision to-
wards the larger feature vector. Incompatibility issues have to be fixed
before fusing the features using normalisation methods, such as Min-Max
and Z-score [Atrey et al., 2010]. Once normalised, features could be sim-
ply concatenated, and/or pre-processed for dimensionality reduction by
feature selection or feature transformation.
Late Fusion: is executed after the classification of each individual channel, using
either the classifiers output scores (score fusion) or labels (decision fusion).
Both score and decision fusion could be executed in a simple way (e.g. sum-
rule, product-rule, etc., and logical AND, majority voting, etc.), or in a more
complex way such as using a secondary classifier [Tulyakov et al., 2008].
Decision-level Fusion: is the fusion of decisions (labels) from each modality’s
classifier. The fusion is performed either by using operators (e.g. AND,
OR), majority voting or a secondary classifier.
Score-level Fusion: is fusing scores from each modality classifier. Fusing
scores from different modalities that use the same type of classifier is sim-
ple. However, fusing scores from different types of classifiers could be
tricky, if the scores are not similar in nature (i.e. distance from hyperplane
vs. likelihood ratio). Therefore, further normalisation before the fusion
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should be performed [Tulyakov et al., 2008]. Each modality outputs a
confidence score, which could be combined using: mathematical opera-
tions (e.g. weighted sum, or weighted product), a secondary classifier, or
Dynamic Score Selection (DSS) [Rodriguez et al., 2008].
Cues from facial and vocal expressions of emotions are complementary in na-
ture, but also contain some amount of redundancy. Facial and vocal expressions
can occur simultaneously or individually. The vast majority of multimodal
emotional recognition studies used late-fusion for its simplicity [Zeng et al.,
2009].
Model-level (hybrid) Fusion: was used lately, utilising both benefits of early and
late fusion [Atrey et al., 2010]. This method of fusion combines both feature-
level and decision-level fusion methods to overcome their drawbacks by using
the correlation and synchronisation between modalities [Zeng et al., 2009]. A
system that uses hybrid strategies including data, feature and decision level
fusion is potentially more accurate, flexible, and robust [Dasarathy, 1997].
The concern of overfitting when using a small dataset is an obstacle to investigat-
ing advanced fusion methods. However, in my work, early, late and model fusion
approaches are investigated. Feature-level as early fusion, several score-level and
decision-level as late fusion, as well as hybrid and classifier fusion as modal-level
fusion are investigated in Chapter 6 to identify their advantages and drawbacks in
detecting depression.
2.2.8 Evaluation and Validation of Affective Systems
The final step in emotion recognition systems is the evaluation, which determines
the quality of the system and identifies system weaknesses. That could be done by
dividing the dataset into: training, and testing subdivisions. Noting that the training
and testing subdivisions should not be overlapping, so as not to contaminate the
results [Schuller et al., 2011a]. When only a small dataset is available, cross-validation
methods are used to split the training and testing data repeatedly. Cross-validation
methods rotate partitions of the dataset to assess how the results will generalise to
an independent dataset.
Common types of cross-validation are: k-fold cross-validation, where the original
data is randomly partitioned into k equal size subdivisions, and leave-one-out (LOO)
cross-validation, which involves using a single observation from the original dataset
as the testing data, and the remaining observations as the training data. In emotion
recognition in general, using an LOO cross-validation method might present the risk
of model contamination, which might occur if the model is trained from observa-
tions of the same subject, where it detects the pattern of that subject’s observations
but not detect the actual problem in hand. To resolve this issue, “leave-cluster-out”
cross-validation was introduced by Rice and Silverman [1991], and has been used in
emotion recognition literature as “leave-one-subject-out” cross validation, where all
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Actual Label
Positive Negative Classification Measure
Predicted Label Positive TP FP Precision =TP
(TP+FP)
Negative FN TN NPV =
TN
(FN+TN)
Classification Measure Sensitivity =
TP
(TP+FN)






Table 2.1: Confusion matrix for a 2-class problem
observations from one subject are left out for each iteration. This cross-validation
method has several advantages including preserving within-subject dependency [Xu
and Huang, 2012] and reducing model contamination.
Once the model is trained on the training subdivision and then tested on the
testing subdivision, the model performance can be measured. Since the analysed
data are labeled with the actual classification, the error rate is calculated based on
comparing the predicted results given by the classifier(s) with the original labels. A
confusion matrix (see Table 2.1) is generated by counting the following for each class
in the system:
True Positives (TP): Is a desired result (in the sense of reflecting the true classifica-
tion), when the predicted result is accepted to be in a particular class, which is
the same as the actual label.
True Negatives (TN): Also is a desired result, when the predicted result is rejected
to be in a particular class, where the actual label is also not in that class.
False Positives (FP): (also called miss or false reject) Is a misclassified result, when
the predicted result is rejected to be in a particular class, where the actual label
is in that class.
False Negatives (FN): (also called false alarm or false acceptance) Also is a misclas-
sified result, when the predicted result is accepted to be in a particular class
where the actual label is not in that class.
Ideally, a confusion matrix is sufficient to describe the system performance. How-
ever, it could be confusing especially when several system configurations are tested.
Also, to reduce the confusion, it is preferable to have a certain measure that shows
basic system performance. Therefore, based on the confusion matrix, several statisti-
cal measures could be calculated, such as accuracy, precision, sensitivity, F1 measure
(the harmonic mean of sensitivity and precision), Negative Predictive Value (NPV),
etc. [Schuller et al., 2011a]. These measures differ in how much information they
reveal about the system performance depending on the desired performance charac-
teristics of the system.
Furthermore, system performance could be graphed for easier visual reference.
Common ways to graph system performance use Detecting Error Trade Off (DET) or
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC). DET has proven to be an easier and more
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practical way to measure the error rate than ROC [Martin et al., 1997]. Once the DET
or ROC curve is drawn, the equal error rate (EER) can be identified. The EER is the
threshold when the false acceptance rate is equal to the false rejection rate, noting that
the system with the lowest EER is the most accurate. Moreover, by adjusting the error
threshold, the system can be made to meet the desired performance characteristics.
As mentioned earlier, validation by dividing the datasets into several sections is
performed to test the system’s generalisability to unseen data. However, such divi-
sion uses the same dataset, which generally has the same recording environment and
conditions. Therefore, it could be argued that the system could be dataset-specific
and might not have the ability to truly generalise over new recording conditions.
Generalising by applying the system on a new data to overcome overfitting to a spe-
cific dataset could provide a measure of the feasibility of getting reasonable results
on truly unseen data. Moreover, the labels of the new data have to be mapped to
the original dataset, which might have more or fewer classes. If that was the case,
the misclassifying rate might increase, which also decreases the accuracy of the sys-
tem [Truong and Leeuwen, 2007]. For example, generalising an emotion recognition
system that is trained on a basic six emotions dataset to a valence-arousal emotion
dataset is challenging.
Beside the differences in number of classes, other issues of generalising to a new
dataset are differences regarding the recording environment, hardware used, spoken
language (i.e. from speech modality), the ethnic group (as in different cultures, faces
shapes and colour, etc.), etc. In general emotional studies, cross-corpus generalisation
is a very young research area. To the best of my knowledge, only few studies have
investigated method robustness on different environments [Schuller et al., 2011b;
Lefter et al., 2010; Schuller et al., 2010]. Speech in particular is immensely affected
by the recording environment, due to varying room acoustics and different types of
and distance to the microphones [Schuller et al., 2010]. The video part has also its
obstacles regarding recording environment: lighting condition, frame rate, camera’s
focal point, type and distance, and resolution and dimension size of the video files.
In general, due to all mentioned differences, generalising the system to a new dataset
gives a lower accuracy result than for the original data (e.g. [Truong and Leeuwen,
2007; Schuller et al., 2010]). Therefore, normalisation methods have to be performed
to eliminate recording environment differences [Schuller et al., 2010]. In this work, I
attempt to mitigate such differences, as described in Section 3.1.
2.3 Depression Recognition Using Computer Techniques
Despite differences in methods, databases, and classifiers used, a few studies have
been investigating the automatic detection of depression lately using computer arti-
ficial intelligence techniques using either audio or video channels, as well as multi-
modal channels.
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2.3.1 Depression Datasets
Collecting clinical datasets is time consuming and difficult. It involves ethical and
legal processes in order to acquire and use the recordings of subjects. A few datasets
have been collected and used for automatic detection of depression as follows (see
also Table 2.2 for a comparison):
SDC (suicidal, depressed, and control subjects): is a collection of recorded speech
from different datasets. Suicidal speech samples were collected from an exist-
ing dataset used by Silverman and Silverman [2002], which contained recorded
treatment sessions, phone conversations and suicide notes. For a depressed
speech sample, two databases were used. The first dataset is Vanderbilt II,
which contained both male and female patients recorded while conducting a
therapy session, where patients met with the therapists weekly for up to 25
weeks. The second dataset is from a study comparing the effect of therapy
methods on depression collected and used by Hollon et al. [1992]. Depressed
patients met DSM-IV criteria for depression and ICD-9-CM (International Clas-
sification of Diseases, ninth edition, Clinical Modification). For the control
group speech sample, therapists’ speech from the Vanderbilt II dataset was
used.
PDBH: The psychiatry department of behavioural health at the Medical College of
Georgia in the USA collected a database of patients suffering depression (met
DSM-IV criteria) and non-depressed control subjects. A total of 15 patients and
18 controls were audio recorded in one session only, while reading a short story.
Pitt: At the University of Pittsburgh (Pitt), a clinically validated depression dataset
was collected during treatment sessions of depressed patients. All participants
in the dataset were recruited from a clinical trial, where they all met DSM-IV
criteria for major depression. A total of 57 depressed patients were evaluated at
seven-week intervals using the HRSD clinical interview for depression severity.
Interviews were audio-video recorded on up to four occasions and depression
severity was evaluated each time by a clinician (see Section 3.2.2 for more de-
tails).
BlackDog: The Black Dog Institute, a clinical research facility in Sydney, Australia,
collected a clinically validated depression dataset. Audio-video recordings
from over 40 depressed subjects with over 40 age-matched controls (age range
21-75yr, both females and males) have been collected. The audio-video ex-
perimental paradigm contains several parts, including reading sentences and
interviews (see Section 3.2.1 for more details).
Mundt et al. [2007]: collected a dataset for studying depression severity. A total of
35 patients (met DSM-IV criteria and HRSD of > 22) referred by a treating
physician to sign a consent and to get access to a touch-tone telephone inter-
face every week for 7 weeks. Each week, speech sample were obtained over
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the telephone, which consisted of free speech, reciting alphabets and numbers,
reading passage and sustained vowels.
WCGS: The Western Collaborative Group study collected a speech dataset of 1182
elderly men (mean age of 70). Although, the dataset focused on personality
types, it also contained data on the psychological assessments of each partici-
pant including the depression scale using the Center for Epidemiologic Studies
Depression Scale (CESD) [Devins and Orme, 1985]. The data contained 16 se-
vere depressed, 52 mild depressed and 1114 non-depressed subjects. The audio
recordings consisted of 15 minutes structured interviews for personality type.
ORI: The Oregon research center in USA collected an adolescents depression audio-
video and other sensors corpus. The dataset consisted of recordings of 139
adolescents (12-19 years old) with their parents participating in three types of
family interactions (event-planning, problem-solving, family consensus). Of
this sample, 68 adolescents met the DSM-IV for major depression, while the
remaining 71 participants were healthy non-depressed controls.
ORYGEN: is a youth health research centre in Melbourne, Australia. Before the data
collection, a large sample of 2479 potential participants was screened using
three different questionnaires and assessments including depression. Only par-
ticipants diagnosed with no depression were invited for a laboratory recording
session that involved interaction with their family. Of this sample, 191 families
with their 12-13 year old children participated in the audio-visual recording.
Two years after the recording, a follow-up stage was conducted. The second
stage involved only a test by psychologists to determine the participants’ men-
tal state using conventional diagnostic tests, including screening for depression.
At the second stage, it became apparent that 15 participants developed major
depression (6 males and 9 females).
DAIC: The virtual human distress assessment interview corpus is an audio-video
recordings of participants interacting with a virtual human. Before the record-
ing, participants complete a series of questionnaires that include assessments
for depression using PHQ-9. A total of 167 subjects were interviewed, where
29% were diagnosed with depression.
AVEC: is a subset of the German audio-video depressive language corpus (AVDLC)
which includes 340 video recordings of 292 subjects, while interacting with a
human-computer interface [Valstar et al., 2013]. The participants were recorded
1 to 4 times, with a period of 2 weeks between assessments. The recordings
included: sustained vowels, task solving, counting, reading, singing, etc. (see
Section 3.2.3 for more details). The AVEC subset contained 150 sessions divided
equally for training, development and testing sets.
Table 2.2 summarises and compares the existing datasets used for automatic de-
pression detection. As can be seen, each dataset has a different recording environ-
ment and procedure, a different task and depression assessment, and a different
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number of subjects and sessions. Some of these datasets were not aimed for depres-
sion analysis, as in SDC and WCGS, which implies that the recording techniques
might not be sufficient for such analysis. For example, SDC suicidal note recordings
were obtained from telephone and tape recordings. Also, the Mundt et al. [2007]
dataset recordings were obtained over the telephone, where the quality might not
be sufficient for advanced speech analysis. The procedure for the sessions differ be-
tween datasets, where some used audio only from read speech to recorded therapy
sessions, while others used both audio and video recordings from clinical interviews
and designed interactions.
Moreover, depression assessment differs in these datasets from clinical-
assessment to self-assessment using a variety of clinical tests. That is, with the excep-
tion of DAIC and AVEC, which used depression self-assessment, the other datasets
used different clinical-assessment depression tests such as DSM-IV, HRSD, CESD,
and other modified versions of depression scales, as in ORI and ORYGEN. In addi-
tion, the tasks of each dataset differ, ranging from comparing depressed to control
subjects to evaluating depression severity. Comparing depressed with control sub-
jects also was different in the targeted age group, from adults to adolescents, and
elderly. Depression severity was investigated from either different subjects or the
same subjects regarding treatment progress. Not only the number of participants
of those datasets differ, but also the number of recorded sessions for each subject,
ranging from one session to several sessions.
It would be ideal to have a large clinical depression dataset that is publicly avail-
able in order to standardise the automatic depression detecting methods. Such ideal
dataset could also contain several sessions for depressed patients to monitor their
treatment progress and at least one session for control subjects for comparison. How-
ever, such public depression dataset is difficult to acquire for obvious ethical and
legal reasons to protect participants’ privacy. Among the previous existing datasets,
only the AVEC dataset could be shared under a privacy agreement. However, the
depression assessment used in AVEC does not include a clinical evaluation, which
might influence the scale of depression and its automatic evaluation. The lack of such
standardised dataset introduces challenges such as results replication, and increases
difficulties of developing a generalised system that recognise depression symptoms.
In this work I attempt to reduce this gap by replicating and generalising the
proposed system to three datasets: BlackDog, Pitt, and AVEC as shown in Chapter 7.
In this project, the BlackDog and Pitt datasets were accessed as part of a long-term
collaboration with the Black Dog Institute and Pittsburgh University, respectively,
while the AVEC dataset was shared under a privacy agreement for participating in
the AVEC depression challenge 2014. While using subjects from the outpatients clinic
of these datasets may have resulted in a wider variety of depressive disorders, it is
assumed for the purpose of this study that any diagnosis of depression is sufficient
for the term depression used in this thesis.
The following sections review the studies that have been investigating the au-
tomatic detection of depression from verbal, nonverbal and multimodal approaches
using the previously mentioned datasets. Moreover, Table 2.3 summarises these stud-
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2.3.2 Detecting Depressed Speech
There have been several studies on detecting depressed speech characteristics and
classifications either based on automatic emotion detection studies or based on psy-
chological investigations. While psychological investigations are concerned with the
overall patterns of speech using statistical measurements based on functionals of
speech prosody features, affective computing classification could use both forms of
frame-by-frame low-level features as well as functionals. Therefore, not only previ-
ously mentioned vocal features from psychological studies have been investigated
for automatic assessment of depression, but also advanced multidimensional vocal
features. I will summarise some of them here.
France et al. [2000] used several speech features to classify depressed and suicidal
subjects from healthy control subjects. The study used the SDC dataset and separated
subjects by gender. They used statistical feature selection with LDA as a classifier to
determine which set of features best describes the different classes. The classification
results were satisfying with an average accuracy of 75% for both male and female
groups. They concluded that the formant and power spectral density measurements
were the best discriminators of class membership in both male and female subjects.
However, they introduced potential concerns about the differences in recording de-
vices and environment between the three databases used, which might have affected
the results.
Moore et al. [2003, 2004, 2008], in a series of studies, investigated several speech
features to distinguish clinically diagnosed depressed patients from control subjects.
They used the PDBH dataset to extract prosodic, glottal, and vocal tract features. A
quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) classifier along with different combinations
of prosodic measures, vocal tract measures, and glottal measures were used, which
resulted in on average 87% recognition accuracy. They concluded that the glottal
descriptors are vital components to classify affect on speech in general, particularly
depression.
Ozdas et al. [2004] have also used a balanced subset of the SDC database, of 10
subjects in each group of depressed, suicidal, and control. They used vocal jitter
and glottal flow spectrum speech features for classification. A maximum likelihood
classifier was used, which yielded correct classification scores of 83% on average
between all three classes. Also, the authors mentioned that using three different
datasets with different recording settings could introduce potential noise that could
affect the classification results.
Cohn et al. [2009] attempted to detect severity of depression using vocal prosody,
in particular pitch and speaker switch duration. Their analysis used a subset of the
Pitt dataset containing audio data for 28 participants divided into two categories: 11
of which had a reduction in depression severity by 50% or more in the following ses-
sions and 17 who did not respond to treatment. Using a logistic regression classifier,
an accuracy of 79% was achieved.
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Cummins et al. [2011] investigated depressed speech from read material. They
used a subset of the BlackDog database containing 23 clinically diagnosed depressed
patients and 24 healthy control subjects recorded while reading sentences. Sev-
eral speech features were extracted including prosodic, as well as detailed and
broad spectral information. For classification, GMMs with normalisation techniques
and several feature combinations were used. A classification accuracy of 80% was
achieved using MFCC and formants.
Trevino et al. [2011] used a subset of the Mundt et al. [2007] database to clas-
sify depression severity. They used speech interviews of 35 depressed patients who
recently started on depression treatment and continued over a 6 weeks assessment
period. They segmented the speech into different phonological speech (pauses, vow-
els, fricatives, nasals, etc.) and studied their correlation with the subjects’ depres-
sion level. Also, they divided depression scores into 5-classes for classification us-
ing Gaussian models. They measured the classification results using the root mean
square error (RMSE), which was less than 2 in all classification combinations with dif-
ferent selections of phone lengths and pause lengths. Based on the correlation and
classification results, the study concluded that phone-specific characteristics uncover
a strong relationship between speech rate and depression severity.
Sanchez et al. [2011] investigated prosodic and spectral features to detect de-
pression in elderly men. They used a balanced subset of the WCGS dataset of 16
depressed and 16 controls. For classification, an SVM is used with a backward elim-
ination as feature selection method to identify best feature groups for the task. They
achieved a depression detection accuracy of 81% with prosodic features, namely pitch
and energy.
The above mentioned studies investigated detecting depression in adults, while
Low et al. [2011] investigated detecting depression in adolescents using the ORI
dataset. They extracted several features including: prosodic, cepstral, spectral, glot-
tal, as well as features derived from TEO. GMM and SVM were used for classification,
where the results ranged from 67% to 87% based on the features and gender. They
concluded that the features that associated with glottal flow formation are important
as cues for clinical depression.
Interestingly, Ooi et al. [2012, 2013] investigated potential early predicting of
depression in adolescents up to two years in advance. A subset of the ORYGEN
database was used in their research. Based on the later diagnosis, the subjects were
divided into two groups, adolescents who developed depression and adolescents
who did not show any symptoms of depression. Only 15 subjects were assigned
to the first group, and to match that sample, only 15 from the second group were
selected. A GMM classifier was used with fusing different prosodic, spectral, glottal,
as well as TEO features. Their method resulted in a high accuracy level of 73% for
predicting future depression.
A recent study by Scherer et al. [2013a] investigated voice quality features for
identifying depression and stress disorders from healthy controls. A subset of the
DAIC database was used, having 18 moderate to severe depressed subjects, and 18
non-depressed subjects. Using an SVM classifier, an accuracy for detecting depres-
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sion of up to 75% was achieved. They concluded a strong characteristic of depressed
speech from voice quality features, which is speaker-independent as well as gender-
independent.
Williamson et al. [2013] examined vocal biomarkers of depression in order to
automatically detect depression severity, using the AVEC dataset. Formant frequen-
cies and Mel-cepstra based features were extracted and processed for correlation
structures. They used GMM based regression analysis created from an ensemble of
Gaussian classifiers. The results were encouraging, performing down to 7.4 RMSE
for speaker-based adaptation approach.
2.3.3 Detecting Nonverbal Depressed Behavior
On the other hand, recognising depression from nonverbal cues has attracted far
less attention compared with studies of verbal cues. Nonverbal cues include facial
activity and expression, general movement and posture of the body, head pose and
movement, as well as gaze and eye blinks.
Cohn et al. [2009] studied automatic detection of depression severity from facial
expression. They used a subset of the Pitt dataset of treatment interviews, which
were divided into two groups: 66 interview recordings of severe depressed subjects
and 41 interview recordings of low depressed subjects from a total of 51 participants
(multiple recordings per subjects, see Section 2.3.1). SVM classifiers were used, which
yielded 88% accuracy for manual facial action unit features and 79% accuracy for
automatic AAM features.
Maddage et al. [2009] classified depression in adolescents with gender dependent
and independent models. They used a gender and class balanced subset of the ORI
dataset consisting of 4 depressed adolescents and 4 healthy control adolescents. Ga-
bor wavelet features were extracted at 18 facial landmarks from some video frames
from the videos and used to create GMM models. They achieved 78.6% average
correct classification, with better recognition using gender dependent models.
Ooi et al. [2011] attempt to predict depression in adolescents within 1-2 years in
advance from facial image analysis using the ORYGEN dataset. Only 15 adolescents
developed depression symptoms after the 2 year period, which have been used in
the study with a matching 15 healthy control adolescents. Eigenfaces and Fisher-
faces were used as features with nearest neighbour (NN) as a classifier for person
dependent and person independent approaches. They achieved up to 61% accuracy
using the person dependent approach.
Stratou et al. [2013] investigated nonverbal behaviour to identify psychological
disorders such as depression. They used a subset of the DAIC dataset containing 17
depressed subjects as well as 36 non-depressed subjects. Several features were ex-
tracted including: basic emotion expressions, facial action units, and head gesturing.
A Naive Bayes classifier was used, which achieved 72% F1 measure in classifying
depression for the gender independent model.
Joshi et al. [2012, 2013c], in a series of studies, investigated detecting depression
from nonverbal cues. Their subset contained interviews of 30 depressed and 30 con-
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trol subjects of the BlackDog dataset. Several features were extracted including facial
analysis using Local Binary Pattern, upper body analysis using Space Time Inter-
est Points, and a basic head movement analysis. The Bag-of-Words method was used
with different codebook sizes and different cluster centres to cluster the raw features.
Several classifiers were compared, where SVM performed best achieving 75.3% ac-
curacy using both LBP and STIP. Moreover, facial analysis alone gave up to 72%
accuracy, and body analysis resulted in up to 77% accuracy, while head movement
was only analysed statistically giving statistically significant differences.
Joshi et al. [2013a] analysed body movements for the task of detecting depression
severity. The study used two subsets of Pitt dataset: (1) 12 subjects with two sessions
each for both high and low depression scale, and (2) 18 sessions with high depression
scale and 18 sessions with low depression scale not necessarily from the same sub-
jects. Holistic body movement and relative body parts movement were fused along
with different codebook sizes and different cluster centres to create the features used
for the SVM classifier. Classification performance was 87% accuracy for subset 1 and
97% accuracy for subset 2, which was considered a very high performance.
Scherer et al. [2013b] investigated nonverbal behaviours to identify psychological
disorders such as depression using the DAIC database. They automatically extracted
eye gaze, smile intensity and duration, and manually extracted self-adapters such
as the self-touching duration. The features were analysed statistically only, finding
significant differences in depressed patients from smile intensity and hand touching
duration.
Moreover, to the best of my knowledge; this last study is the only study that
has investigated eye behaviour for automatic depression detection. However, other
eye activities such gaze direction and duration as well as blink rate and duration
were not investigated. Given the relatively small number of and the narrow scope
and methodology of prior research on the nonverbal depression cues, I believe that
studies on the automatic detection of depression using nonverbal cues are not yet
mature and need further investigation. In particular, eye activity and head pose could
potentially be a strong indicator for nonverbal behaviour related to depression. In
this work, such cues are investigated and the results are presented in Chapter 5.
2.3.4 Multimodal Depression Detection
Most previous studies on the automatic detection of depression have only investi-
gated a single channel, either from video or audio. Multimodal detection of depres-
sion is a very young research area. To the best of my knowledge, only a few studies
have investigated multiple channels for this task.
In the Cohn et al. [2009] study, mentioned earlier, facial actions and vocal prosody
for clinical depression detection were explored. They used different subsets of sub-
jects for the audio and video analysis. Therefore, they did not investigate fusion
approaches for the examined channels, but they anticipated an increase of accuracy
with fusion techniques.
Cummins et al. [2013] investigated feature fusion of speech and facial analysis
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for detecting depression severity using the AVEC dataset. A GMM-UBM system
was used for the audio subsystem and STIP in a Bag-of-Words approach for the
vision subsystem, which also were fused at future-level. The improvement from
the fused system was not statistically significant from the individual subsystems in
detecting depression level, performing an RMSE of 10.62 on testing set. Other fusion
approaches were not investigated.
Meng et al. [2013] also investigated fusing facial and vocal expression for de-
tecting depression severity using the AVEC dataset. Motion History Histograms
(MHH) were extracted from both the audio and video channels to capture tempo-
ral changes in facial and vocal expressions. The MHH from the video channel were
processed further using an Edge Orientation Histogram (EOH) and Local Binary Pat-
tern to highlight the dynamic feature details. For regression classification to detect
the depression scale, Support Vector Regression [Drucker et al., 1997] and Partial
Least Squares (PLS) regression [Wold, 2004] are used and compared. Audio and
video channels were fused using weighted sum decision fusion. The fusion result
improved slightly from individual channels, performing an RMSE of 10.96 on the
testing set.
Scherer et al. [2013c] investigated audio-visual indicators for automatic depres-
sion detection using a subset of the DAIC dataset. Recorded participants were split
into: 14 subjects with moderate to severe depressed, and 25 non-depressed subjects.
Audio features were extracted based on voice quality features (e.g. glottal source)
and video features were extracted based on emotion and motor variability, then con-
catenated using feature fusion. Using an SVM classifier, the fused modalities outper-
formed individual ones significantly, resulting in 90% accuracy (compared to 51%
and 64% for acoustic and visual modalities, respectively).
Joshi et al. [2013b] investigated and compared several multimodal fusion tech-
niques for depression analysis. Using a clinical dataset of 60 subjects, the study
compared audio-video fusion methods at feature level, score level and decision level.
Bag-of-Audio features for the audio channel and Bag-of-Video features for STIP for
the vision channel were extracted for analysis. The results showed a statistically sig-
nificant improvement in the fused systems compared with individual ones, resulting
in on average 80% accuracy.
2.3.5 Cross-cultural Depression Detection
Most previous studies on the automatic detection of depression have only investi-
gated on a single language, culture, or database. Using multiple depression datasets
for method generalisations is hard to investigate due to differences in recording envi-
ronments, recording procedures and depression evaluations, not mentioning ethical,
clinical, and legal reasons regarding acquiring and sharing such datasets. To the best
of my knowledge, only France et al. [2000] and Ozdas et al. [2004] used different
database to collect their depression speech sample. In both studies, a preprocess-
ing procedure was performed to compensate for possible differences in recordings.
They used Z-score normalisation [Jain et al., 2005] to reduce the effect of recording
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differences. Moreover, the acoustic noise, including background noise was removed.
Both studies obtained high classification results for control, depressed and suicidal
subjects. They also raised concerns of such recording environment differences that
might have an effect on the results even with the normalisation methods. However,
these studies used each dataset for a separate class (control, depressed and suicidal),
which might affect the classification results. That is, the classifier might separate the
classes based on their recording environment characteristics, not on the actual class.
As mentioned earlier, three databases will be used in order to investigate not only
the feasibility to generalise the methods for different databases, but also investigate













Table 2.3: Summary of automatic depression recognition studies
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Meng et al.
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SVR RMSE of 10.96
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2.4 Summary
For the purpose of this research, depression is defined as any diagnosis of the com-
mon types of depression using universal diagnostic tests. Psychological studies in-
vestigated depression symptoms (e.g. losing appetite, and lack of sleep), most of
which might not be easily detectable by technical sensors. This work focuses on
finding verbal and nonverbal behavioural cues that could be analysed by computer
technology, which will aid clinicians in diagnosing depression.
A few studies attempted to detect depression or its severity. However, as can
be seen from the reviewed studies, each study not only used a different sample
size, diagnostic test, and classification task, but also a different signal processing
paradigm including feature extraction, feature selection, classification and perfor-
mance measurements. These differences make it difficult to compare the results and
their conclusions. Moreover, these studies investigated some verbal and nonverbal
feature sets based on previous psychological findings, while there are still other fea-
tures to discover, in my opinion. Extracted features were analysed either by using
statistical analysis or by using classification methods. I believe that combining classi-
fication tasks with a statistical analysis for depression behavioural features will give
an insight for not only diagnosing depression, but also for future work on automatic
depression detection.
Studies on multimodal aspects of detecting depression have been limited, and
do not include many existing fusion techniques. As can be seen from these studies,
detecting depression by fusing different modalities increased the accuracy of the clas-
sification. Therefore, in this work, fusion approaches will be compared to investigate
their contribution to more robust and accurate diagnosis.
Even though using several depression datasets has its legal and technical chal-
lenges, it will be useful to investigate the feasibility of a generalised system for this
task. Studies using combined depression datasets are scarce, where normalisation
techniques have been performed to mitigate the effect of recording environment
differences. However, when using different datasets, the classifier might separate
the classes based on the recording environment characteristics not the actual class.
Therefore, in this work, I attempt to explore this field of study, not only to validate
and generalise the investigated system, but also to investigate cross-cultural and as-
pects of cross-language depression detection. Such a study will require investigating
normalisation techniques, as well as extracted feature types.
In the next chapter, a general overview of the steps and methods used in the
experiments of this thesis is given (Chapter 3). Further chapters contain experiments
of investigating the most accurate configuration for detecting depression from verbal
(Chapter 4) and nonverbal (Chapter 5) cues, as well as investigating fusion methods
(Chapter 6) and generalisability of the proposed system (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 3
Overall System Design and
Datasets
Following the generic steps of building a system to detect emotions mentioned in the
previous chapter, designing a system to detect depression is investigated. A general
overview of the steps and methods used in the experiments of this investigation is
given in this chapter. Used methods of each step of the system design are briefly
explained in Section 3.1 and will be detailed in further chapters. The general steps
are: dataset acquisition and data preprocessing, feature extraction, selection, and
normalisation, as well as multimodal fusion. Classification results and statistical
analyses used to measure the system performance are also reported briefly in this
chapter. Moreover, as obtaining a dataset is a first step for training and testing of
any proposed method, Section 3.2 includes details about the main dataset used in
this research, as well as details on two other depression datasets used to validate the
proposed method and to test its generalisability.
3.1 System Design, Analysis and Evaluation
In the previous chapter, specifically in Section 2.2, the main steps required to build
a system able to recognise expressions of emotions were summarised and reviewed.
As seen, a diversity of methods exist, which requires selecting methods that are
more suitable to the application and the type of data acquired. In this section, a
brief overview of the system design and the methods selected to perform each step
of the proposed approach are given. A detailed methodology for each modality is
given in its designated chapter; that is, Chapter 4 for verbal modalities and Chapter
5 for nonverbal modalities. Figure 3.1 shows the general design and lists the selected
methods for the proposed system to detect depression.
Dataset Acquisition
The first step to train and validate a system that recognises emotions in general is
to acquire a dataset collected for that purpose, as discussed in Section 2.2.1. More-
over, to build a system that can detect depression cues, a specifically designed data
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Figure 3.1: Overview of system design and selected method
collection that includes depressed patients has to be obtained. As mentioned in
Section 2.3.1, several depression datasets exist and have been used for the automatic
detection of depression or its severity. The datasets were originally recorded with dif-
ferent aims in mind, different tests for diagnosing, different experimental paradigm,
etc. However, they have similar ethics restrictions and regulations for protecting par-
ticipants’ privacy, which often restricts sharing the datasets. In the field of analysing
and detecting depression, using different datasets would enable to test the generali-
sation capability of the proposed methods and would ensure that these methods are
not data-specific. The differences and difficulties in depression data collection could
have an effect on building a generalised system that detect depression symptoms.
Therefore, in this work, the proposed system to detect depression is not only applied
to one dataset, but also validated on other depression datasets.
Even though it would preferable to get access to more datasets and subjects, I
was able to obtain ethical permission to use three datasets. These datasets are: Black
Dog Institute depression dataset, University of Pittsburgh depression dataset, and
Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge depression subset, which were mentioned briefly
in Section 2.3.1, and will be elaborated on in detail in Section 3.2. The main dataset
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used in this research is the BlackDog dataset since, it has the largest number of
subjects and is mainly used for differentiating depressed from control subjects, which
reduces variability of depression scales and severity. The BlackDog dataset is used
to investigate best approaches to obtain robust and accurate results for detecting
depression from verbal and nonverbal cues. To validate and generalise the proposed
system, the Pitt and AVEC depression datasets are used, as will be seen in Chapter
7.
Datasets Preparation (Pre-processing)
After acquiring the dataset, several preprocessing steps are required as preparation
for feature extraction as briefly explained in Section 2.2.2. The preparation methods
used depends on the type of features to be extracted. In this section, the methods
used in this research are explained in order to prepare for extracting features from
verbal (speech) and nonverbal (eye and head) cues.
In order to extract speech features accurately, the subject’s speech should be iso-
lated from other sounds such as noises or other speakers such as the interviewer. This
step could be done automatically using an advanced speaker diarisation technique
[Tranter and Reynolds, 2006]. However, such techniques are still under development
and the error rate would be considered high if an accurate separation is needed. As
my work investigates the most distinguishable speech features for depression (see
Chapter 4), accurate pure subject speech separation is required to reduce variability
of diarisation errors. Therefore, in order to extract pure subject speech accurately a
manual approach is used. In the BlackDog dataset, speakers’ individual segments
are manually separated from overlapped speech and noises, as well as other speech
behaviour cues as detailed in Chapter 4. Such intensive separation not only ensures
a clean and pure subject speech signal to extract speech features, but also allows ex-
tracting speech behaviour features such as interactions between the subject and the
examiner including overlapped speech and response time. For the Pitt dataset, the
recordings were transcribed manually (details could be found in [Yang et al., 2013]).
Using the transcriptions, speakers are separated for pure subjects’ speech. On the
other hand, as the AVEC dataset does not involve a human examiner, there is only
one speaker in each recording. Therefore, no separation is required to extract pure
subject speech, and the whole recording is used.
Moreover, once the pure subject speech is extracted, it passes through several
speech pre-processing steps such as framing, windowing, and segmenting, as ex-
plained in Section 2.2.3.1. For all speech signals, the acoustic features are extracted
with frame size set to 25ms at a shift of 10ms and using a Hamming window. For
segmentation, a voice activity detector is used to eliminate long pauses within the
speech to avoid extracting acoustic features from silent segments of the speech signal.
As mentioned in Section 2.2.3.1, identifying the start and the end time of utterances
could be used to segment the speech signal. Otherwise, a fixed duration or the en-
tire speech signal could be used. In the next chapter, such segmentation procedures
are investigated on the BlackDog dataset in order to determine which segmentation
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procedure is favorable in detecting depression.
Unlike the speech signal, the video signal is two dimensional, which contains a
lot of information that might not be necessarily useful for each application. Several
methods of identifying objects or a region of interest exist, as has been reviewed in
Section 2.2.3.2. In this work I am interested in locating and tracking the eyes and the
face to be able to extract eye activity and head pose features, respectively.
As the eyes not only occupy a small region in a video frame compared to the
rest of the face, but also have very small variations in movements and activity, it is
challenging to locate and track them automatically. In order to obtain an accurate
location of the eyes as well as accurately track their movements, an Active Appear-
ance Model is trained specifically for the eyes region for each subject using 74 points
around the eyes and eyebrows to locate and track the eyes accurately. Specific details
on training the eye-AAM are explained in Section 5.1.1.
The same eye-AAM method is used for all three datasets used in this work, the
only differences is in the number of annotated images used to train the eye-AAM,
which depends on the amount of head movement in the video. For example, as
the AVEC dataset used a human-computer interaction paradigm, the subject’s head
movement is minimal compared to the head movement while being interviewed by
a human (BlackDog, Pitt).
Even with its complexity, locating and tracking the face to extract head pose is
not as demanding as locating the eyes, because of its larger region and defined struc-
ture. To calculate the head pose accurately, several facial landmark points have to be
located. With the BlackDog dataset, a user-specific face-AAM is used, which locates
68 points on the face. From these points, the head pose is estimated as detailed in
Section 5.2.1. On the other hand, with the Pitt and AVEC datasets a 64-points generic
face model using constrained local models (CLM) [Saragih et al., 2009] is used, as
detailed in Chapter 7 1.
Feature Extraction
Once the preparation is accomplished, the next step is to extract the features that
are relevant to the application in question. As my work is interested in recognising
depression symptoms from verbal and nonverbal cues, I will focus in extracting fea-
tures that previous studies in the psychology literature proved to be discriminative
for depression. Each channel (i.e. audio, and video), and each modality (i.e. speech,
eye, and head) has different approaches for extracting relevant features. These ap-
proaches will be explained in detail in future chapters, while a brief description is
given in this section.
For the speech modality, the extracted features could be divided into two cat-
egories: speech behaviour features and vocal prosody features. Speech behaviour
1The use of the user-specific face-AAM was aimed for more accurate head pose estimation than
generic face models. However, comparing the CLM method with the AAM for head pose estimation
on the BlackDog dataset performed similarly. Therefore, CLM was used for the Pitt and AVEC datasets
for head pose estimation.
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features mostly include duration of speaking, pauses, response time, overlapped
speech, etc., which are calculated from the manual labelling of the interviews, as
well as other speech rate features, which are estimated using program codes as ex-
plained in Chapter 4. On the other hand, vocal prosody features are extracted using
open source software over the pure subject speech. The speech signal is framed as
25ms with 10ms overlap, where the features are extracted for each frame, which
produces frame-by-frame features, also named low-level descriptors. Unless the sys-
tem uses specific classifiers that deal with low-level features, functionals or statistical
measurements over the LLD could be calculated to be used with different kind of
classifiers. In this work, speech behaviour features, low-level features as well as
functional features calculated over different segments are investigated, as shown in
Chapter 4.
For eye activities as well as head pose and movements modalities, low-level fea-
tures are extracted (frame-by-frame), as well as several functional features are calcu-
lated over specific sections or over the entire session. The frame rate for video is 30
frames per second (fps). Both feature categories for both modalities are investigated
and the results are discussed in Chapter 5.
The use of functional features for speech, eye, and head modalities are beneficial
for several reasons. First, the session duration is different for each subject. With low-
level features, the number of observations depends on the session duration. Unbal-
anced observations per subject could restrict the choice of classifiers used. Therefore,
calculating functionals over fixed or specific sections or over the entire session would
ensure balanced observations for each subjects as well as having a wide range of
choices for classifiers. Moreover, functional features are robust (with normalisation
techniques) for recording environment which will be favorable when using different
datasets for generalisation as discussed in Chapter 7.
Worth noting is that the audio and video channels are rich sources of features
that potentially have distinguishing characteristics for depression detection. The ex-
tracted features in this work are a first attempt to emphasize the importance of these
channels, with more features to be investigated in the future.
Feature Normalisation
As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, normalising features of different scales to a unified
scale ensures fair comparison. Normalising the data to the same range ensures that
each individual feature has an equal contribution to the classification problem, and
minimises bias within the classifier for one feature or another. Normalisation is also
important when dealing with several datasets, which will minimise the variability of
different recording environments.
Moreover, some of the features are also pre-normalised while being extracted
using different methods. For example, duration features are pre-normalised over
the total duration of the segment or the interview. Low-level features are also pre-
normalised. For example, inspired by France et al. [2000] and Ozdas et al. [2004],
speech features are pre-normalised using Z-score normalisation for each subject be-
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fore extracting the functional feature (see Section 4.3), to ensure a fair comparison
for differences from recording environment, subject and gender differences, etc. Eye
features are normalised based on other measures to reduce differences due to the
distance from the camera and subject differences, as explained in detail in Section
5.1. On the other hand, since the head features are based on the angle pose of the
head, pre-normalisation is not required.
The pre-normalised features are further normalised using Min-Max to be scaled
similarly to the other extracted features. For all functional features extracted from
each modality investigated in this work, normalisation is performed before the clas-
sification step in a leave-one-out cross-validation manner. That is, the normalisation
parameters are calculated on the training set, and applied to the testing set, where
one subject per experiment is left out (leave-one-subject-out).
In this work, performed normalisation methods are:
• Min-Max normalisation, which scales features between 0 and 1, and
• Z-score, which shifts features to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one.
Min-Max and Z-score normalisation have the advantage of preserving exactly all
relationships in the data, even though they do not reduce the effects of outliers. The
formulae for Min-Max and Z-score normalisation are as follows, given that x is an
observation of the feature to be normalised:
Min− Max = x−min
max−min (3.1)
Z− score = x− µ
σ
(3.2)
More details on pre-normalisation and normalisation will be explained in chap-
ters 4 and 5 based on the extracted features and the investigation in question.
Statistical Analysis
To gain a better understanding of depression characteristics, and to reduce the gap
between psychology investigations and affective computing studies, not only pattern
recognition techniques are analysed but also statistical analyses. Such statistical anal-
yses are correlated to the classification problem, and could support the automatic
recognition results. As mentioned earlier, since the classification is done in a bi-
nary manner (depressed/non-depressed, or severe/low depression), a simple T-test
is sufficient for finding statistically significant differences between the two analysed
groups. Moreover, the statistical analyses of the extracted features give an insight
into the contribution of each feature, which would help identifying the behavioural
patterns of depressed patients.
As it is statistically difficult to analyse low-level features for significant differ-
ences, only functional features are analysed statistically. Furthermore, in order to
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characterise depression symptoms, the extracted functional features are also anal-
ysed for the direction of the effect.
For the statistical analysis, a two-sample two-tailed T-test are used with all subject
data. The two-tailed T-tests are obtained assuming unequal variances with signifi-
cance p = 0.05. The state of the T-test is also calculated to identify the direction of
effect.
I acknowledge that a correction for multiple statistical testing (e.g. Bonferroni)
might be required. However, as the goal of this thesis is not to identify behaviors
that are indicative of depression itself, the correction was not performed.
Feature Selection
As described in Section 2.2.5, feature selection methods reduce irrelevant features in
order to enhance system performance. The two main categories of feature selection
methods are: (1) subset feature selection and (2) feature transformation, where a
method of each of these main categories with the extracted functional features is
investigated.
For subset feature selection, a simple filtering method is used. In particular, as
the proposed approach is to identify depressed subjects from healthy control subjects
in a binary manner (i.e. depressed/non-depressed), using a simple T-test threshold
to perform feature reduction is sufficient. That is, features that exceed a statistical
threshold set in advance by a t-value corresponding to an uncorrected p-value of 0.05
(p < 0.05) are selected for the classification problem (see Section 3.1).
The use of the T-test threshold method as a feature selection is investigated in
three approaches. For short, features that exceed an uncorrected threshold of p <
0.05 using the T-statistic are abbreviated as ETF, and the approaches are as follows:
All ETF: Using the entire dataset, the T-test is applied on each extracted feature to
test its significance between the two groups. Features that exceed the T-statistic
threshold are kept fixed for all classification tasks (see Section 3.1). I acknowl-
edge that this method is based on seeing all observations, which might be
considered as a contaminated feature selection method. However, to compare
classification tasks, a fixed list of features would ensure a fair comparison and
verify the robustness of the statistical analysis conclusions.
Variable ETF: In this approach, the features that exceed the T-statistic with leave-
one-out cross-validation are selected. That is, using the training subjects in
each turn, the T-test is applied to all extracted functional features, then those
that exceed the T-statistic with significance p < 0.05 are selected for the training
and testing sets. Worth noticing is that these features are variable in each run,
hence I name this approach variable ETF. Moreover, this approach selects the
ETF in each classification task individually. For example, for gender-dependent
classification, the ETF are selected based on leave-one-out cross-validation for
male and female groups individually.
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Mutual ETF: In this approach, the mutual features that exceed the T-statistic in all
leave-one-out cross-validations are selected. That is, using the training subjects
in each turn, the T-test is applied to all extracted functional features, then only
those that exceed the T-statistic with significance p < 0.05 in every turn are
selected. Then, these mutual ETF are fixed and used for all leave-one-out cross-
validation turns. As with the variable ETF, this approach selects the mutual
ETF in each classification task individually. Acknowledging the risk that the
feature selection is based on seeing all observations, a fixed number of features
in each turn of the leave-one-out cross-validation ensures a fair comparison
between turns.
The main difference between all ETF and mutual ETF, is that all ETF are selected
based on using all extracted features from the entire interviews from all subjects in
one turn of T-test. On the other hand, mutual ETF are selected based on a subset of
the interviews (i.e. positive and negative questions) or a subset of subjects (i.e males
and females) in a leave-one-out cross-validation process.
As a feature transformation method, Principle Component Analysis is used not
only for dimensionality reduction, but also to use the most promising principal com-
ponents (PCs) that have the largest variance, as a method of feature selection. In this
work, PCA is performed in a leave-one-out cross-validation manner. That is, the PCA
coefficients are calculated on the training set, and then applied to the testing set. The
selection of PCs is performed on two approaches:
98% of PC variances: In this method, 98% of PC variances in each leave-one-out
cross-validation turn are kept. With this approach, the number of PCs is vari-
able in each turn.
Fixed number of PCs: In this method, the 98% of PC variances are calculated in
each leave-one-out cross-validation turn, and then the minimum number of
PCs that have at least 98% in each turn are selected. This method would ensure
a fixed feature vector length in each leave-one-out turn, thus ensuring a fair
comparison between turns.
Classification
Previously in Section 2.2.6, classifiers were explained with a focus on the classifiers
used in this work. As mentioned earlier, different classifiers are suitable for differ-
ent types of features. Therefore, as low-level and functional features are extracted,
and to compare the performance of each of these feature types, different methods
of classification are required. Unless otherwise stated, for most of the experiments,
Gaussian Mixture Models are used with the low-level features, since they have the
ability to deal with low-level data of different length, and Support Vector Machines
for functional features, since they require an equal feature vector length for all obser-
vations. For all classification problems, the classifications are performed in a binary
(i.e. depressed/non-depressed, low/high depressed), subject-independent scenario.
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To mitigate the effect of the limited amount of data, a leave-one-subject-out cross-
validation is used without any overlap between training and testing subsets.
With low-level features, two classification methods are applied. First, using GMM
as a classifier. That is, building two GMM models, one model trained on the de-
pressed subjects, and another model trained on the control subjects. These two
models do not include the subject that has been left out in the leave-one-subject-
out cross-validation. Then, a GMM model is built using the left out subject data and
then tested against the two created models. The test calculates the likelihood ratio of
the testing model belonging to one of the two models. The classification decision is
made based on the likelihood ratio. That is, the smaller the likelihood, the closer the
test model is to the group model.
The second method of classifying low-level features is to use GMM as a clustering
method for each subject. Then, the GMM model is used as an observation for the
SVM classifier. That is, for each subject’s low-level data, a GMM is trained with a
certain number of mixtures (empirically chosen), then the created model is used as
an observation for that subject for an SVM classifier. To select the best number of
mixtures (clusters) for the GMM that outputs the most accurate classification results,
we experiment on several numbers of mixtures (4, 8, 12, 16, 32) for speech prosody,
eye activity and head pose. The highest average of classification accuracy of the
three modalities occurred when using 16 mixtures. Therefore, a size of 16 mixtures
has been selected and fixed for all further experiments to ensure a fair comparison.
On the other hand, functional features are extracted for each subject to create
an observation. These observations are used with the SVM classifier. Several feature
selection methods are applied to the functional features as mentioned in the previous
section.
For the GMM implementation, the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) is used,
using one state of HMM to train a GMM with a 16 mixtures and 10 iterations. The
number of mixtures is empirically chosen in each experiment and fixed to ensure
consistency in the comparison as explained above.
LibSVM [Chang and Lin, 2001] is used for the SVM implementation. To increase
the accuracy of SVMs, the cost and gamma parameters are optimised with a wide
range grid search for the best parameters with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel.
The range is set to -80 to 80 for cost and -80 to 80 for gama, with several steps (40,
20, 10, 5, 2.5, and 0.5) to refine the optimisation. Each step identifies the peak area
within its range. Then, the next step searches the identified area from the previous
step for another peak and better optimisation, and so on. The final selected param-
eters are the ones that generalise to all training observations with the leave-one-out
cross-validation. In other words, the common parameters that give the highest aver-
age training accuracy of all training sets in the cross-validation models are picked,
hence the need for wide range search. In an initial experiment, I compared optimis-
ing cost and gamma parameters for each training set of the cross-validation models
individually, with optimising them based on the highest average training accuracy
of all training sets in the cross-validation models. The latter optimisation performed
better on the testing sets than individual optimisation. I believe that the individ-
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ual optimisation overfit to the training set, while the overall optimisation is able to
generalise to the testing sets. Therefore, throughout this work, the optimisation is
performed based on the highest average training accuracy of all training sets in the
cross-validation turns.
For all modalities, several classification tasks are performed and compared:
Low-level vs. functionals: The performance of low-level and functional features are
compared in the classification task to identify, which is more suitable for de-
tecting depression. As discussed previously, different classifiers are used for
low-level and functional features, as well as different feature selection meth-
ods.
Gender-dependency: While I acknowledge the reduction of sample size as well as
the number of observations in this case, gender-dependent classification is per-
formed to investigate the effect of gender in detecting depression. Male and
female groups are separated manually and investigated for classification indi-
vidually.
Expression-dependency: The classification results of different expressions of emo-
tions (positive and negative) are compared. Investigating positive and negative
expressions, two related questions are used from the interview that are as-
sumed to elicit the expressions in question. The questions are: “Can you recall
some recent good news you had and how did that make you feel?” and “Can
you recall news of bad or negative nature and how did you feel about it?”. For
simplicity, these two questions will be referred to as “Good News” and “Bad
News”, respectively. I assume that these questions elicit the emotions, even
though the answers are not validated for certain emotions. Despite the reduc-
tion of sample size (in terms of interview duration), the expression-dependent
investigation revealed behavioural pattern differences between the two groups
(depressed/controls).
Worth noting is that an initial experiment of classifying depression from speech
prosody has been performed on each of the interview questions (8 questions),
where the results were compared to the classification result using all interview
questions. The initial experiment showed that the highest classification result
originated from the data of the “Good News” question and the lowest classifica-
tion result from the “Bad News” question, while the other questions performed
similarly to when using all interview questions.
Since the used datasets are balanced in the number of subjects in each group, the
classification chance level is assumed to be 50%.
Modalities Fusion
As elaborated in Section 2.2.7, several modality fusion approaches exist for both early
and late fusion categories. For early fusion, a simple concatenation of extracted fea-
tures and dimensionality reduction of fused features is investigated. For late fusion,
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several methods are investigated for score and decision fusion. Moreover, hybrid
fusion is also investigated using one and two levels of decision fusion. In this work,
each fusion approach is investigated as described in Chapter 6.
Performance Measures
Section 2.2.8 elaborated on measuring system performance by evaluation and valida-
tion measurements.
For evaluating the proposed system performance, average recall (AR) is used.
The AR, which also called “balanced accuracy”, is more informative than the
often reported accuracy, as it considers the correct recognition in both groups
(depressed/non-depressed). AR is calculated as the mean of sensitivity and speci-










Sensitivity + Speci f icity
2
(3.5)
To validate the proposed approach, other datasets are also used to investigate
its generalisation properties. The datasets used in this work are described in the
following section.
3.2 Datasets
As mentioned earlier, three datasets are used in this study. The main dataset is the
BlackDog dataset, which is used for investigations for the most accurate configura-
tion for depression detection. Another two datasets, namely Pitt and AVEC, are used
to validate the findings from BlackDog and to test the generalisation ability of the
proposed system. The specific details of each dataset are described in the follow-
ing sub-sections. Also, for easier reference, Table 3.1 summarises and compares the
specification of the selected subset of each dataset used in this research.
3.2.1 BlackDog Dataset
The Black Dog Institute is a clinical research facility in Sydney, Australia, offering spe-
cialist expertise in depression disorders. Clinically validated data is being collected
in an ongoing study. The goal of the Black Dog Institute data collection is to compare
subjects diagnosed with different types of depression disorders with healthy control
subjects in response to different stimuli. Only subjects who fit the criteria of healthy
controls as well as depressed patients are included (see below).
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Dataset BlackDog Pitt AVEC
Language English (Aus-
tralian Accent)
English (American Accent) German
Number of subjects 60 (30-30) 38 (19-19) 32 (16-16)
Males-females 30-30 14-24 9-23
Comparison Depressed/Control Severe/Low depression Severe/Low depression
Procedure open ended ques-
tions interview





Mean score (range) 19 (14-26) Severe depression: 22.4 (17-35)/
Low depression: 2.9 (1-7)
Severe depression: 35.9 (30-45)/
Low depression: 0.6 (0-3)
Equivalent QIDS-SR
score
19 (14-26) Severe depression: 17 (13-26)/
Low depression: 2 (1-5)
Severe depression: 20 (16-22)/










Hardware 1 camera + 1 mi-
crophone
4 cameras + 2 microphones 1 web camera + 1 microphone
Audio sampling rate 44100 Hz 48000 Hz 44100 Hz
Video sampling rate 30 fps 30 fps 30 fps
Table 3.1: Summary of datasets specification used in this research
Participants
For depressed patients, only patients who have been diagnosed with pure depres-
sion, i.e. those who have no other mental disorders or medical conditions. On the
other hand, control subjects are carefully selected to have no history of mental illness
and to match the depressed subjects in age and gender. So far, data from over 40 de-
pressed subjects with over 40 age-matched controls (age range 21-75yr, both females
and males) has been collected.
Depression Diagnosis and Criteria
Depressed patients were recruited into the study from the tertiary referral Depres-
sion Clinic at the Black Dog Institute. All patients were classified as having a cur-
rent major depressive episode on the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview
or MINI Sheehan et al. [1998], with the type of depression (variably melancholic,
non-melancholic and bipolar depression) rated independently by clinic psychiatrists.
Clinical participants were excluded if they met criteria for current and/or past psy-
chosis (unrelated to mood). Additional exclusion criteria, for all participants, in-
cluded current and/or past alcohol dependence, neurological disorder or history of
significant brain injury, a Wechsler Test of Adult Reading (WTAR) Venegas and Clark
[2011] score below 80 and/or electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) in the past six months.
Healthy control participants were recruited through the community. Exclusion
criteria for healthy controls included current and/or past depression, (hypo)mania
or psychosis as assessed by the MINI. All MINI assessments were conducted by
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trained research assistants (RAs) at the Black Dog Institute.
Depression severity was assessed using the Quick Inventory of Depressive Symp-
tomatology Self Report Rush et al. [2003], with all clinical participants meeting at
least a moderate level of depression severity on this measure. A QIDS-SR score of
11-15 points refers to a “Moderate” level, 16-20 points to a “Severe” level, and ≥ 21
points to a “Very Severe” level.
Data Collection Paradigm
Participants, both depressed and control, are audio-video recorded in one session
only. The audio-video experimental paradigm contains several parts, including:
1. Passive viewing of brief movie clips (1-2 min): Aiming to elicit a range of
content-congruent affective responses, a list of previously validated film clips
is used [Gross and Levenson, 1995]. Specifically, the clips used in our paradigm
are: Bill Crosby (funny), The Champ (sad), Cry Freedom (anger), Silence of the
Lambs (fear), Capricorn One (surprise) and The Shining (fear). This list of clips
was selected to elicit an oscillation from positive to negative affect and back.
This enables the analysis of facial responses to a variety of controlled positive
and negative audio-visual stimuli.
2. Rating IAPS pictures: Pictures from the International Affective Picture System
(IAPS) [Lang et al., 2005] are presented to participants. Participants are asked
to rate each picture as either positive or negative. This enables correlation of
the image presentation, the participants’ rating and their facial activity.
3. Reading short sentences aloud: The reading task contains 20 sentences with
negative and positive meaning. For example, “She gave her daughter a slap”,
“She gave her daughter a doll”. This enables the calibration of facial and vocal
responses, including the timing of the affective responses to text and semantics.
4. Answering open ended questions: An interview is conducted by asking spe-
cific open ended questions where the subjects are asked to describe events in
their life that had aroused significant emotions. This item is designed to elicit
spontaneous self-directed speech and related facial expressions, as well as over-
all body language. The interview contains 8 question groups, with each group
containing some follow up sub-questions. The content of affective situations in-
cluding neutral situations such as routine activities, positive social events, such
as births and weddings, and negative situations, such as bereavement or finan-
cial problems, are explored, with a particular focus on perceived mechanisms
leading to depression. Open ended questioning was conducted by one of two
trained RAs.
Hardware and Specifications
Video and audio streams were captured in QuickTime Pro (running on a 17” Apple
Macbook Pro) using a high-resolution Pike F-100 FireWire camera (Allied Vision
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Figure 3.2: A view of the BlackDog recording environment setup
Tech.), and broadcast-quality (Sony) lapel microphone. The camera was positioned
on a tripod behind the monitor that presented the stimuli, with the height of the
camera adjusted for each participant to ensure optimal recording of facial features.
The microphone was attached to the participant’s lapel, at mid-chest level. During
open ended questioning, the RA sat camera-left, behind the monitor (to the right of
the participant). Audio was digitised at 44,100 Hz, and the video frame rate was set
at 30 fps (frame per second) at 800× 600 pixels.
Selected Subset
In this work, a gender balanced subset of 30 depressed subjects and 30 controls is
used for the analysis. Only native Australian English speaking participants are se-
lected to reduce the variability that might occur from different accents and language
acquisition. For depressed subjects, the level of depression is a selection criterion,
with a mean of 19 points (range 14-26 points) of the diagnosis using DSM-IV. I ac-
knowledge that the amount of data used here is relatively small, but this is a common
problem in similar studies. As the Black Dog Institute continues to collect more data,
future studies will be able to report on a larger dataset.
In this thesis, unless mentioned otherwise, only the interview part of the
paradigm is used, as it contains spontaneous interaction behaviour for both audio
and video channels. The total duration of the recorded audio-video interview is over
500min (see Table 3.1). Moreover, the interview part is manually labelled to extract
pure subject speech, as well as reciprocal speech to extract speech behaviour (see
Section 3.1). The total pure speech duration is 290min (see Table 3.1).
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3.2.2 Pitt Depression Dataset
At the psychology department of the University of Pittsburgh (Pitt), within a project
concerned about treatment of depression, a clinically validated depression dataset
was collected [Yang et al., 2013]. The goal of the Pitt data collection is to monitor
depression severity during treatment sessions of depressed patients.
Participants
All participants in the dataset were recruited from a clinical trial, where they were
all diagnosed with depression. A total of 57 depressed patients were evaluated at
seven-week intervals using a semi-structured clinical interview for depression.
Depression Diagnosis and Criteria
In the Pitt dataset, HRSD is used as a measure for assessing severity of depression.
HRSD scores of 15 or higher are generally considered to indicate moderate to severe
depression; and scores of 7 or lower to indicate no or very low depression [Fournier
et al., 2010].
Data Collection Paradigm
The Pitt data collection included interviews using the HRSD questions, where pa-
tients were recorded in up to four sessions. Symptom severity was evaluated on






Figure 3.3: A view of the Pitt recording environment setup [Yang et al., 2013]
Interviews were recorded using four hardware synchronised analogue cameras
and two unidirectional microphones. Two cameras were positioned approximately
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15 degrees to the participant’s left and right to record their shoulders and face. A
third camera recorded a full-body view while a fourth recorded the interviewer’s
shoulders and face from approximately 15 degrees to their right. Audio was digitised
at 48, 000Hz and the video frame rate was 30 frames per second at 640× 480 pixels.
Selected Subset
In this study, participants from the Pitt dataset are categorised in two categories
according to their depression score: low-depression (HRSD score of seven or less)
or high-depression (HRSD score of 15 or higher). There are only 19 patients with
low depression sessions; therefore, to have a balanced number of participants from
both low and high depression groups, another 19 patients with high depression are
selected in this study. Since each subject might have up to four sessions, only one
session per subject is selected, so that there is no overlap between the subjects from
the high and low depression cohort. Video data from the camera to the participant’s
right were used in the current study.
3.2.3 AVEC German Depression Dataset
The Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge is a subset of the German audio-video de-
pressive language corpus. In its latest version, AVEC included a sub-challenge on
automatic estimation of depression level [Valstar et al., 2013]. The data is collected to
measure and monitor depression severity.
Participants
The database includes 340 video clips of 292 subjects, with only one person per clip,
i.e. some subjects feature in more than one clip. The speakers were recorded between
one and four times, with a period of two weeks between the measurements. The
mean age of subjects is 31.5 years, with a standard deviation of 12.3 years and a
range of 18 to 63 years.
Depression Diagnosis and Criteria
In the AVEC dataset, the depression severity is based on the Beck Depression In-
dex, which is a self-reported 21 multiple choice inventory [Beck et al., 1996]. The
BDI scores range from 0 to 63, where 0-13 indicates minimal depression, 14-19 in-
dicates mild depression, 20-28 indicates moderate depression, and 29-63: indicates
severe depression. The average BDI-level in the AVEC dataset is 15 points (standard
deviations = 12.3).
Data Collection Procedure
The AVEC depression database contains naturalistic video and audio of participants
partaking in a human-computer interaction experiment guided by a self-paced Power
Point presentation and contains the following tasks:
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• sustained vowel phonation, sustained loud vowel phonation, and sustained
smiling vowel phonation;
• speaking out loud while solving a task;
• counting from 1 to 10;
• read speech: excerpts of a novel and a fable;
• singing: a German nursery rhyme;
• telling a story from the subject’s own past: best present ever and sad event in
the childhood;
• telling an imagined story applying the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) [Mur-
ray, 1943].
Hardware and Specifications
The recordings took place in a number of quiet settings and the subjects were
recorded by a webcam and a microphone. The audio was recorded using a head-
set connected to the built-in sound card of a laptop, at a sampling rate of 44, 100Hz,
16 bit. The original video was resampled to a uniform 30 fps at 640× 480 pixels.
Selected Subset
In this thesis, a balanced subset of the AVEC database is selected based on the BDI
score. The recordings are categorised into binary groups indicating severe-depressed
where the BDI score is more than 29, and minimal-depressed where the BDI score is
less than 19. Since there are only 16 subjects with a BDI score more than 29, the same
number of subjects is selected with ascending low BDI scores from 0 to 4. The spon-
taneous childhood story telling from the recording tasks is analysed for speech, eye
activity, and head pose and movements, in order to mach the spontaneous interview
part from the BlackDog and Pitt datasets as closely as possible.
As can be seen, the datasets differ in aim, diagnosis method, and recording pro-
cedure/setup. BlackDog aims to compare depressed patients with healthy controls,
while both Pitt and AVEC datasets measure and monitor depression severity. The dif-
ferent diagnosis methods made the original depression scores incomparable. How-
ever, in this work, each dataset is treated and classified as a binary classification
task. That is, with the BlackDog dataset, the system classifies depressed from control
subjects, while with Pitt and AVEC, the system classifies high depression from low
depression severity.
3.3 Summary
To build a system that could recognise depression, I follow the general steps of emo-
tion recognition systems. In this chapter, I briefly gave an overview of the proposed
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system and selected methods for each step. This chapter also included details about
the main dataset used in this research, as well as details on two other depression
datasets used for the validation and generalisation of the proposed method.
The process of developing an approach that can detect depression from audio
and video input contains several steps (see Figure 3.1). One of the first steps is
the consideration of which dataset(s) to use. The BlackDog dataset is used as the
main dataset to investigate most accurate configuration for detecting depression. The
proposed system, derived after extensive experimentation on the BlackDog dataset, is
then validated using other datasets, namely Pitt and AVEC, to test its generalisation
ability.
Preparing the data for feature extraction is the second step of any system. Each
modality has different preparation needs. For example, the speech modality prepara-
tion requires extracting pure subject speech from other speakers and noises. On the
other hand, eye and head data preparations require locating and tracking the object
in question. Although modality preparations could be performed automatically us-
ing advanced techniques, manual preparation is used here to obtain accurate results
and to reduce error rates that are present even with advanced techniques.
Once the modalities are prepared, features could be extracted. Features are ex-
tracted in a low-level format, as well as by calculating statistical functionals over time.
The extracted features are then normalised to a unified scale to ensure fair compari-
son and to eliminate classifier bias for one feature over another. Several features are
pre-normalised while being extracted using different methods based on the extracted
features. Furthermore, all features are post-normalised using mostly Min-Max (see
individual chapters for details).
Features are then filtered to select the most distinguishable feature for detecting
depression. Feature selection is performed by a simple filter using features that
exceed a T-statistic, as well as by using feature transformation with PCA.
The extracted features are analysed statistically to investigate their significance
and direction of effect for the two groups (depressed/non-depressed, or low/high
depression). Classification is performed over the low-level and functional features
using GMM and SVM, respectively. Before, during or after the classification, fusion
techniques could increase the confidence level of the classification results. Therefore,
a fusion step is added in the proposed system design, where different methods for
each approach of fusion techniques are investigated. Finally, the proposed system
performance is measured not only by using “balanced accuracy” (average recall), but
also by applying the proposed system on different datasets as mentioned earlier.
For the data acquisition, BlackDog, Pitt, and AVEC depression datasets are used.
These selected datasets have many differences in aim, depression diagnosis, depres-
sion score, and procedure. However, because acquiring depression datasets has its
legal and ethical complexities, I try to overcome these differences. Normalisation
techniques and type of extracted features are selected to reduce such differences. For
example, as the Pitt and AVEC datasets are aimed at measuring depression severity,
the classification task is modified to detect low depression from high depression, in
a binary manner.
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Future chapters contain experiments of investigating the most accurate config-
uration for detecting depression. Chapter 4 researches audio channel features and
segments that are favourable for depression detection. Chapter 5 focuses on the
video channel, specifically eye and head modalities, where the extracted features are
analysed and classified. Chapter 6 investigates fusion methods of speech, eye and
head modalities. Chapter 7 validates the findings by applying the proposed system
to the Pitt and AVEC datasets.
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Chapter 4
Depressed Speech Characteristics
Chapter 2 reviewed the verbal and nonverbal symptoms of depression, and also
reviewed previous studies investigating automatic depression detection from both
audio and video channels. Audio is a rich channel for studying the expression of
emotions and mood, not only from spoken content, but also on the speech style
and speech characteristics. As elaborated in Section 2.1.2, psychological studies
showed that depressed speech has unique characteristics, including speech prosody
and speech style features, that differentiate depressed patients from healthy individ-
uals.
In this chapter, using the BlackDog dataset, several speech style and prosody fea-
tures are extracted and investigated for their effectiveness in detecting depression, in
order to address the research question Q1 stated in Chapter 1. This chapter describes
the preparation to extract subjects’ speech in Section 4.1 and the feature extraction
approach, as well as the analysis and classification of the extracted features for both
speech style and speech prosody features in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.
For each speech feature group (style and prosody), several experiments are in-
troduced in this chapter, aiming to explore which speech feature or set of speech
features characterise depressed compared to non-depressed speech. First, statisti-
cally significant speaking behaviour and functional vocal features that differentiate
depressed individuals from controls are explored. Then, the extracted features are
used for several classification tasks including: comparing low-level with functional
features, investigating gender-dependent classification, and investigating the differ-
ences in expressing positive and negative emotions between depressed and control
group.
4.1 Speech Signal Pre-processing
Before extracting and analysing speech features, the speech signal has to be cleaned.
That is, each subject’s voice has to be identified and segmented to remove back-
ground noise and remove speech segments from other speakers. As examples of such
speech pre-processing, noise removal techniques, which reduce non-speech segments
(i.e. background noise) and diarisation techniques, which aim to separate speakers,
could be used. Such techniques aim to automate the segmentation process. Some of
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the techniques use multiple microphones and then use the differences in signal en-
ergy to segment speakers. However, such techniques are not highly accurate and may
not be robust to overlapping speech and background noise [Tranter and Reynolds,
2006]. Moreover, the audio recording environment of the BlackDog dataset consists
of only one microphone. Therefore, to ensure a highly accurate speaker separation,
the annotation of the speech signal was done manually, and then a voice activity de-
tector (VAD) was applied on subjects’ speech to measure the sounding and pauses.
Further sections detail the process of manual labelling and VAD.
Manual Labelling
Manual labelling can be adjusted to extract features that are applicable to the particu-
lar application. More features relevant to speech style and conversational interaction
that might not be feasible to extract when using automatic diarisation techniques
could be extracted using manual labelling.
RA: Research Assistant speech, SIL1: first silence lag, AKN: Acknowledgment,
SIL2: second silence lag, SB: subject speech, BO: overlap speech
Figure 4.1: An example of manual labelling of the BlackDog dataset interview part
For the BlackDog dataset, the interview part, which includes 8 question groups
and sub-questions, as described in Section 3.2.1, was manually labelled to separate
not only the questions, but also to separate other conversational components within
each question such as the speakers (i.e. participant and interviewer). Within each
question, reciprocal speech and turns were also labelled (see Figure 4.1), with a focus
on the lag between the Research Assistant asking the question and the participant
answering it, to measure the response time pattern. In addition, the duration of the
overlap between speakers was labelled to measure the involvement style. The du-
ration of subjects’ laughs was labelled for further investigation of positive reactions.
Also, the duration and the number of the research assistant’s interactions to elicit
speech from the participants was annotated. Such extensive labelling allows extract-
ing duration features for further statistical analysis of the temporal speech style, as
well as accurately extracting subject’s speech.
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Voice Activity Detector (VAD)
VAD techniques aim to find sounding segments in an audio recording and to reduce
silent parts and background noise. This technique is important for extracting speech
prosody features, as silent parts would add noise to the extracted features.
Figure 4.2: An example of applying the voice activity detector on a subject segment.
(Highlighted in yellow are the segments where voice activity is detected.)
In this work, VAD is applied to the manually labelled subject’s speech segments to
locate sounding and silent segments. A phonetics software named Praat by Boersma
and Weenink [2009] is used to identify voice activity segments by using the inten-
sity of the audio signal. Using an intensity threshold based on the intensity average
of each signal, and duration thresholds of silent and sounding, the sounding and
silent segments of the audio signal are identified, as shown in the example in Fig-
ure 4.2. From the sounding and silent duration, several speech style features were
extracted, and from the sounding segments, speech prosody features were extracted,
as elaborated in the next sections.
To sum up, in this work, the following segments from the interview part to extract
duration features are used:
Subject segments: are all the segments that contain subject’s speech (i.e. SB seg-
ments from the manual labelling, see Figure 4.1). Note that subject segments
include sounding and pauses.
Sounding: are parts of the subject segments where a voice activity is detected, which
excludes pauses (see Figure 4.2).
Silence: are the parts of the subject segments where no voice activity is detected.
That is, only pauses (see Figure 4.2).
4.2 Speaking Style
Speech is a rich source of emotional cues, not only from the verbal elements, but
also from the voice production characteristics such as tune, and from the speaking
style such as pauses and speech rate. Moreover, speaking style features could be
a good indicator for mood in general and depression in particular. In this section,
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several speaking style features are extracted to investigate their ability to distinguish
depression disorder.
4.2.1 Extracting Speaking Style Features
In this work, the speaking style feature extraction is divided into two parts: (1)
extracting features from the extensive manual labelling, and (2) extracting speech
rate features from subjects’ segments.
As mentioned earlier, the interview part was manually labelled to separate ques-
tions and speakers. Manually labelled speaker turns were used to extract several
statistical measurements of the duration for analyses. A total of 63 statistical fea-
tures are extracted from the manual labelling of the interview, grouped in 7 duration
groups:
• subject’s speech,
• research assistant (RA) speech,
• time to first response, which is the duration of the silence after asking a ques-
tion until an acknowledgement indicated by any sounds or words that are not
the actual answer for the question (e.g. “ahhh”,“hmm”, “well”, etc.),
• total response time, which is the lag between asking the question and the actual
answer,
• subject laughing, which indicates a positive affective response in a conversation,
• overlapping laugh, and
• overlapping speech, which measures the involvement style in a conversation.
From each of the above duration feature groups, 9 statistical features are calcu-
lated, namely: the average, maximum, minimum, range, variance, standard devi-
ation, total, duration rate (duration of the feature in question ÷ total duration of
the interview), and count (number of occurrences of the feature in question). This
resulted in 7 × 9 features (see top part of Table 4.1).
Speaking rate features were also extracted from subject speech segments by ap-
plying VAD using the Praat software, as described earlier in Section 4.1. VAD identi-
fies silent and sounding parts of the subject’s speech segments. From the silent and
sounding parts, speech, speaking, and pauses duration are extracted as listed in the
following feature list. Moreover, to calculate speech rate and articulation rate, the
number of syllables has to be calculated, using a Praat script by de Jong and Wempe
[2009], which calculates the number of syllables in a sounding segments. A further
19 speech style features are extracted (see bottom part of Table 4.1) as follows:
• Maximum, minimum, range, variance, and standard deviation, for sounding
and silent parts (2 × 5 features),
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• For sounding part:
– number of sounding,
– total speaking duration (excluding pauses),
– articulation rate (number of syllable ÷ total speaking duration),
– average speaking duration (speaking duration ÷ number of syllable),
• For silent part:
– number of pauses,
– total silence duration,
– silence rate (number of pauses ÷ silence duration),
– average silence duration (silence duration ÷ number of pauses),
• Number of syllables.
It is worth noting that when measuring the speech rate, pauses are included in the
duration time of the utterance, while the articulation rate excludes pauses [Goldman-
Eisler, 1968].
4.2.2 Statistical Analysis of Speaking Style Features








First response D>C D>C D>C D>C D>C D>C D>C D>C -
Total response D>C - - - - D>C D>C - -
Overlapped speech C>D C>D - C>D - - C>D C>D C>D
Laughs - C>D - - - - - C>D -
Overlapped laughs C>D C>D C>D C>D - C>D C>D C>D C>D
RA interaction - D>C - D>C D>C D>C D>C - D>C




Sounding - - - - - - D>C - D>C
Silence (pauses) - - - - - - D>C - D>C
Syllables NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA D>C
Avg.: Average; Max.: Maximum; Min.: Minimum; Dur.: Duration
Std. dev: Standard Deviation; -: not significant; NA: not applicable (not calculated);
RA: research assistant (interviewer)
Table 4.1: Gender-independent significant T-test results of speaking style features for
the interview (Direction of effect is reported to show which group depressed (D) or controls
(C) is higher than the other in the analysed feature, where the p− value shows a significance
level < 0.05)
Speaking style features were analysed for statistically significant differences using
two-tailed T-test for two-sample assuming unequal variances and p=0.05. Table 4.1
shows features that exceed the T-statistic (p < 0.05) and the direction of effect for
the extracted speaking style features listed in the previous section. The direction of
effect indicates which group (depressed (D) or control (C)) has a stronger effect. The
result analysis is as follows:
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• First response time – all statistical duration features indicated a longer first re-
sponse time in depressed subjects. This result is in line with the Zlochower and
Cohn [1996] and Ellgring and Scherer [1996] studies, where depressed patients
presented longer response times as well. Response latency represents cogni-
tive load that might be caused by psychomotor retardation, which is a main
symptom of depression [Parker and Hadzi-Pavlovic, 1996; Parker et al., 1994].
• Total response time – the average differences between the two groups were also
statistically significant. This shows that the depressed group takes longer time
on average to answer the interview questions compared to the control group.
The similarity in significance of first response time and total response time could
confirm that this response latency is caused by cognitive load and psychomotor
retardation, as well as imply the differences in conversational style and involve-
ment reduction behaviour in depressed subjects.
• Duration of overlapping speech – the involvement by depressed subjects was less
than by the controls, which is expected for depressed patients [Hale III et al.,
1997].
• Laughter duration and overlapped laughter – the results showed that depression
sufferers laughed less. Assuming that a laughter is an expression of general
positive affect and social interaction [Gruber et al., 2011], this finding is ex-
pected, as negative affect dominates depressed patient emotions [Ekman, 1994;
Ekman and Fridlund, 1987].
• Worth noting is that, even though the average duration of the research assistant
speech was not significantly different between the two groups, the total duration
and the number of research assistant interactions was higher for depressed patients.
The high number of interactions by the research assistant suggests a need for
eliciting and encouraging depressed patients to speak more, which may be
the reason for having longer speech duration for depressed subjects (subject’s
speech).
• Total Subject’s speech and sounding was longer in depressed subjects. That could
be explained by the higher number of research assistant interactions to elicit
speech from depressed patients.
• Total and count of silence duration (pauses) were significantly longer in depressed
patients. As studies showed longer pauses in depressed patients [Ellgring and
Scherer, 1996; Reed, 2005; Sobin and Sackeim, 1997], this result is expected.
• Number of syllables was higher for depressed group. This finding could be ex-
plained by that depressed patients spoke longer in total. However, the average
speaking duration had no significant differences between the depressed and con-
trol groups. This is expected for a spontaneous conversation, as the number of
syllables is higher and the duration of a syllable is shorter than for read speech.
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Therefore, a conclusion about the cognitive load or about social communication
could be derived based on the syllables result.
• Speech rate and articulation rate was not significantly different between de-
pressed and control groups, which contradicts with the literature where de-
pressed have a slower speech rate [Moore et al., 2004, 2008; Ellgring and
Scherer, 1996; Pope et al., 1970]. This contradiction might be caused by the
longer duration of depressed subject’s speech, which reduced the effect of av-
eraging the speech rate. That is, a longer duration would more likely lead to
outliers, that would greatly influence the output of speech or articulation rate.
4.2.3 Classification Using Speaking Style Features
Throughout this work, classification is performed with three tasks in mind, com-
paring classification results from: (1) low-level (frame-by-frame) with functional fea-
tures, (2) males with females (gender-dependent), and (3) positive with negative
expression (expression-dependent), as described in Section 3.1. Since speech style
features are statistical functionals with no low-level features, the classification results
of the functional features are shown, which will be a baseline for other classifica-
tion tasks. These functional features go through different feature selection methods
including ETF and PCA. Both ETF and PCA are performed in a leave-one-out cross-
validation, to extract variable and fixed features/PCs of each cross-validation turn.
Moreover, speech style features were normalised using the Min-Max normalisation
to be in a unified scale as described in Section 3.1.
Feature
Type









All speech style features 88 76.7 86.7 81.7
All ETF 45 86.7 90.0 88.3
Variable ETF 42-49 83.3 83.3 83.3
Mutual ETF 41 83.3 86.7 85.0
Fixed PCA variances 27 66.7 90.0 78.3
98% of PCA variances 27 66.7 90.0 78.3
Table 4.2: Correct classification results (in %) of speech style features
Table 4.2 shows the classification results using different feature selection methods
of speech style features. Regardless of the feature selection method, the classification
results from speech style features are high, giving 83% AR on average. This high
classification result supports previous investigations on speech style of depressed
patients, as described in Section 2.1.2.
Even though the differences between the classification results of feature selection
methods are not remarkably different, the highest results are obtained by using all
ETF and mutual ETF between cross-validation turns. While still being considered
a high classification result, PCA performed the lowest, which was also statistically
similar to using all speech style features. That implies that PCA was able to represent
the feature space with a small number of PCs.
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The Table 4.2 also shows the classification recall for both depressed and control
groups (sensitivity and specificity, respectively). With all classification and feature
comparisons, the recall for controls (specificity) is slightly higher than the recall for
depressed (sensitivity), which indicates more depressed patients being misclassified
as controls. In this work, there is no threshold set for the classification and an equal
error rate is assumed. However, a threshold or a specific error rate could be set
based on the application and the desired acceptance and missing rate. Moreover,
when using a T-statistic as a filtering mechanism for feature selection, depressed and
control recall results are almost balanced compared to when using all features and
PCA. This finding supports the usability of the T-test threshold as a feature selection
method in a binary classification.
Gender-dependent Classification Using Speech Style Features
To investigate the effect of gender in detecting depression, the classification task
is applied on gender-separated cohorts. I acknowledge that this results in a large
reduction of sample size as well as in the number of observations. However, such
investigation could give an insight not only into gender differences but also into the
proposed system’s ability to handle a reduced sample size. The number of subjects
(observations) and the duration of several segments (sample size) (e.g. sounding,
silence) of each gender in each group are shown in Table 4.3.
Duration (min) Male Subjects Female SubjectsDepressed Control Depressed Control
Subjects 15 15 15 15
Total interview 123.8 112.0 182.5 87.8
Average interview 8.3 (± 3.7) 7.5 (± 2.0) 12.1 (± 6.4) 5.6 (± 1.8)
Total subjects’ segments 71.0 62.6 117.2 45.1
Average subjects’ segments 4.7 (± 2.8) 4.2 (± 1.5) 7.3 (± 5.2) 3.0 (± 1.3)
Total subjects’ sounding 39.3 36.4 69.6 30.4
Average subjects’ sounding 2.6 (± 1.6) 2.4 (± 1.0) 4.3 (± 2.1) 2.0 (± 0.9)
Total subjects’ silence 31.4 26.1 47.1 14.7
Average subjects’ silence 2.1 (± 1.4) 1.7 (± 0.8) 2.9 (± 3.3) 1.0 (± 0.8)
Table 4.3: Total duration of the several segments of the interviews (in minutes) for
each gender in each group, as well as average duration and standard deviation (in
minutes)
Similar to gender-independent, the gender-dependent classification task is per-
formed using different feature selection methods, as detailed in Section 3.1. Apart
from using all extracted speech style features, to ensure a fair comparison with the
gender-independent classification, the features that exceeded the t-statistic using all
subjects listed in Table 4.1 (all ETF) are kept the same in this gender-dependent clas-
sification task. As the T-statistic is used as a filtering method for feature selection,
variable ETF and mutual ETF are selected based on the subset used in the classifi-
cation, which in this case are the male and female groups separately. Moreover, the
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PCA, as well as Min-Max normalisation were performed in a leave-one-out cross-
validation manner, for each gender-dependent group individually. The results of the
gender-dependent classification are shown in Table 4.4.
Males Females
Speech style features Number of Features Average Recall Number of Features Average Recall
All speech style features 88 66.7 88 80.0
All ETF 45 70.0 45 76.7
Variable ETF 11-19 73.3 44-49 80.0
Mutual ETF 11 80.0 40 86.7
Fixed PCA 19 66.7 19 80.0
98% of PCA variance 19-20 66.7 19 80.0
Table 4.4: Gender-dependent correct classification results (in %) using speech style
features
Comparing male and female classification results, regardless of the feature selec-
tion method used, female depression recognition results are higher than the ones for
males. Only when using all speech style features and PCA, the classification results
for females are remarkably higher than for males.
Worth noting is that the number of variable and mutual ETF features that differ-
entiate depressed females from control females is much higher than the number of
features for males. This finding might indicate a noticeable difference in the speech
style of depressed women, which also might be the reason behind the higher recog-
nition results in females.
The gender differences and the higher recognition results in females are in
line with the Nolen-Hoeksema [1987] and Troisi and Moles [1999] studies. Nolen-
Hoeksema [1987] concluded that women amplify their mood, while men engage in
distracting behaviours that dampen their mood when depressed. Moreover, Troisi
and Moles [1999] reported that depressed women showed more socially interactive
behaviors than depressed men.
Comparing gender-dependent and gender-independent classification results, the
latter are slightly higher. The lower results for gender-dependent classification might
be caused by the reduced number of observations. However, even with the reduction
of observations in gender-dependent classification, the results were broadly compa-
rable to gender-independent classification, which implies a strong difference between
depressed and controls using speech style features.
Positive vs. Negative Expression Classification Using Speech Style Features
As described in Section 3.1, positive and negative expression classification is investi-
gated by using two of the interview questions that were designed to and assumed to
elicit the expressions in question. In expression-dependent classification, the same 60
subjects are used as in the general classification. However, the sample size (duration)
is shorter. The duration of several segments used to extract speech style features and
the number of subjects in each group with each selected question are shown in Table
4.5.
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Duration (min) “Good News” Question “Bad News” QuestionDepressed Control Depressed Control
Subjects 30 30 30 30
Total question duration 34.1 21.3 36.1 28.7
Average question duration 1.1 (± 0.7) 0.7 (± 0.4) 1.2 (± 0.9) 1.0 (± 0.6)
Total subjects’ segments 18.2 10.4 25.4 16.2
Average subjects’ segments 0.6 (± 0.5) 0.3 (± 0.2) 0.8 (± 0.8) 0.5 (± 0.4)
Total subjects’ sounding 9.9 6.6 14.9 9.7
Average subjects’ sounding 0.3 (± 0.2) 0.2 (± 0.1) 0.5 (± 0.4) 0.3 (± 0.2)
Total subjects’ silence 7.1 3.8 9.0 6.5
Average subjects’ silence 0.2 (± 0.3) 0.1 (± 0.1) 0.3 (± 0.4) 0.2 (± 0.2)
Table 4.5: Total duration of speech of positive and negative questions from the inter-
view (in minutes) for each group, as well as average duration and standard deviation
(in minutes)
To ensure consistency and a fair comparison with previous classification tasks,
the same feature selection methods are applied. However, the variable and mutual
ETF, PCA and Min-Max normalisation of features are applied on the used subset in a
leave-one-out cross-validation method. All ETF are filtered using the entire dataset,
which have been listed in Table 4.1. The use of all ETF is to ensure a fair comparison
with previous classifications as well as to test their generalisation ability on a smaller
subset. The results of the expression-dependent classification are shown in Table 4.6.
“Good News” question “Bad News” question
Speech style features Number of Features Average Recall Number of Features Average Recall
All speech style features 88 85.0 88 71.7
All ETF 45 76.7 45 70.0
Variable ETF 37-46 76.7 7-15 41.7
Mutual ETF 34 78.3 3 73.3
Fixed PCA variances 27 86.7 24 75.0
%98 of PCA variance 27 86.7 24-26 80.0
Table 4.6: Expression-dependent correct classification results (in %) using speech
style features
Comparing the classification results of the “Good News” question with the “Bad
News” question (positive vs. negative expressions), the classification results from the
positive expression are remarkably higher than the ones for negative expression clas-
sification in all feature selection methods. Worth noting is that the segment duration
of the “Good News” question is less than the segment duration for the “Bad News”
question, and yet the classification results of the positive expression are higher.
As can be seen from Table 4.6, the number of variable and mutual ETF that dif-
ferentiate depressed from controls while expressing positive emotions is higher than
the number of features for the negative expression. This finding implies a bigger
difference between the two subjects groups when expressing positive emotion and a
smaller difference while expressing negative emotions.
This finding of lower classification results and a lower number of significant fea-
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tures, while expressing negative emotions, could indicate that both groups express
negative emotions in the same or a similar manner. In contrast, while expressing
positive emotions, the classification results and the number of significant features
that distinguish depressed from controls are higher. Linking this finding with the
previous one, I conclude (1) that positive emotions are expressed less often in de-
pressed subjects, which is in line with Bylsma et al. [2008], (2) that negative emotions
dominate in depression sufferers, which is in line with Ekman [1994] and Ekman and
Fridlund [1987] and, hence, (3) a negative emotional speech style has less discrimi-
natory power than a positive emotional speech style.
Comparing the results from expression-dependent classification and general clas-
sification, general classification results are higher in most cases. The only exception
is when using PCA with speech style features for the positive expression, the re-
sults are considerably higher than with general classification. Given that the sample
size (duration) for each observation has been substantially reduced with expression-
dependent classification, the classification results are considered high and compara-
ble to using the entire interview, especially with the positive expression.
At this stage, it is not clear whether the higher classification results for general
classification are based on the longer sample size per observation, or based on the
combined expressions of emotion data (entire interviews). Even with the large reduc-
tion in sample size, the positive expression gave comparable classification results to
the general classification case. At the same time, the negative expression had a larger
sample size compared to the positive expression, and yet the classification results
were remarkably lower. Nevertheless, for future depression dataset collections, a
longer duration of positive emotion elicitation interview questions could reveal more
distinguishable features and higher classification results than combined emotions or
negative ones.
4.3 Vocal Prosody
Speech features can be acquired from both uttered words (linguistic) and acoustic
cues (para-linguistic). However, linguistic features including word choices and sen-
tence structure are beyond the scope of this study. I would also like to generalise the
findings to other languages in a future chapter, thus, a linguistic investigation would
conflict with the generalisation goal of this thesis.
Para-linguistic features include speech style, which have been discussed in the
previous section, and include prosody (acoustic) features, which will be investigated
in this section.
4.3.1 Extracting Vocal Prosody Features
Prosody features are extracted from sounding segments, such as the energy and
frequencies. Prosody features can also be categorised into two branches: low-level
descriptors and statistical functionals. Low-level features are extracted frame-by-
frame, while functional features are calculated based on the LLD over certain units
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(e.g. words, syllables, sentences). In this work, both low-level and functional features
are investigated and compared.
To extract the low-level features, sounding segments of a recording have to be
identified using voice activity detector. As described in Section 4.1, the intensity func-
tion with a calculated threshold is used to identify sounding segments. The sounding
segments are then extracted and combined into one audio file for each subject, to pre-
pare for low-level feature extraction. Worth noting is that in a separate work, each
sounding segment that lasts over 1.5 seconds was used as an utterance individually
for classification (each utterance is an observation) [Alghowinem et al., 2013], where
the classification results were not statistically different than when combining those
utterances into one file for each subject [Alghowinem et al., 2012]. Therefore, since
reliable statistical features need to be computed over longer segments, features from
the entire duration of the combined sounding segments are extracted in this work.
To extract low-level features, the publicly available “openSMILE” software by
Eyben et al. [2010] is used. Using “openSMILE”, the first and second derivatives of
each LLD feature are extracted. The low-level features are extracted for each subject
with a frame size of 25ms at a shift of 10ms and using a Hamming window, as
described in Section 3.1. Knowing that some features benefit from a larger window
size such as jitter and shimmer, the window size is fixed for comparison reasons and
having a similar number of frames when fusing individual features. In a separate
work, using voiced, unvoiced, and mixed speech (both voiced and unvoiced frames)
[Alghowinem et al., 2013] were investigated, and I conclude that using mixed speech
is more informative, which produces better classification results. Therefore, in this
work, mixed speech using both voiced and unvoiced frames is used for all analysis
tasks. For each subject, once the low-level features are extracted, they are normalised
using Z-score normalisation to reduce recording setting differences between subjects.
To calculate functionals, several statistical measures are applied to the normalised
low-level features for each subject regardless of the duration of his/her speech. The
statistical functionals include mean, minimum, maximum, and range. Once this pro-
cess is done, each subject will have one observation of functional features regardless
of the duration of their speech. This is beneficial when using an SVM classifier, as
the observation length has to be equal, as explained in Section 3.1.
For both low-level and functional features, the most common features in the liter-
ature from the fields of psychology and affective computing are extracted as follows:
• The fundamental frequency (F0), which is the lowest frequency of a periodic
waveform. Several methods exist to estimate the F0 values; in this work, the
Auto-Correlation Function (ACF) is used to estimate F0.
• Energy is calculated by both root mean square (RMS) and logarithmic (log).
• Intensity and loudness are measured as the sum over a short-time frame of
the squared signal values. An equal distance from the microphone for all sub-
jects is assumed. Moreover, Z-score normalization for each subject is used to
equalize and reduce the variation in the distance from the microphone. That is,
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if the distance between each subject and the microphone is different from the
other subjects, the Z-score normalization would approximately equalize the
difference. Therefore, in doing so, the assumption of equal distance from the
microphone for all subjects holds.
• Jitter (pitch period deviations) and Shimmer (pitch period amplitude devia-
tions) both are calculated using F0, which is estimated using ACF.
• HNR is computed from the ACF.
• Voice probability is the probability of voicing, computed via ACF.
• Voice quality is the output of fundamental frequency quality (the Z-score of
ACF).
• The first three formants frequencies and bandwidths, which are used to distin-
guish the vowels in speech and to determine the vowel quality.
• (MFCCs), which are a compact representation of the short-time power spec-
trum of speech. The first 12 coefficients are extracted by applying overlapping
triangular filters.
For all the above features, the first (delta) and the second (delta delta) deriva-
tives are also extracted using “openSMILE”. For each subject, the low-level features
are normalised using Z-score normalisation to reduce differences between subjects’
recordings. Then, the normalised low-level features are used for low-level features
classification and also used to calculate the functional features. Moreover, the func-
tional features are further normalised using Min-Max normalisation in a leave-one-
out cross-validation manner to be used in the functional features classification task.
4.3.2 Statistical Analysis of Vocal Prosody Features
The use of statistical measures (functional features) makes statistical tests and com-
parisons feasible between the two groups (depressed and controls). Table 4.7 shows
only the features that exceeded the t-statistic.
As shown in Table 4.7, not all extracted features were statistically different be-
tween the two groups. That might be due to the subject-specific Z-score normalisa-
tion, which reduced the differences between subjects.
F0: The range of the first derivative of F0 was significantly higher in the control
group. A lower range of F0 indicates a monotone speech, which is in line with
the literature [Nilsonne, 1988; Ellgring and Scherer, 1996; Moore et al., 2004;
Mundt et al., 2007; Kuny and Stassen, 1993; Ellgring and Scherer, 1996]. A
lower variance of F0 is expected for depressed subjects compared to controls
[Moore et al., 2008], however, due to the normalisation process, the differences
in the variance of F0 between subjects were cancelled.
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Prosody Feature Derivative Average Minimum Maximum Range
F0 none - - - C>D
Voice Quality none - D>C D>C D>C
first - C>D D>C D>C
second - - - D>C
Log energy none - D>C - -
second - - C>D -
Shimmer none - - D>C D>C
first - C>D D>C D>C
second - - D>C D>C
1st formant frequency none - - D>C D>C
first - C>D D>C D>C
second - C>D D>C D>C
2nd formant frequency none - C>D - -
first - C>D - -
second - - D>C D>C
3rd formant frequency first - C>D D>C D>C
second - C>D D>C D>C
1st formant bandwidth second - C>D D>C D>C
2nd formant bandwidth none - C>D - -
first - C>D D>C D>C
second - C>D D>C D>C
3rd formant bandwidth second - C>D D>C D>C
MFCC1 first - C>D D>C D>C
second - C>D - -
MFCC2 none - C>D - D>C
first - - - D>C
MFCC3 none - - D>C D>C
first - C>D - -
MFCC4 none - C>D - D>C
MFCC6 first D>C - - -
MFCC8 second D>C - - -
- :Not Significant
Table 4.7: Gender-independent significant T-test results of speaking prosody features
for the interview (Direction of effect is reported to show which group depressed (D) or
controls (C) is higher than the other in the analysed feature)
Voice quality: Several statistics from voice quality and its first and second deriva-
tive were statistically significant to differentiate the two groups. Worth noting
is that the larger the variety of fundamental frequency sounding, the richer the
voice quality. The minimum, maximum and range of voice quality is higher
for depressed than controls. Moreover, the range of the rate of change for voice
quality features is higher for depressed than controls. These results indicate
a higher stability on voice quality in controls and less control of vocal cords
in speech production in depressed patients, where vocal cord dysfunction has
been associated with multiple psychological conditions, including major de-
pression [Lacy and McManis, 1994].
Loudness and intensity: Using the BlackDog dataset, these features were not signif-
icantly different between the two groups, even though they were expected to
be decreased in depressed patients [Scherer, 1987].
Energy: It is expected for depressed patients to have lower energy [Ozdas et al.,
2004]. However, most of the statistical measures using the BlackDog dataset
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were not significantly different between the two groups, which also might be
due to the normalisation process. The minimum of log energy was significantly
higher in depressed than in controls. The maximum acceleration of log energy
was significantly lower in depressed, which could indicate monotone speech.
Jitter: None of the jitter statistical functionals were significant between the two
groups using the BlackDog dataset, even though, according to the literature,
jitter is expected to be higher in depressed patients [Scherer, 1987; Nunes et al.,
2010].
Shimmer: In line with the literature, the range of shimmer is lower in depressed
subjects [Scherer, 1987; Nunes et al., 2010]. Moreover, several statistical mea-
sures of the first and second derivatives of shimmer were statistically significant
between the two groups, which indicates a strong difference in amplitude vari-
ability in depressed patients from control subjects. These differences, as with
voice quality, show stability in controls and less control of the vocal cords in
depressed subjects.
HNR: A higher HNR is expected for depressed patients [Low et al., 2011], although
using the BlackDog dataset, none of the HNR statistical functions were signifi-
cant between the two groups.
Formants: Most statistics of the first three formants frequencies and bandwidths
were significantly different between the two groups. Worth noting is that for
the first three formants frequencies, the minimum was higher in depressed
than in controls. On the other hand, the first three formants’ bandwidths and
their first and second derivatives had statistical significance between the two
groups. In line with the literature, the results show a decrease of the first three
formants’ bandwidths [Flint et al., 1993; Moore et al., 2008].
MFCC: Even though MFCC are used for speech and speaker recognition, being rel-
atively robust against noise as well as being dependent on the spoken content,
they have been proven to be beneficial for emotion recognition as well. MFCC
are used mostly as low-level features. Only few emotion studies used statis-
tical measures from MFCC (e.g. [Kwon et al., 2003; Schuller et al., 2005; Vogt
and Andre, 2005; Bitouk et al., 2010]). As can be seen from Table 4.7, several
statistical measures derived from MFCC coefficients and their derivatives were
statistically different between the two groups.
4.3.3 Classification Using Vocal Prosody Features
Most of the classification tasks in this work investigate the differences between using
low-level and functional features, between genders, and between positive and nega-
tive expressions. Since several prosody features are extracted, their classification is
also investigated individually and when fused. Moreover, several feature selection
methods are used with the functional features. The results from these classification
tasks and feature selection methods are described in following sections.
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Low-level vs. Functional Prosody Features Classification
The extracted prosody features are used for classification individually in both low-
level and functional form. The individual feature classification results are shown in
Table 4.8.
Feature Type Low-level Functional
Classifier GMM GMM+SVM SVM
Log energy 53.3 61.7 60.0
RMS energy 55.0 60.0 61.7
Loudness 46.7 70.0 55.0
Intensity 56.7 61.7 46.7
Shimmer 65.0 65.0 68.3
Jitter 40.0 70.0 00.0
HNR 61.7 61.7 55.0
Voice prob. 36.7 68.3 00.0
Voice quality 56.7 70.0 61.7
F0 46.7 66.7 78.3
Formants 61.7 68.3 71.7
MFCC 66.7 70.0 58.3
Table 4.8: Correct classification results (in %) of individual speech prosody features
Comparing individual prosody feature classification results using low-level fea-
tures in both the GMM classifier and the hybrid classifier of GMM and SVM, as well
as functional features using SVM, in general, using the hybrid GMM-SVM classifier
performed higher than other classifiers in most cases. Worth noting is that the num-
ber of mixtures of GMM was empirically selected and fixed to all individual features
for consistency in comparison, knowing that some features might benefit from hav-
ing detailed modelling. The only two features that had statistically above chance
level classification results (> 60%) consistently with all classifiers are shimmer and
formants. Using GMM as a classifier, the highest classification result was obtained
by MFCC, followed by shimmer, then HNR and formants. All classification results
from the hybrid GMM-SVM classifier were above chance level.
On the other hand, using functional features with the SVM classifier, the highest
classification result was obtained by F0, followed by the formants, then shimmer. The
classification results from the functional features are consistent with their statistical
analysis. That is, the features that had significant differences between the two groups
had a high (above chance level) classification result. The only exception to this find-
ing is when using RMS energy features, where there was no statistical significant
difference detected, yet the classification results were relatively high. That might be
due to a correlation between the statistical measures with the classification problem
rather than the significance of individual features ?.
Table 4.9 shows the classification results of low-level and functionals of all ex-
tracted prosody features. For functional features, different feature selection methods
are used for comparison to using all functional features. As explained in Section
3.1, ETF and PCA are used as a feature selection method with fixed and variable
features/PCs.
For low-level features, GMM is used for its ability to deal with low-level features
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Feature
Type







Low-level GMM (16 mixtures) frame-by-frame 84 66.7 63.6 65.0GMM+SVM GMM model 16 mixtures 90.0 53.3 71.7
Functional SVM
All prosody features 504 13.3 100.0 56.7
All ETF 63 76.7 83.3 80.0
Variable ETF 52-69 56.7 80.0 68.3
Mutual ETF 45 80.0 86.7 83.3
Fixed PCA variances 53 13.3 93.3 53.3
98% of PCA variances 53 13.3 93.3 53.3
Table 4.9: Correct classification results (in %) of speech prosody features
that are imbalanced in length between observations (i.e. duration in the speech case).
GMM is used as a classifier and also as a modelling method (clustering) to be used
with SVM. Using GMM as classifier performed statistically above chance level with
balanced recalls for both groups. Even though the use of the hybrid classifier of GMM
and SVM performed higher than using GMM alone, the sensitivity and specificity
results of the hybrid classifier are not balanced, where the control recall is at chance
level. That might be due to the number of clusters used (16 mixtures) not being
suitable for this case. The number of mixtures was empirically selected and fixed for
individual features and fused features for comparison. The obstacle of empirically
selecting the right number of mixtures reduces the practical use of GMM in this
study.
For functional features, as can be seen, using all features and PCA performed
very low and almost at chance level. That might be due to the fact that the PCA
is a representation of the feature space, where the feature space contains irrelevant
features. Using variable ETF, depression recall was almost at chance level, which
makes it an unreliable method of feature selection in this particular case. On the
other hand, using all ETF listed in Table 4.7 and mutual ETF of all cross-validation
turns, performed better than the maximum results of individual features. That shows
the contribution of fused features in the classification task.
Comparing low-level with functional features, generally, functional feature clas-
sification results were statistically higher than low-level ones particularly with T-test
threshold as feature selection. Functional feature classification results using T-test
threshold as a feature selection method in both all ETF and mutual ETF performed
the highest with balanced recalls in the two groups.
Given that the highest classification results obtained by using fused prosody func-
tional features, and to be consistent with other classification experiments in this work,
only functional features will be used in further investigations below.
Gender-dependent Classification Using Prosody Features
To investigate the differences between genders in detecting depression, male and
female subjects are separated and then the classification task is applied for each
gender individually. The relevant subset duration of sounding segments used to
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extract prosody features is shown in Table 4.10 for each gender in each group, which
is an extract from Table 4.3.
Duration (min) Male Subjects Female SubjectsDepressed Control Depressed Control
Subjects 15 15 15 15
Total subjects’ sounding 39.3 36.4 69.6 30.4
Average subjects’ sounding 2.6 (± 1.6) 2.4 (± 1.0) 4.3 (± 2.1) 2.0 (± 0.9)
Table 4.10: Total duration of the subjects’ sounding segments of the interviews (in
minutes) for each gender in each group, as well as average duration and standard
deviation (in minutes) (extract from Table 4.3)
The gender-dependent classification results using functional prosody features
with different feature selection methods are shown in Table 4.11.
Males Females
Speech prosody features Number of Features Average Recall Number of Features Average Recall
All speech prosody features 504 60.0 504 76.7
All ETF 63 73.3 63 90.0
Variable ETF 27-50 66.7 97-129 83.3
Mutual ETF 24 90.0 90 90.0
Fixed PCA 26 60.0 26 83.3
98% of PCA variance 26-27 60.0 26 83.3
Table 4.11: Gender-dependent correct classification results (in %) using speech
prosody features
Comparing gender classification results, female classification results are statisti-
cally higher than in males, with the exception of mutual ETF where the results are
equal in both gender groups. The highest result for both male and female groups was
obtained when using mutual ETF, giving 90% correct classification, which is consid-
ered as a high classification result. Consistent with speech style gender-dependent
classification, the female groups have a higher recognition rate than males.
Table 4.11 also shows the number of features selected for classification. Worth not-
ing is that ETF and PCA, both fixed and variable, as well as Min-Max normalisation
are performed as leave-one-out cross-validation for each gender group individually.
As can be seen when using ETF, the number of selected feature for females is more
than treble that in males. That indicates a bigger difference in depressed and control
women compared to men.
The higher number of features and the higher classification results for females
compared to males shows a noticeable difference between the genders in showing
depression symptoms. This finding indicates that depressed women are easier to
recognise as they emphasise their mood Nolen-Hoeksema [1987]; Troisi and Moles
[1999].
All features and all ETF listed in Table 4.7 are fixed to test their ability to gen-
eralise and to be compared with gender-independent classification. Even with the
reduction of observations, when using speech prosody features, gender-dependent
classification performed statistically higher than gender-independent classification in
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all cases of feature selection, with the exception of all and variable ETF for male clas-
sification. Even though the subject-specific Z-score normalisation also reduce any
speech production difference in genders, the results of gender-dependent classifi-
cation were higher. Therefore, it might be beneficial, when dealing with prosody
features, to separate gender for more accurate depression recognition.
Positive vs. Negative Classification Using Prosody Features
As one of the classification tasks is to differentiate depressed and controls, while
expressing positive and negative emotions, two related questions are used from the
interview, where I assumed that these elicit those expressions. As explained in Sec-
tion 3.1, the “Good News” question is used for positive expression, and the “Bad
News” questions for negative expression. Although the same number of subjects are
used for the expression-dependent classification, the sample size (duration) is sub-
stantially smaller. Table 4.12 shows the relevant sounding segments that are used to
extract speech prosody features, which is an extract of Table 4.5.
Duration (min) “Good News” Question “Bad News” QuestionDepressed Control Depressed Control
Subjects 30 30 30 30
Subjects’ sounding 9.9 6.6 14.9 9.7
Average subjects’ sounding 0.3 (± 0.2) 0.2 (± 0.1) 0.5 (± 0.4) 0.3 (± 0.2)
Table 4.12: Total duration of subjects’ sounding of positive and negative questions
from the interview (in minutes) for each group, as well as average duration and
standard deviation (in minutes) (extract from Table 4.5)
For consistency with the other classification tasks in this work, several feature
selection methods are applied on the functional features using a subset of the in-
terview as described earlier. Variable and fixed ETF and PCA, as well as Min-Max
feature normalisation are applied in a leave-one-out cross-validation manner on the
specific subset; that is, on positive and negative segments individually. Worth noting
is that all features and all ETF features listed in Table 4.7 are fixed for the expression-
dependent classification as in the general classification task for comparison, as well
as to test their generalisation ability on a smaller subset. Expression-dependent clas-
sification results are shown in Table 4.13.
“Good News” question “Bad News” question
Speech style features Number of Features Average Recall Number of Features Average Recall
All speech style features 504 63.3 504 63.3
All ETF 63 68.3 63 66.7
Variable ETF 23-49 55.0 14-35 55.0
Mutual ETF 16 73.3 8 71.7
Fixed PCA variances 53 61.7 53 65.0
98% of PCA variance 53 61.7 53 65.0
Table 4.13: Expression-dependent correct classification results (in %) using speech
prosody features
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Comparing positive and negative expression classification, using the “Good
News” and “Bad News” questions, respectively, the results were not statistically dif-
ferent. In general, the classification results were similar if not slightly higher in the
positive expression than the negative one, with the exception of using PCA where
the result was slightly higher for the negative expression. Even though the “Good
News” segment duration is only two third of that in the “Bad News”, the classifica-
tion results of the “Good News” segments were comparable with the “Bad News”
segments.
Moreover, Table 4.13 shows the number of features that are statistically signifi-
cant to differentiate depressed and controls based on the positive and negative ex-
pressions. As can be seen, the number of features of variable and mutual ETF in
the positive expression is almost twice the number in the negative expression. With
this finding, I conclude that a significant difference between the two subjects groups
when expressing a positive emotion and a smaller difference while expressing nega-
tive emotions exist.
Consistent with speech style features, the relatively high classification results with
less duration, and the high number of features that differentiate depressed from
controls while expressing positive emotions could indicate a noticeable difference
in positive emotion expression. On the other hand, the lower classification results
and the lower number of features that differentiate depressed from controls while
expressing negative emotions could indicate a similarity in negative expression. As
I concluded with the speech style features, the same applies to the speech prosody
features, i.e. positive emotions are expressed less often in depressed subjects, which
is in line with Bylsma et al. [2008], and that negative emotions dominate in depressed
subjects, which is in line with Ekman and Fridlund [1987] and Ekman [1994].
While using all interview questions in the general classification, the results were
statistically higher than in the expression-dependent classifications when using ETF,
and statistically lower when using all features and PCA. Given the reduction in sam-
ple size (duration) for each observation (subject), the higher results when using all
features and PCA obtained by expression-dependent classifications show a strong
effect of expressions, especially for positive expressions. As with the speech style
classification, it is not clear whether the higher classification results when using ETF
for general classification are based on the larger sample size per observation, or based
on the combined expressions of both positive and negative emotions.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, depressed speech characteristics compared to healthy speech were
investigated in an interview context. A further investigation of gender differences,
as well as positive and negative expression differences between the two groups was
also explored. Even though linguistic cues were not investigated in this chapter,
para-linguistic cues including speech style and speech prosody features were a rich
source of cues to detect depression.
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To extract speech features, the audio file has to be segmented to identify speakers
and their turns. To obtain as accurate a result as possible, and to reduce error rates of
identifying relevant segments, I manually labelled the interviews to separate the sub-
ject’s speech from the interviewer, as well as the response time, overlapping speech,
and other segments. Moreover, the subjects’ segments are further analysed using a
voice activity detector to identify sounding and silent segments. Several speech style
features were extracted from the manual labelling and several prosody features were
extracted from the sounding segments.
Both speech style and speech prosody features were analysed statistically. Several
speech style features were found to be statistically significant, including response la-
tency in depressed subjects, possibly caused by higher cognitive load, as well as less
involvement and less positive reaction in depressed patients. Speech prosody fea-
tures were analysed statistically as well, where F0, voice quality, energy, shimmer,
formants, and MFCC had some of their statistical measures being statistically signif-
icant to differentiate depressed from controls. These significant results from prosody
features indicated a reduced control of vocal cords in speech production in depressed
subjects.
The performance of speech style and speech prosody functional features in the
general classification task was relatively higher than in low-level features. Prosody
features were also analysed individually. Shimmer and formants consistently gave
high classification results regardless of the feature type (i.e. low-level or functionals)
and regardless of the classifier used (i.e. GMM, hybrid GMM-SVM, and SVM). For
both speech style and prosody features, mutual ETF feature selection resulted in the
highest AR results, which supports the hypothesis that the T-statistic threshold can
be used for feature selection in a binary classification task.
Gender-dependent classification was also investigated to show gender differences
and the generalisation ability of the system with a reduction in the number of ob-
servations. In both modalities (speech style and speech prosody), female depression
recognition was statistically higher than in males. Moreover, the number of features,
found to be statistically different in depressed females from control females, was
higher than that in males, which is in line with previous gender differences studies.
Beside gender-dependent classification, expression-dependent classification of
positive and negative expressions was investigated. Even though the duration of
negative expression segments is longer than the duration of the positive expression
segments, positive expression performed higher than negative expression in both
speech style and prosody features. The same applies in the number of features that
significantly differentiate depressed from controls, being higher in the positive ex-
pression than in the negative expression. These findings imply similarity between
depressed and controls while expressing negative emotions, and a higher difference
between the two groups while expressing positive emotions.
For both gender-dependent and expression-dependent classifications, the sample
size and number of observations was reduced substantially. Yet, recognition rates in
both speech style and speech prosody modalities remained consistent. That could be
explained by the psychological thin-slicing theory.
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That is, when using a brief observation (a thin slice) of behaviour, the prediction
outcome would be at levels above that expected by chance [Ambady and Rosenthal,
1992] compared to using full observation. Moreover, the thin-slicing theory could be
described as the ability to find patterns of behaviour based only on narrow windows
of experience. Therefore, in expression-dependent classification, for example, the du-
ration of the used interview is a thin-slice of the duration of the full interview. Yet,
the expression-dependent classification performance was comparable to the general
classification performance. The same applies to the gender-dependent classification,
where the number of observations was reduced, and yet, the gender-dependent clas-
sification results were comparable to the mixed-gender classification results. This
theory supports the flexibility and robustness of the proposed system to sample size
reduction.
Given that the gender-dependent and expression-dependent classification results
were comparable, if not higher than general classification results, it might be benefi-
cial to model genders separately, and to include a longer duration of positive expres-
sions to obtain more accurate results, especially from speech modalities.
Since the speech modalities investigated in this chapter (speech style and
prosody) were informative and had discriminatory power to detect depression in-
dividually, I assume that fusing their features would increase the recognition results.
Moreover, investigating and fusing nonverbal cues from the video channel with the
speech features might not only increase the accuracy results but also increase the
confidence level of the classification results. Therefore, the next chapter investigates
nonverbal cues from eye and head modalities, while the chapter after that investi-
gates fusion techniques of the analysed modalities of speech, eye and head on de-
pression recognition, and investigates the influence of each modality in contributing




The previous chapter investigated speech characteristics for depression, finding it to
be an extensive source of cues to detect depression. However, the body language
also holds rich information about the subject’s emotions and mood. Section 2.1.2
reviewed nonverbal symptoms of depression including eye activity, head pose, facial
expression, and body posture. Out of these modalities, only eye activity and head
pose are investigated here for several reasons. Unlike facial expressions to charac-
terise depression, which have been investigated in a number of previous studies, as
reviewed in Section 2.3.3, the literature on eye and head modalities is still in its in-
fancy. Also, as the main dataset (BlackDog) does not include full body recordings,
body posture and hand movement could not be investigated here.
To address Q2 of the research questions listed in Chapter 1, this chapter uses the
BlackDog dataset to extract and analyse eye activity and head movement features
for characterising depression. This chapter describes the feature preparation and
extraction approach, as well as the analysis of the extracted features from both eye
and head movements in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2, respectively.
Consistent with speech modalities, for both eye activity and head pose modali-
ties, several experiments are conducted, aiming to explore the differences between
depressed and non-depressed nonverbal behaviour. First the extracted features are
analysed statistically, then the extracted features are used for several classification
tasks including: comparing low-level with functional feature classification, compar-
ing male with female groups (gender-dependent) classification, and comparing pos-
itive and negative emotion expression (expression-dependent) classification.
5.1 Eye Activity
As explained in Section 2.2.3, the region of interest or the object in question has to
be identified, located, and tracked (in case of videos) in order to extract the object’s
features for further analysis and classification. In this section, I am interested in
extracting eye activity including iris movements and blinks. The following sections
detail the approach used to locate and track the eyes, and explain the extracted
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features, which will lead to the statistical analysis and classification tasks.
5.1.1 Locating and Tracking the Eyes
The detection of the human eye is in general a difficult task as the contrast between
eye and skin is generally poor. Also, the head anatomy around the eyes may result
in poor illumination for eye tracking [Hansen and Pece, 2005]. Blinking could be
another difficulty for eye tracking [Morris et al., 2002], as the defined structure for
the eye is different while blinking.
Eye tracking using computer vision techniques has the potential to become an
important component in computer interfaces. Several devices are often employed for
eye-movement measurement including eye-marker cameras, head-mounted corneal
reflex illumination, contact lens method, etc. [Young and Sheena, 1975]. In computer
vision, techniques for locating the head then finding the eye feature points are used
[Hager and Toyama, 1998; Morris et al., 2002]. Two types of acquisition processes
are commonly used in eye tracking: passive and active approaches. The passive
approach relies on natural light such as the ambient light reflected from the eye. It
is often the case that the best feature to track is the contour between the iris and the
sclera known as the limbus [Li et al., 2005]. On the other hand, the active illumination
approach such as the infrared imaging uses the reflective properties of the pupil
when exposed to near infrared light (dark or bright pupil effects). Infrared imaging
uses the pupil, rather than the limbus, as the strongest feature contour.
However, none of the previous techniques are applicable to the datasets used in
this work, as the recordings were obtained using visible light cameras, which are
not specific for eye tracking. Therefore, a technique to locate and track the eyes as
moving objects is needed.
The goal is to locate the eye corners, the borders of the eyelids and the iris centre
for each eye. Several computer vision techniques have been investigated. The face
is located first, and then an approximate eye position is identified. Several corner
detection techniques for the eye corners, curve fittings techniques for the eyelids,
and iris detection techniques for iris centre are experimented on, none of which
where robust to head movement and eye blinks, as well as not accurate enough
for the application. Therefore, as I aim to detect and track the eye movements and
blinks as accurately as possible, an eye specific model is trained, as per the following
description.
Active appearance models are used and trained specifically for the eyes region
with different states of the eyes (open, half open, and closed) and with different
amounts of head rotation. I tried a different number of points and different shapes for
the eye AAM. I started from 5 points for each eye (the corners, the centre of eyelids,
and iris centre), which were not enough for the task. While increasing the number
of points around the eyes did not increase the accuracy of locating or tracking them,
I included the eyebrows, as I believe that they would work as an anchor for the
eye and reduce locating and tracking errors. For each eyebrow, I started with 5
points (a point at each end, and the other 3 distributed in the middle of the eyebrow)
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and then increased the points to 7, where the model was not accurate in locating
and tracking the eyes region. Therefore, I increased the number of points for the
eyebrows and changed their location. I used 12 points for each eyebrow, where the
points are located at the border of the eyebrow. I believe this configuration works
better because of the high contrast between eyebrow and skin, which made these
points robust to locate and track with minimum error rate. Inspired by [Bacivarov
et al., 2008], the final model contains 74 points for the eyes region including the






































































Figure 5.1: Final eye AAM model (for open eye state) with 74 points in the order
shown. (Only marked points are used for feature extraction)
As can be seen from the model, points around the upper and lower eye folds are
included in the model to give stability for tracking in the closed eye state. The eye
AAM was trained in a subject-specific manner. That is an eye AAM was trained for
each subject using images from that subject interview. I used this subject-specific eye
AAM to get accurate results, because when I used a generic eye AAM model trained
using images from different subjects from the BlackDog interviews, the model fitting
and tracking was not accurate. The specification about the training the model is as
follows:
On average, 45 images per subject were manually selected from the interviews of
the BlackDog dataset. The selection of images was based on different eye status (e.g.
open, half open, closed eye) and head position variation. The subject-specific eye
AAM was built using linear parameters to update the model in an iterative frame-
work as a discriminative fitting method [Saragih and Goecke, 2006]. Following the
annotation and model-building process, the points of the trained model are initialised
in a semi-automated manner, i.e. face detection [Viola and Jones, 2001] is performed
in the first frame, then the rough eyes’ location is estimated using the top third of the
detected face. Finally, a fitting function is called. If the fitting function is not accurate
enough, the steps of changing the model location and the calls for the fitting function
are manually repeated before the tracking is started for the entire video. The trained
model fits on and tracks the subject’s eyes for the entire interview, producing the
positions of the 74 points in each frame. The eye AAM model for open and close
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(a) 74 points AAM
for Open Eyes
(b) 74 points AAM for Closed
Eyes (eyelid points overlapped)
(c) Fitting AMM Example
for Open Eyes
(d) Fitting AMM Example
for Closed/Blinked Eyes
Figure 5.2: Eye AAM with 74 points for both eyes including eyebrows (showing the
overlapping points between upper and lower eyelids including iris centre for closed eyes)
states is illustrated in Figure 5.2 (a)&(b). An example of the fitted AAM model is
also shown in Figure 5.2 (c) & (d).
5.1.2 Eye Activity Feature Extraction
The goal is to extract iris movement features (e.g up/down and left/right), as well
as eyelid distance features (e.g. wide open, blinks). From these features, statistical
measures were also calculated, as well as including duration features, such as the
duration of gazing in one direction and the duration of blinks, which will be elabo-
rated later. To calculate these features, only 7 points of each eye were used from the
eye AAM model (left eye points: 1, 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 20; right eye points: 38, 39, 42, 45,
48, 51, 57, as marked in Figure 5.1).
Eye Activity Low-level Features
For each eye, three features were extracted: iris horizontal movement, iris vertical
movement, and eyelid distance.
The horizontal movement: is measured by the length of the line connecting the in-
ner corner of the eye and the iris centre. The horizontal movement has been
normalised based on the line connecting the eye corners (see Figure 5.3). The
normalising procedure is to reduce variability of the head distance from the
camera and variability of different eyes region shape and size. The longer the
line, the further the iris is from the inner eye corner and vice versa.
The vertical movement: is measured by the angle between the previous two lines
that measure the horizontal movement (see Figure 5.3). A larger angle indicates
a higher iris position (i.e. looking up) and vice versa.
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Left-right (length of a ÷ length of b)
and up-down (θ) Movement features
Example of looking to the subject’s right Example of looking to the subject’s left
Example of looking up Example of looking down
Figure 5.3: Extracting and normalising eye movement features
Open Eye Eyelid Distance
(length of c ÷ length of d)
Closed Eye Eyelid Distance
(length of c ÷ length of d)
Figure 5.4: Extracting and normalising eyelid distance and blink features
Distance between the eyelids is measured by the length of the line connecting the
centre of both eyelids, normalised by the line connecting the centre of the eye
fold and the centre of the outer border of the lower eyelid, which also applies
for closed eyes (see Figure 5.4).
These three features of each eye are extracted for each frame (30 frames per sec-
ond), then their velocity and acceleration are extracted to give a total 18 features per
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frame. Outlier frames, which are caused by erroneous fitting of the eye AAM, or the
absence of the eyes in a frame, are detected using Grubbs’ test for outliers [Grubbs,
1969]. The detected outlier frames are skipped (an average of 1.8% of the frames
were skipped per interview).
Eye Activity Functional Features
Moreover, a total of 126 statistical features “functionals” were extracted, which are:
• Maximum, minimum, mean, variance, and standard deviation for all 18 low-
level features mentioned earlier (5 × 18 features)
• Maximum, minimum, and average of: duration of looking left, right, up and
down, as well as blink duration for each eye (3 × 2 eyes × 5 features)
• Closed eye duration rate, and closed eye to open eye duration rate for both eyes
(2 eyes × 2 features)
• Blinking rate for both eyes (2 eyes × 1 feature)
A blink is detected when the normalised eyelid distance is lower than the average
of the normalised eyelid distance minus half the standard deviation of that feature
for each subject. The same applies for the gaze direction, where a gaze direction is
detected when the normalised feature (i.e. distance or angle from inner eye corner
to iris centre) is lower than the average of that feature plus/minus half the standard
deviation of that feature for each subject.
5.1.3 Statistical Analysis of Eye Features
Table 5.1 shows only the 21 features that have a significant T-statistic result (i.e.
p < 0.05) out of all 126 extracted functional features. The state of the T-test specifies
the direction of effect. That is, identifying which group is higher than the other in a
particular feature.
The significant features can be categorised into four categories: movement, look-
ing direction duration, distance between eyelids, and blinks.
Movement features are calculated over the low-level features, to extract the mean,
maximum, minimum, etc. Only two features are statistically significant between the
two groups (depressed/control), which are the mean and the minimum of right-left
movement. Given that the interviewer was approximately in middle of the intervie-
wee’s field of view, the average distance between the subject’s right eye inner corner
and the iris centre (i.e. right-left movement) is larger in depressed subjects, meaning
more gazing to the right, which might be an indicator for avoiding eye contact with
the interviewer. On the other hand, the left eye has no significant result for the same
feature.
This might be due to, when a person looks to the right, as illustrated in the
examples in Figure 5.3, the variation of the distance between the subjectâA˘Z´s left eye
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Eye Activity Feature Direction
Left Eye Mean right-left movement D>C
Minimum right-left movement D>C
Mean eyelid distance C>D
Closed rate D>C
Closed to open eye rate D>C
Maximum blink duration D>C
Mean blink duration D>C
Maximum looking down duration D>C
Minimum looking up duration C>D
Maximum looking right duration D>C
Right Eye Mean eyelid distance C>D
Minimum eyelid distance C>D
Standard deviation eyelid distance D>C
Variance eyelid distance D>C
Closed rate D>C
Closed to open eye rate D>C
Maximum blink duration D>C
Mean blink duration D>C
Maximum looking up duration D>C
Rate of looking right D>C
Maximum looking right duration D>C
Table 5.1: Gender-independent significant T-test results of eye movement features for
the interview (Direction of effect is reported to show which group depressed (D) or controls
(C) is higher than the other in the analysed feature)
inner corner and the iris centre is small, while the variation of the distance between
the subjectâA˘Z´s right eye inner corner to the iris centre is larger. Therefore, subtle
changes in the small variation might not be detected as accurately as larger changes
by the tracker.
For looking direction duration features, a few features were significantly differ-
ent between the two groups. Looking to the right duration (maximum and rate)
was significantly longer for the depressed group, which could indicate eye contact
avoidance. Worth noting is that the door of the recording environment was located
to the subject’s right. If it is assumed that depressed subjects were looking longer
at the door, that could show conversational avoidance or subconsciously finding a
way out. Studies on infants and autistic children have shown that children stare at
the door when they are upset or bored (e.g. [Eisenberg and Spinrad, 2004; Grandin,
1995]), while no similar studies could be found on adult subjects. Therefore, such
conclusion for depressed subjects needs more analysis with a larger dataset. More-
over, looking down duration was also longer in depressed subject, which is also a
common reaction associated with sadness.
Interestingly, the results show that the average distance between the eyelids is
significantly smaller in depressed subjects. The smaller distance between the eyelids
in depressed subjects might be an indication of fatigue, which is a common symptom
of depression.
Also, even though the blink rate was not significantly different between depressed
and control subjects, the results show that the blink duration was significantly longer
in depressed subjects. The latter finding suggests that, assuming that the physical
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need of a blink to lubricate the eye is similar in both groups, the longer duration of a
blink could indicate eye contact avoidance and fatigue, which are common symptoms
of depression.
5.1.4 Classification Using Eye Activity Features
Several classification tasks were performed for comparison. First, the performance
of low-level and functional features was compared in the classification task. Then,
gender-dependent classification was investigated. Finally, the classification results of
different emotion expressions (positive and negative) were compared.
For all classification tasks, even though the extracted low-level features are pre-
normalised (as explained in Section 5.1.2), the functional features need further nor-
malisation to be on a unified scale. Therefore, functional features are normalised
using Min-Max normalisation in a leave-one-out cross-validation manner.
Low-level vs. Functional Eye Activity Features Classification
Feature
Type








Low-level GMM (21 mixtures) frame-by-frame 18 50.0 63.3 56.7GMM+SVM GMM model 21 mixtures 73.3 83.3 78.3
Functional SVM
All features 126 66.7 70.0 68.3
All ETF 21 76.7 86.7 81.7
Variable ETF 16-23 73.3 73.3 73.3
Mutual ETF 13 83.3 86.7 85.0
Fixed PCA variances 41 66.7 73.3 70.0
98% of PCA variances 41-42 66.7 73.3 70.0
Table 5.2: Correct classification results (in %) of eye activity low-level and functional
features
Although eye movements would most likely be used as a complementary cue in a
multimodal affective sensing system for depression, rather than as the sole measure,
they performed well on their own.
Table 5.2 shows the classification results in term of average recall for both frame-
by-frame features (low-level) and functionals using different classifiers and feature
selection. As explained in Section 3.1, GMM can deal with low-level data of different
duration (different number of frames), which is the reason it has been used for low-
level features. SVM requires an equal length of feature vector for all observations,
which is suitable for functional features. Since the GMM models have equal feature
vector length (i.e. number of mixtures) for each subject, SVM could use the GMM
models for each subject as observations. Therefore, I experimented on using a hybrid
classification using GMM models as features for an SVM classifier.
For low-level features, two methods were performed: using GMM as a classifier
and then as features for SVM as explained in Section 3.1. As can be seen in Table 5.2,
the GMM alone gave lower results. The GMM results are shown here as a baseline
for comparison with the other classifications. Low-level features gave 79% AR using
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the hybrid classifier of GMM models with SVM, which is statistically above chance
level, and also statistically comparable to using functional features.
For functional features, several feature selection methods were performed as
listed in Section 3.1. Generally, the performance of functional features is high, giving
on average 75% AR, which is statistically above chance level. However, the lowest
classification result was obtained when using all 126 extracted functional features
(68% AR). Using PCA, was similar to using all features.
The T-statistic threshold was also used as filtering method, where features that
exceeded a statistical threshold set in advance by a t-value corresponding to an un-
corrected p-value of 0.05 (p < 0.05) (I refer to these features as ETF) are selected in
three approaches as described in 3.1, which are: using all ETF listed in Table 5.1,
using variable ETF selected based on cross-validation turns, and using mutual ETF
selected based on cross-validation turns.
The goal of using all ETF listed in Table 5.1 is to have a fixed list of features to
compare with different classification tasks, even though the list is calculated over the
entire interviews using all subjects regardless of their gender. Using all ETF gave a
high accuracy compared to other methods.
Variable ETF are the features that have been selected based on the training set
and applied to the testing set in each cross-validation turn, regardless of the fact
that the features combination and number are variable in each turn. On the other
hand, the mutual ETF only select the features that intersect in each turn. The highest
performance was obtained with mutual ETF where the result was 85% AR. While
the variable ETF gave high result, it was considerably lower than using the mutual
ETF, which is expected as the selection of mutual ETF is what work best with all
cross-validation turns.
PCA was also used to reduce dimensionality and select the most promising PC
variances (98% in this case). As the 98% of PC variances might differ between turns,
the number of PCs was also fixed, so that the amount of variance represented was
always at lest 98%, to ensure fair comparison between cross-validation turns (as ex-
plained in Section 3.1). Nevertheless, both PCA approaches performed equally in
terms of classification results. The similarity of the performance of PCA approaches
is caused by the selected PC variances in both approaches being almost similar.
Regardless of the feature selection method used for the eye modality, the high
classification results support previous studies, which concluded abnormality in pa-
tients’ ocular motor system [Lipton et al., 1980; Abel et al., 1991; Crawford et al., 1995;
Kupfer and Foster, 1972]. Using only the features that exceeded the t-statistic in all
three approaches performed remarkably better than using all features. Even with the
large reduction of the number of features (PCs) in PCA compared with all features,
the classification result was not statistically different to using all features.
Table 5.2 also shows the classification recall for both depressed and control
groups. With all classification and feature comparisons, control recall is higher
than depressed recall. That indicates that misclassification in the depressed group
is higher than the misclassification in the control group. Performing error analysis,
none of the meta-data including depression score, age, medication seem to be the
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reason behind the classification errors. A more detailed error analysis is presented
in Section 6.3.
Overall, functional features performed better than the low-level features. Using
GMM models as features for SVM performed similarly to using all ETF features,
which might indicate that the GMM model captures most informative features in
low-level data. However, selecting the number of mixture for GMM is not a trivial
task, as the empirical selection of GMM mixtures is time consuming and not practical.
Since functional features performed better than low-level features, further classi-
fication tasks will use functional features only, to reduce confusion and increase the
emphasis in the goal of the comparison.
Gender-dependent Classification Using Eye Activity Functional Features
To investigate the effect of gender in detecting depression, men and women were
manually separated in each group (depressed/control). I acknowledge the large
reduction of sample size as well as the number of observations. However, such
investigation could give an insight not only into gender differences but also into
the proposed system’s flexibility in the case of sample reduction. The duration and
number of subjects of each gender in each group are shown in Table 5.3.
Duration (min) Male Subjects Female SubjectsDepressed Control Depressed Control
Subjects 15 15 15 15
Total 123.8 112.0 182.5 87.8
Average 8.3 (± 3.7) 7.5 (± 2.0) 12.1 (± 6.4) 5.6 (± 1.8)
Table 5.3: Total duration of the entire interview (in minutes) for each gender in each
group, as well as average duration and standard deviation (in minutes)
To ensure a fair comparison with previous gender-independent classification, the
feature that had a significance level based on T-test are kept the same in this gender-
dependent classification task as listed in Table 5.1. The PCA was performed in a
leave-one-out cross-validation manner, for each gender-dependent group individu-
ally. Moreover, the Min-Max normalisation method is also performed in a leave-one-
out cross-validation manner, for each gender-dependent group individually. The
results of the gender-dependent classification are shown in Table 5.4.
Males Females
Functional features Number of Features Average Recall Number of Features Average Recall
All functional features 126 63.3 126 83.3
All ETF 21 76.7 21 83.3
Variable ETF 5-16 63.3 13-18 86.7
Mutual ETF 5 80.0 13 86.7
Fixed PCA 24 63.3 24 80.0
98% of PCA variance 24 63.3 24 80.0
Table 5.4: Gender-dependent correct classification results (in %) using eye activity
functional features
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Regardless of the features used for classification, the results show a higher recog-
nition rate of depression in females than males. With the exception of using all and
mutual ETF, the recognition rate has considerable differences between males and fe-
males classification. The studies about gender differences in depression nonverbal
behaviour pointed out that depressed women are more likely to be detected than
depressed men [Nolen-Hoeksema, 1987; Troisi and Moles, 1999; Stratou et al., 2013].
The previous studies supports the finding in the differences between genders when
depressed.
Using all and mutual ETF performed statistically better than other feature selec-
tion in males, while the performance in female classification results with all different
method of feature selection were consistently high. While all ETF were selected
based on the entire interviews using all subjects, applying the same feature set on
both gender-dependent classifications resulted in high ARs. This finding indicates
that these features generalise even on a smaller subset.
Expression-dependent Classification Using Eye Activity Functional Features
Investigating positive and a negative expression, two related questions were used
from the interview that were assumed to elicit the expressions in question, as de-
scribed in Section 3.1. The duration and number of subjects in each group with each
selected question are shown in Table 5.5.
Duration (min) “Good News” Question “Bad News” QuestionDepressed Control Depressed Control
Subjects 30 30 30 30
Total 34.1 21.3 36.1 28.7
Average 1.1 (± 0.7) 0.7 (± 0.4) 1.2 (± 0.9) 1.0 (± 0.6)
Table 5.5: Total duration of positive and negative questions from the interview (in
minutes) for each group, as well as average duration and standard deviation (in
minutes)
As with the gender-dependent classification, to ensure a fair comparison with
previous classifications, the features that exceeded the t-statistic are kept the same as
listed in Table 5.1. The Min-Max feature normalisation and PCA were performed in a
leave-one-out cross-validation manner, for each expression individually. The results
of the expression-dependent classification are shown in Table 5.6.
For the “Good News” question (positive expression), recognising depression had
high accuracy results that were considerably above chance level, and were almost as
accurate as when using the entire interviews, and even remarkably better for using
all features and PCA (compare Table 5.2 and Table 5.6 “Good News”). Getting good
recognition rates from such a small sample indicates the clearly noticeable differences
in expressing positive emotions in depressed and control subjects.
On the other hand, in most cases analysing the “Bad News” question (negative
emotion), gave worse recognition rates than using the entire interviews or the pos-
itive question (compare Table 5.2 and Table 5.6). This indicates that both groups
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“Good News” question “Bad News” question
Functional features Number of Features Average Recall Number of Features Average Recall
All functional features 126 75.0 126 66.7
All ETF 21 75.0 21 68.3
Variable ETF 14-24 65.0 7-12 73.3
Mutual ETF 13 71.7 7 78.3
Fixed PCA variances 35 78.3 35 68.3
98% of PCA variance 35-36 80.0 35-37 68.3
Table 5.6: Expression-dependent correct classification results (in %) using eye activity
functional features
express negative emotions in a similar manner. This finding supports the previous
finding from investigating speech style and speech prosody regarding positive emo-
tions being expressed less often in depressed subjects at all times [Bylsma et al., 2008]
and, hence, negative emotional eye behaviour has less discriminatory power than for
positive emotions.
Once more, the classification results from using all ETF selected based on the en-
tire interview were high in both positive and negative subset. This finding supports
the findings with the gender-dependent classification results that these features have
the ability to generalise on smaller subsets.
In all classification tasks, the highest classification results were obtained from
using mutual ETF, which is expected. Regardless of the drawbacks of such method
of feature selection, it produces an equal feature set and feature vector length in
each cross-validation turn, which ensures a fair comparison. Moreover, as the cross-
validation models are optimised to have equal parameters, it is favorable to have
similar feature set as well.
The fixed and variable PCA variance selection did not have a remarkable differ-
ence. That might be caused by the range of PCs to be selected not being largely
different between cross-validation turns. Nevertheless, the PCA feature selection
method performed similarly to using all features if not statistically better, which may
support the view that the selected variances represented the feature space well.
Both gender-dependent and emotion-dependent investigations gave relatively
good recognition rates, despite the large reduction in the sample size and obser-
vations. This result could be explained by the thin-slicing theory, i.e. when using
different smaller parts of the interview, the performance is similar if not better than
using the entire interview (as explained in Section 4.4). This finding supports the
view that the eye activity are informative to classify depression. It also supports the
flexibility and robustness of the proposed system to sample size reduction.
5.2 Head Pose and Movement
Even with the little research on head pose and movement for depressed patients as
described in 2.1.2, strong indicators for depressed behaviour and conversational style
have been shown. In this section, the head pose and movement for depressed in com-
parison with controls are investigated, and their discriminative power for detecting
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depression.
5.2.1 Locating the Face to Estimate Head Pose
!"#$%&'()& *+,,&
Figure 5.5: Head rotation angles: Yaw, pitch and roll [NeuroCom, 2014]
To estimate the head pose and movement behaviour, the face or some facial land-
marks should be located and tracked, then a 3-degree of freedom (DOF) head pose
could be calculated (see Figure 5.5). Even though the face has a defined structure
and, in the typical videos of datasets available, occupy a reasonably large space in
each frame, it might not be trivial to locate the face accurately. Automatic head pose
estimation using computer vision techniques have been surveyed in the Murphy-
Chutorian and Trivedi [2009] study. Such methods include template matching, rule-
based, motion-based, and deformable models.
One method of head pose estimation is by determining the geometry between
local features, such as the eyes, mouth, and nose tip. For example, Nikolaidis and
Pitas [2000] located 3 points in the face (iris centres and mouth centre). Horprasert
et al. [1997] and Gee and Cipolla [1994] located 5 points of different landmarks for
each study, while Wang and Sung [2007] located 6 points. All studies then calculate
an estimation for the head pose. Another technique approximated the head pose
using the shape of the head by a 3D cylinder [Seo, 2004].
On the other hand, deformable models, including the AAM, where specific facial
points are labelled and trained to create a 2D model, then the head pose is estimated
using the direction of the first principal component of the principal components anal-
ysis [Murphy-Chutorian and Trivedi, 2009]. Moreover, Martins and Batista [2008]
estimated 3D head pose by combining AAM with an algorithm called Pose from Or-
thography and Scaling with ITerations (POSIT) [Dementhon and Davis, 1995], which
will be explained later on.
However, not all methods could estimate all three dimensions of the head pose
(pitch, yaw and roll as in Figure 5.5). Some of the methods are limited to a small
range of head orientations. Also, when using a small number of facial points, some
of the methods will not be robust to partial occlusion, and the head pose estimation
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(a) 2D AAM face model using 68 landmarks
(b) 3D face model using 58 landmarks
(c) The 3D Model projected onto the 2D Model
Using Only Matched 46 Points
Figure 5.6: 3D to 2D AAM projection for estimating the head pose
will be affected by mistakenly locating any point. In this work, the POSIT algorithm
is used to estimate the head pose using several facial points (46 points). POSIT is
an algorithm that detects and matches at least 4 points in a 2D image to a defined
3D object, then finds the geometry of the 3D object (orientation and translation) [De-
menthon and Davis, 1995]. Once the estimated orientation is calculated, the pose of
the object could be extracted. POSIT is a useful alternative to popular pose algo-
rithms because it does not require an initial pose estimation, and because it is easy
to implement as well as faster to run [Dementhon and Davis, 1995].
For the BlackDog dataset, an average of 30 images were automatically selected
(almost every 250 frames) per subject having different head position variation. These
images were annotated using 68 points (see Figure 5.6 (a)). These annotated images
were used to build subject-specific face AAMs, using linear parameters to update
the model in an iterative framework as a discriminative fitting method [Saragih and
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Goecke, 2006]. The points of the trained model were initialised in a semi-automated
manner, i.e. face detection [Viola and Jones, 2001] was performed in the first frame,
then a fitting function was called. If the fitting function was not accurate enough,
the steps of changing the model location and the calls for the fitting function were
manually repeated before the tracking was started for the entire video. The trained
model fits on and tracks the subject’s face for the entire interview, producing the
position of the 68 landmarks in each frame.
To obtain the 3D pose of the subject’s head, a 3D face model is projected onto the
2D AAM facial points. For the 3D model, a 58-points 3D face statistical anthropo-
metric model was used [Martins and Batista, 2008] (see Figure 5.6 (b)). Since the 2D
AAM uses 68 points and the 3D model used 58 points, only the 46 points that corre-
spond in position for both models (see Figure 5.6 (c)) were chosen. The resulting 46
points of the 3D model are projected on to the acquired tracked 46 points of the 2D
AAM to estimate the head pose using the POSIT algorithm. POS assumes the image
was obtained by a scaled orthographic projection. POSIT adds multiple iterations to
POS, that is, the rotation and scale matrices are re-estimated until no improvement
to the pose projection is detected.
5.2.2 Head Pose and Movement Feature Extraction
Once the head pose is estimated, 3-DOF are extracted from the rotation matrix: yaw,
roll, and pitch in each frame, then several functional features based on statistical
measurements over time are calculated.
Head Pose and Movement Low-level Features
The output of the POSIT algorithm are the rotation matrix and a scale vector. The
3-DOF are then calculated from the rotation matrix as follows:
Defining the rotation matrix R as:
R =
r11 r12 r13r21 r22 r23
r31 r32 r33
 (5.1)
rotation angles could be extracted as follows:






Pitch = tan−1(r32/r33) (5.4)
These three DOF are extracted for each frame (30 fps), then their velocity and accel-
eration are extracted to give a total of 9 features per frame. Outlier frames, which
are caused by incorrect fitting of the AAM or failing to converge to a 3D model, are
detected using Grubbs’ test for outliers [Grubbs, 1969], these detected outlier frames
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are skipped (an average of 3.5% of the frames are skipped per interview).
Head Pose and Movement Functional Features
Over the duration of each subject’s interview, a total of 184 statistical features (“func-
tionals”) were extracted, which are:
• Maximum, minimum, range, mean, variance, and standard deviation for all 9
low-level features mentioned earlier. (6 × 9 features)
• Maximum, minimum, range and average duration of: head direction left, right,
up and down, tilting clockwise and anticlockwise. (4 × 6 features)
• Head direction duration rate, and rate of different head directions for non-
frontal head direction for all directions mentioned above. (2 × 6 features)
• Change head direction rate for all directions mentioned above. (1 × 6 features)
• Total number of changes of head direction for yaw, roll, pitch, and all directions.
(1 × 4 features)
• Maximum, minimum, range, mean, variance, duration, and rate for slow, fast,
steady, and continuous movement of yaw, roll, pitch. (7 × 3 DOF × 4 features)
The above duration features are detected when the feature in question is higher
than a threshold. The threshold is the average of the feature in question plus the
standard deviation of that feature for each subject.
5.2.3 Statistical Analysis of Head Features
Head Pose Feature Direction
Maximum yaw C>D
Standard deviation of yaw velocity C>D
Maximum pitch velocity C>D
Maximum pitch acceleration C>D
Range of pitch acceleration C>D
Range duration of looking right D>C
Average count of looking left C>D
Average count of looking right C>D
Average count of tilting anticlockwise C>D
Average count of looking down C>D
Minimum count of steady yaw movement C>D
Average duration of steady yaw movement C>D
Average duration of continues yaw movement C>D
Average duration of continues roll movement C>D
Table 5.7: Gender-independent significant T-test results of head pose and movement
features (Direction of effect is reported to show which group depressed (D) or controls (C) is
higher than the other in the analysed feature)
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Table 5.7 shows only the features that have a significant p-value based on the
T-statistic results of analysing the functionals extracted from the interviews. The sig-
nificant features could be divided into four categories: movement angles, movement
speed, looking direction, and movement type.
None of the basic movement angles were significantly different between de-
pressed and control groups, with the exception of the maximum yaw angle, being
higher in controls. Such feature could indicate a higher range of head poses for
controls compared with depressed.
For movement speed, such as velocity and acceleration of certain angles, velocity
and acceleration of pitch and yaw were faster in controls. These features display that
depressed patients move their head more slowly than controls. Slower movements
for depressed patients are expected as an indication of fatigue, which is a common
symptom of depression [Prendergast, 2006].
As with eye activity features, head looking direction duration and count were
analysed. Given that the interviewer approximately stands in a centred position in
front of the subject, the maximum and the range duration of looking to the right were
longer in depressed subjects, which might be an indicator of avoiding eye contact
with the interviewer [Fossi et al., 1984]. The average number of times healthy controls
move their head left to right and roll their head clockwise to anticlockwise, is higher
than for depressed patients. This finding indicates that depression sufferers’ head
movements are significantly reduced compared to healthy controls, which is in line
with [Hale III et al., 1997; Waxer, 1974]. It has been also found that the average
duration of looking down is longer in depressed individuals, which could be an
indicator of avoiding eye contact with the interviewer [Fossi et al., 1984; Waxer, 1974].
Movement type, such as steady head pose and continues change of head pose
were extracted and analysed. Steady head movements from left to right, on average
is longer in duration with depressed patients. At the same time, continuous (faster)
head movements left to right and for the roll clockwise to anticlockwise, the aver-
age duration is longer in healthy controls. These findings are another indication of
having less and slow overall head movements in depressed subjects. I conclude that
head movements in general are significantly different between depressed patients
and healthy subjects due to psychomotor retardation [Parker and Hadzi-Pavlovic,
1996; Parker et al., 1994].
5.2.4 Classification Using Head Pose Features
Similar to the classification tasks performed on eye activity features, automatic clas-
sification of depression from both frame-by-frame features and functionals of head
pose and movement is performed and reported in this section. Although the head
pose and movement would be used as a complementary cue in detecting depression
in practice, their recognition rates on their own could show whether they hold ef-
fective cues in diagnosing depression. Gender-dependent and expression-dependent
classification task are also investigated, to give a deeper insight of the head pose and
movement pattern in both depressed and control groups.
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Low-level vs. Functional Head Pose Features Classification
Feature
Type








Low-level GMM (7 mixtures) frame-by-frame 9 53.3 53.3 53.3GMM+SVM GMM model 7 mixtures 70.0 66.7 68.3
Functional SVM
All features 184 63.3 70.0 66.7
All ETF 14 70.0 76.7 73.3
Variable ETF 8-15 76.7 50.0 63.3
Mutual ETF 7 80.0 70.0 75.0
Fixed PCA 40 60.0 63.3 61.7
98% of PCA variance 40-42 66.7 70.0 68.3
Table 5.8: Correct classification results (in %) of head pose low-level and functional
features
Classification results from low-level and functional features using different clas-
sifiers and feature selection are shown in Table 5.8. For low-level features, GMM
was used as classifier and then as feature clustering. For comparison, the number of
mixtures was empirically chosen for the best results for both GMM and GMM with
SVM classification. The performance of GMM as a classifier was at chance level (53%
AR). However, using GMM models as features for SVM performed statistically above
chance level (68% AR).
For functional features, SVM was used for classification using different feature
selection methods. Even though all classification results from functional features
were above chance level, using all ETF listed in Table 5.7 and mutual ETF performed
the highest (73% and 75% AR, respectively) in recognising depression.
Unlike with the eye modality, 98% of PCA variances performed statistically
higher than fixed PCA, which is similar to using all functional features. The dif-
ferences between the fixed and variable PCA variances might be due to the higher
range of variability compared to the eye modality PCA variance range. However, the
similarity between variable PCA and using all features might indicate that the PCA
captured the PCs that highly represent the feature space.
Comparing low-level and functional features, low-level features performance was
up to 68% AR using the hybrid classifier (GMM models with SVM), while functionals
gave up to 75% AR, which were both above chance level. Even though GMM models
with SVM gaves recognition rate similar to using all features and PCA, the empirical
selection of the number of mixtures for GMM is a barrier for using this method.
Nevertheless, in general, the recognition rate for functional features is substantially
higher than the low-level feature results, with all ETF and mutual ETF being the
highest. This result implies that the selection of features that exceed the t-statistic is
a useful method for reducing dimensionality and selecting feature.
Since the functional feature performance is higher as well as the implementation
is easier and more practical than low-level features, the further classification tasks
will only report on the classification results from functional features and related
feature selection methods.
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Gender-dependent Classification Using Head Pose Functional Features
As explored for the eye modalities, gender-dependent classification performance was
investigated from head pose features. The same subjects were used, and the same
interview segments and duration in order to facilitate a fair comparison, as described
in Table 5.3. The gender-dependent classification results are presented in Table 5.9.
Males Females
Functional features Number of Features Average Recall Number of Features Average Recall
All functional features 184 70.0 184 70.0
All ETF 14 76.7 14 73.3
Variable ETF 5-7 76.7 6-13 90.0
Mutual ETF 5 76.7 5 83.3
Fixed PCA 23 63.3 24 70.0
98% of PCA variance 23-24 70.0 24 70.0
Table 5.9: Gender-dependent correct classification results (in %) using head pose
functional features
Even with the large reduction in the number of observations, the recognition rate
for the gender-dependent case is statistically similar if not better than the gender-
independent classification results. As mentioned previously, the gender differences
studies in nonverbal behavior in depressed subjects reported that depressed women
are more likely to be detected than depressed men [Nolen-Hoeksema, 1987; Troisi
and Moles, 1999; Stratou et al., 2013]. With the exception of variable ETF, where
the females classification result was statistically higher the male classification re-
sult, the comparison between the gender-dependent classification results showed
that on average they are statistically similar. Nevertheless, on average, the depres-
sion recognition rate in females (76% AR) is slightly higher than in males (72% AR).
Although the head pose and movement classification results from each gender group
do not support nor conflict with the conclusions of gender differences studies [Nolen-
Hoeksema, 1987; Troisi and Moles, 1999; Stratou et al., 2013], the high performance
of head pose features might indicate a physical condition (e.g. fatigue) rather than
a behavioural one (i.e. not gender-related). Moreover, this results is in line with the
Stratou et al. [2013] study, where the head rotation in depressed male and female
subjects was compared, and no difference between the two genders in head rotation
was found.
Expression-dependent Classification Using Head Pose Functional Features
In addition to gender-dependent classification, expression-dependent classification
is also investigated, similarly to the eye modality (see Section 5.1.4). Moreover, the
segments of the interview and their duration were shown previously in Table 5.5. The
depression recognition rates based on expression are reported in Table 5.10, where
functional features and several feature selection methods were used.
While acknowledging the potential impact of the large reduction of training data
from using all interview questions to using only two questions, the differences in
expressing positive and negative emotions between depressed and control subjects
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“Good News” question “Bad News” question
Functional features Number of Features Average Recall Number of Features Average Recall
All functional features 184 50.0 184 50.0
All ETF 14 58.3 14 60.0
Variable ETF 13-18 73.3 3-9 65.0
Mutual ETF 11 73.3 2 60.0
Fixed PCA variances 38 73.3 39 63.3
98% of PCA variances 38-42 78.3 39-40 63.3
Table 5.10: Expression-dependent correct classification results (in %) using head pose
functional features
were investigated. This was done by evaluating the “Good News” and “Bad News”
questions from the interview as explained in Section 3.1.
For the “Good News” question (positive emotion), in general, recognising de-
pression was almost as accurate as when using all interview questions. Getting good
recognition rates from such a small subset indicates the clearly noticeable differences
in expressing positive emotions in depressed and controls subjects.
On the other hand, analysing the “Bad News” question (negative emotion), gave
lower recognition rates than using all interview questions and the positive question.
As found with the eye modality, this indicates that both groups express negative
emotions in the same or a similar manner. This finding supports the previous find-
ing with the eye modality that positive emotions are expressed less often in depressed
subjects [Bylsma et al., 2008]. Moreover, the finding supports the conclusion that neg-
ative emotions dominate in depressed subjects [Ekman, 1994; Ekman and Fridlund,
1987] and, hence, negative emotions have less discriminatory power than positive
emotions in detecting depression from healthy and depressed subjects.
For the head modality, using all ETF features listed in Table 5.7 for the gender-
dependent subset performed well, which was not the case for the expression-
dependent subset. That might be due to the selected ETF for head movement not
being observed in such small segments of the interview. As found with the eye
modality, mutual ETF had the highest recognition rate of depression in all classifica-
tion tasks using head movement features.
Moreover, like the eye modality, fixed and variable PCA did not have a statistical
difference in most cases compared to using all features in the head modality fea-
tures. Nevertheless, the variable PCA performed slightly better than the fixed PCA,
which might indicate that fixing the number of PCs (possibly at a number too low)
reduced the probability to capture all the PCs that highly represent the feature space.
The alternative variable PCA approach fixes the amount of variance but results in a
variable number of PCs. This finding might imply that a better representation of
features is acquired when using 98% PCA of variances in each cross-validation turn,
and using less variance on some turns affects the representation of the feature space.
Consistent with the eye modality, the large reduction in the sample size, for both
gender-dependent and emotion-dependent investigations gave relatively good recog-
nition rates. This result could be explained by the thin-slicing theory [Ambady and
Rosenthal, 1992] (see Section 5.1.4).
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5.3 Summary
In this chapter, eye movement and head pose patterns were investigated for their dis-
criminative power for recognising depression from video data of subject interviews,
as well as whether initial manual gender splitting, and emotion expression influence
the recognition rate. Low-level and functional features of both modalities were ex-
tracted to be analysed statistically, as well as using different classifiers and feature
selection methods. Although both eye activity and head pose features are comple-
mentary features that could be fused with other cues (e.g. facial expressions, speech,
etc.), they generally gave relatively high recognition results on their own (up to 85%
AR for eye activity modality, and up to 75% AR for head pose modality).
To extract eye and head activity features, the eyes and the face have to be located
and tracked accurately. For locating and tracking the eyes, a subject-specific eye
AAM was built with 74 points for the eyes and eyebrows region. From these points,
looking directions and distance between eyelids were extracted and normalised. For
locating the face, a face AAM with 68 points was also built. A subset of these points
was projected on to a 3D face model to estimate the head pose, from which looking
direction and head movements were extracted.
For the eye modality, analysing functional features statistically found that the
average vertical distance between the eyelids was significantly smaller in between
blinks and the average duration of blinks was significantly longer in depressed sub-
jects, which might be an indication of fatigue and eye contact avoidance. In general,
I conclude that eye movement abnormality is a physical cue as well as a behavioural
one, which is in line with the psychology literature in that depression leads to psy-
chomotor retardation.
Statistical analyses on head pose and movement behavioural patterns found sev-
eral distinguishing features: (1) depression sufferers had slower head movements,
which may indicate fatigue and/or psychomotor retardation, (2) the duration of
looking to the right was longer in depressed patients, which might be an indicator of
avoiding eye contact with the interviewer, (3) that overall change of head position in
depressed subjects was significantly reduced compared to the healthy controls, and
(4) the average duration of looking down was longer in depressed individuals, which
could be an indicator of avoiding eye contact with the interviewer.
For both eye and head modalities, depression was classified using low-level and
functional features. Modelling the low-level features using GMM and then using
the GMM model of each subject as an observation for an SVM classifier performed
equally well as functional features. However, the empirical selection of the number
of GMM mixtures was a barrier to practically using this method. On the other hand,
functional features consistently performed well with and without feature selection
methods in both eye and head modalities.
Several feature selection methods were tested using the T-statistic as filtering and
using PCA as feature transformation. Using mutual ETF features that are being
selected based on the intersected features of all cross-validation turns performed the
highest in all classification tasks for both modalities. Moreover, using a variable 98%
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of PCA in each cross-validation turn performed slightly better than using a fixed
number of PCs of at least 98% of PCA in all classification tasks for both modalities,
which indicates better feature representation in each cross-validation turn.
The gender of the subject analysed has a noticeable influence on recognising de-
pression from eye movements and head pose. Females have a higher depression
recognition rate than males, especially with the eye modality. With the head modal-
ity, the depression recognition rate was statistically similar in both gender groups
(only slightly higher in females). The higher recognition rate in depressed females is
in line with previous gender differences studies. Such differences in the eye modal-
ity may indicate behavioural differences between genders. However, the similarity
in the head modality could indicate a physical abnormality such as psychomotor
retardation associated with depression.
Moreover, the investigation of expressing positive emotions in depressed and con-
trol subjects resulted in remarkable differences between both groups from both eye
and head modalities. The recognition rate of expressing negative emotions was statis-
tically lower than expressing positive emotions, which indicates that depressed and
controls express negative emotions in a similar manner. The high recognition of de-
pression using positive emotions could conclude that positive emotions are expressed
less often in depressed subjects, and that negative emotions have less discriminatory
power than positive emotions in detecting depression.
However, even with the reduction of the sample size in both gender-dependent
and the expression-dependent experiments, eye and head modality features gave
relatively good depression recognition rates (up to 90% AR for gender-dependent
and up to 80% AR for expression-dependent), which could be explained by the thin-
slicing theory.
Based on these findings, I conclude that eye activity and head movements in
general are significantly different between depressed and healthy subjects, and could
be used as complementary features for detecting depression. I assume that when
fusing these two modalities with the speech modality from the previous chapter, it
will not only increase the recognition results, but also increase the confidence in the
recognition result. Therefore, the next chapter investigates the influence of fusing
speech, eye, and head modalities on depression recognition, and investigates the
contribution of each modality to the final results.
Chapter 6
Multimodal Fusion
The previous two chapters investigated unimodal depression detection in several
modalities. Chapter 4 investigated speech style and speech prosody modalities in-
dividually, while Chapter 5 investigated eye activity and head pose modalities indi-
vidually. Moreover, several feature selection techniques have been investigated with
each modality, where mutual ETF feature selection performed the highest compared
to other feature selection methods in each modality. Mutual ETF are the features
that exceed a statistical threshold set in advance by a t-value corresponding to an
uncorrected p-value of 0.05 (p < 0.05), and that intersect in all leave-one-out cross-
validation turns.
While individual modalities analysed in the previous two chapters gave reason-
able classification results to detect depression, fusing these modalities might not only
increase the classification results, but also increase the confidence level in the classi-
fier decisions. This chapter addresses the research question Q3 as stated in Chapter
1. In this chapter, fusion techniques are investigated such as: feature fusion, score
fusion, decision fusion, and hybrid fusion, which are detailed in Section 6.1. The
results of each fusion technique are presented and discussed in Section 6.2. More-
over, I attempt to explore the reasons behind the classification errors by linking the
classification results with the meta-data of subjects in Section 6.3. Finally, different
classifiers are compared and fused to examine the robustness of the selected features
and to examine the generalisation ability across classifiers in Section 6.4.
6.1 Fusion Methods
As mentioned, multimodal fusion of different modalities can improve the classifica-
tion result, as it provides more useful information compared to that obtained from a
single modality.
Previous chapters elaborated on feature preparation and extraction, which are
summarised in Figure 6.1. In Chapter 4, two verbal modalities have been investi-
gated: speech style and speech prosody, where manual labelling and a voice activity
detector were used for preparation to extract those modalities’ features. In Chapter 5,
two nonverbal modalities have been investigated: eye activity and head pose, where












































Figure 6.1: Summary of the feature preparation, extraction, and selection
used to prepare for feature extraction. All features from all four modalities undergo
several feature selection methods and it was found that mutual ETF performed the
highest compared to other feature selection methods. Mutual ETF are the features
that exceeded the t-statistic and intersect in all leave-one-out cross-validation turns.
Therefore, in this chapter, only classification and fusion of mutual ETF are used for
fusion methods investigation.
As discussed in Section 2.2.7, fusion techniques can be performed as prematching
(early) fusion and postmatching (late) fusion, as well as a hybrid of both. Since one
of the main objectives of this study is to investigate the best fusion approach for the
classification of depression, several levels of fusion are experimented on as follows:
1- Early Fusion: is executed either by concatenating the low-level features (data-level
fusion), or by concatenating the extracted functional features (feature fusion).
Only feature fusion is experimented on in this chapter, due to several reasons:
(1) the fact that the sampling rate of the audio is different from the sampling
rate of the video, (2) the number of features in each frame (dimensionality)
for the audio and video channels differ, (3) all the modalities performed better
using the functional features than the low-level ones, and finally (4) that no
low-level features exist for speech style features. The differences in sampling
rate and dimensionality between audio and video could make the data fusion
imbalanced, which would introduce a bias in the classifier towards the larger
modality.
a- Feature-level Fusion: where the extracted features of different modalities
are combined before classification. Since both verbal and nonverbal
modalities are synchronised, this type of fusion is appropriate. Moreover,
the extracted functional features from each modality have a temporal na-
ture to overcome normalisation issues, which I believe makes using this
fusion method suitable in this case. One of the drawbacks of this fusion
method is the increase of feature-vector dimensionality, which might lead





















Figure 6.2: Feature fusion method
to a biased decision towards the larger feature vector. That is, if a verbal
modality, for example, had substantially more features than the features of
a nonverbal modality, the classifier decision is potentially bias towards the
verbal modality. However, feature selection methods are used to reduce
feature-vector dimensionality and to remove irrelevant features. Further-
more, Min-Max normalisation is used to ensure that all features are unified
and to reduce classifier bias towards the higher value features. Since mu-
tual ETF performed the highest compared to other feature selection meth-
ods in the previous chapters, in this work, for the feature fusion method,
mutual ETF from each modality are concatenated. Figure 6.2 illustrates
the feature fusion method used in this investigation.
2- Late Fusion: where the fusion is performed after the classification of each individ-
ual modality. Late fusion is performed using either the classifier output scores

























Figure 6.3: Decision fusion method
a- Decision-level Fusion: decisions (labels) from each modality classification
are fused. The fusion can be performed either by using logical operators
(e.g. AND, OR), majority voting or a secondary classifier. In this work, de-
cision fusion is performed using majority voting, logical AND, and logical
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Figure 6.4: Score fusion method
b- Score-level Fusion: where scores from each modality classifier are fused.
Since the same classifier is used for each modality, fusing scores from dif-
ferent modalities is simple and no further score normalisation is required.
Each modality outputs a confidence score, which could be combined us-
ing: mathematical operations (e.g. weighted sum or weighted product), or
a secondary classifier. Several mathematical operations are implemented
in this work for score fusion, which are the sum-rule, product-rule, and
max-rule, as well as a secondary classifier using SVM. The scores in the
latter case are the distance from the SVM hyper-plane (see Figure 6.4 for
an illustration of the score fusion method).
3- Hybrid Fusion: A hybrid fusion can employ the advantages of both early and late
fusion strategies by using the correlation and synchronisation between modal-
ities. In hybrid fusion, the classifier decision from the concatenated features
(feature fusion) is fused with classifier decisions from individual modalities. In
this work, the decisions from feature fusion and individual modalities are fused
using majority voting and a secondary SVM classifier in one-level and two-level
hybrid fusion. Either way, a feature fusion of all modalities is performed first
to create a new fused modality, which is then treated as an individual modality.
a- One-level: In the one-level hybrid decision fusion, decisions of individual
modalities as well as the new fused modality are fused using one level of
the decision fusion method (see Figure 6.5, bottom).
b- Two-level: In the two-level hybrid decision fusion, decisions of individual
modalities are fused first in a first level, then the resulting decision is
fused with the decision of the new fused modality using a second level of
decision fusion method (see Figure 6.5, top).
4- Classifier Fusion: employs different classifiers for the same modality, then fuses
the scores or the decisions from these classifiers using score or decision fusion










































Figure 6.5: Hybrid fusion approaches (one-level and two-level)
methods. Section 6.4 elaborates on the selected classifiers, their comparison
and fusion results.
Since larger data is not available to us for this task, the weighted and complex fusion
approaches could not be implemented in this study. Future work will include such
fusion approaches, as the data recording at the BlackDog is ongoing.
6.2 Fusion Results
Fusion approaches used in this work differ in when and how the modalities in ques-
tion are fused. Table 6.1 recites the classification results from individual modalities
using mutual ETF feature selection (just as a reference for comparison), as well as
shows the fusion results using different fusion techniques.
The feature fusion method (see Figure 6.2) results in a slight improvement (+1.7%
absolute AR) from the highest performance of individual modalities (speech style
and eye activity modalities). Looking at the depression recall, feature fusion has no
improvement from the highest individual modalities. However, control recall im-
proved slightly from individual modalities. Even though feature fusion only results
in a slight improvement from individual modalities, it it supports and confirms the
classification results from both individual modalities and the fused one.
Where the distances from the SVM hyper plane are used as scores, score fusion
is explored using the sum-rule, product-rule, max-rule and secondary SVM meth-
ods. While product-rule and max-rule score fusion methods have a catastrophic
result (lower result than the lowest result of individual modalities), the sum-rule and
secondary SVM score fusion methods show a slight improvement (+3.3% absolute)
from the highest individual modalities result. Similarly to feature fusion, the sum-
rule score fusion method slightly improved the control recall result, while secondary
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Speech style 41 83.3 86.7 85.0
Speech prosody 45 80.0 86.7 83.4
Eye activity 13 83.3 86.7 85.0
Head pose 7 80.0 70.0 75.0





Product-rule 60.0 43.3 51.7
Max-rule 56.7 90.0 73.3





Logic AND 46.7 100.0 73.3
Logic OR 100.0 46.7 73.3
SVM 90.0 90.0 90.0
Hybrid: one-level
Majority voting 5 votes 93.3 90.0 91.7
Sum-rule 5 scores 80.0 90.0 85.0
SVM 5 votes 93.3 90.0 91.7
Hybrid: two-level
Majority voting 4-2 votes 73.3 96.7 85.0
Sum-rule 4-2 scores 80.0 90.0 85.0
SVM 4-2 votes 93.3 90.0 91.7
Table 6.1: Classification results for fused modalities using different fusion methods
SVM score fusion method slightly improved both depressed and control recall re-
sults.
Worth noting is that signs (positive and negative scores) are used to identify
the class that the subject is classified as belonging to along with the score, which
is the distances from the SVM hyper plane. That is, a positive score is given to
the depressed class and a negative score is given to the control class. Therefore,
mathematical operations that rely on the sign of the scores (i.e. max-rule and product-
rule) of individual modalities affect the mathematical sign of the fused modality.
For example, if a control subject is misclassified as depressed even for only one
modality (a positive sign), the max-rule fusion classification will result in classifying
that subject as depressed regardless of the classification of the other modalities. The
same applies for the product-rule fusion, where a negative sign in the multiplication
operation would have an influence on the final result. Therefore, the catastrophic
results obtained by the product-rule and max-rule score fusion methods might be
due to the affect of these mathematical operations on the acquired signs of the scores.
On the other hand, decisions out of individual modality classifications are also
fused using majority voting, logic AND, logic OR, as well as a secondary SVM. While
logic AND and logic OR decision fusion methods had a catastrophic result, majority
voting and secondary SVM decision fusion methods had a remarkable improvement
(+5% absolute) from the highest individual modalities result. Similar to feature fu-
sion and sum-rule score fusion methods, the majority voting decision fusion method
improved on the control recall result. Also, comparable to secondary SVM score
fusion, the secondary SVM decision fusion method slightly improved on both de-
pressed and control recall results. The catastrophic results obtained by logic AND
and logic OR decision fusion methods are due to the fact that only a few subjects
(46.7% recall) have a decision agreement from all individual modalities, hence the
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100% recall of either depressed in logic OR, or controls in logic AND. The 100% con-
trol recall for logic AND shows that none of the control subject has full agreement
from all individual modalities to be a depressed subject. The same applies for the
100% depressed recall for logic OR.
Hybrid fusion, combining both early and late fusing, is examined using decision,
score and secondary SVM in two different ways/levels. First, using one level of
decision, deals with the feature fusion classification results as a modality along with
individual modalities for fusion. Second, using two levels of fusion, the feature
fusion classification results are fused with the combined results from a first-level of
decision from individual modalities. See Figure 6.5 for a visual illustration. Majority
voting and a secondary SVM for decision fusion, and the sum-rule for score fusion
are used for both one-level and two-level hybrid fusion since they performed best in
the previous score and decision fusion (see above).
Comparing one-level and two-level hybrid fusion with individual modalities clas-
sification results (see Table 6.1), both hybrid fusion methods performed either sim-
ilar or considerably higher than individual modalities’ results. The performance of
majority voting for one-level hybrid fusion gave a remarkably higher result than in-
dividual modalities as well as the feature fusion result, where the depression recall
noticeably increased. This high result might be caused by having more votes, which
increase the confidence level, and having an odd number of votes to decide upon,
which conforms the final vote.
Knowing the risk of overfitting, one- and two-level hybrid fusion were performed
using secondary SVM on decisions from individual modalities and the feature-fused
modality. Moreover, secondary SVM for both one- and two-level hybrid fusions
have considerably higher results compared to individual modalities. On the other
hand, the sum-rule of one- and two-level hybrid fusion has similar average recalls
to individual modalities, with a slight decrease of depressed and a slight increase of
control recalls, respectively.
On the other hand, majority voting of two-level hybrid fusion resulted in a re-
markable decrease in depressed recall and an increase of control recalls from indi-
vidual modalities, resulting in imbalanced recalls, which might be caused by the
second level of decision deciding on two votes, which makes it similar to a logic
AND.
Comparing the one- and two-level of hybrid fusion, in general, one-level hybrid
fusion performed equal to two-level hybrid fusion, with the exception of majority
voting decision fusion, where one-level hybrid fusion performed considerably higher
than the two-level one. That might be due to the fact that the two-level majority
voting decides between two votes: the feature fusion vote and the decision fusion of
individual modalities votes, which makes it similar to the logic AND.
Although the result of majority voting for one-level hybrid fusion is equal to
the results obtained by secondary SVM from both one- and two-level hybrid fusion,
majority voting might be more robust to overfitting. Therefore, the next two sections,
concerning classifier errors analysis and classifiers comparison, will report on the
majority voting of one-level hybrid fusion for the fused results. Moreover, as the
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next chapter deals with the generalisation ability of the selected methods, one-level
majority voting of hybrid fusion will be used as the fusion method.
6.3 Classifier Error Analysis
For a better understanding of the classifier misclassifications with each individual
modality and the fused modalities, classifier errors are analysed based on subjects’
meta-data (e.g. clinical diagnosis, age, etc.) and recordings (e.g. quality noise, illumi-














Depressed Males 4 6 3 4 5 2
Femals 1 0 2 2 0 0
Control Males 2 2 3 5 2 2
Femals 2 2 1 4 1 1
* The numbers shown are out of 15 subjects per gender per class.
Table 6.2: Number of misclassified subjects in each modality
As can be seen, for each modality, the chance of misclassifying males is higher
than for females for both depressed and control groups. Worth noting is that number
of subjects who have been correctly classified in all modalities is 28 subjects, half of
whom are depressed. Moreover, only 3 of the depressed subjects who are correctly
classified in all modalities are males. This result confirms previous conclusions of
gender differences [Nolen-Hoeksema, 1987] that depression in women may be more
likely to be detected than in men. This might be related to the fact that women
are more likely to amplify their mood [Nolen-Hoeksema, 1987]. The same study
suggested that men are more likely to engage in distracting behaviours that dampen
their mood when depressed, however, that does not explain the misclassification of
male control subjects.
For the speech style modality, as the features are behavioural in nature (e.g. re-
sponse time, pauses, etc.), signal quality and gender-dependent feature issues are
eliminated. However, the number of misclassified men in both groups is twice the
number of misclassified females. On the other hand, speech prosody features have
been normalised to reduce recording and gender differences (as described in Section
4.3), and yet the number of misclassified men is four times higher than for female.
Worth noticing is that, none of the depressed women has been misclassified using
speech prosody features. Even though the number of misclassified control subjects
from speech prosody is equal to the number of misclassified control subjects using
speech style, these subjects are not the same (see Appendix A for details).
Moreover, extensive manual labelling of the recordings eliminated background
noise and overlapped speech, as well as laughs, coughs, pauses, etc. Also, since
differences from recordings and gender are reduced with normalisation, I believe
that the misclassifications from speech prosody and speech style are not caused by
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the recording quality or the used methods.
With the eye and head modalities, the effect of video quality and whether the
subject is wearing glasses were explored. Regarding video quality, only three videos
had slightly blurred images, possibly caused by incorrect camera focus (all from
the control subset). All three videos have misclassifications from the head modality
and only one has misclassifications from the eye modality. However, that does not
explain the misclassifications from normal quality videos. Besides, as the eye AAM
and face AAM were annotated and trained in a subject-dependent manner, they are
also dependent on the recording conditions, which reduces the effect of recording
environment and quality differences. Therefore, I believe that the misclassifications
were not due to the quality of the videos or the method used.
Looking at the feature fusion modality misclassifications, the feature fusion re-
duces the classification errors compared to individual modalities, with the exception
of depressed men (see Appendix A for details). This result might indicate that the
correlation between modalities’ features helped to overcome classification errors of
individual modalities. Worth noting is that most subjects, who have been correctly
classified in two or more individual modalities, have also been correctly classified
with feature fusion with exceptions. The first exception is that three depressed men,
who have been misclassified with feature fusion have been correctly classified in three
individual modalities. The second exception is that three subjects (one depressed
man and two controls (a man and a woman), who have been misclassified with fea-
ture fusion, have been correctly classified in two individual modalities. Noting that
the combination of the two modalities’ misclassifications for these three subjects is
random. No obvious conclusion could be suggested.
Hybrid fusion overcomes classification errors from individual and feature fusion
modalities, where at least three modalities have to agree on a classification decision.
As can be seen from Table 6.2, a total of 5 subjects have been misclassified in three
modalities or more. Two of these subjects have been correctly classified from only
one modality, while the rest have been correctly classified from two modalities (see
Appendix A for details).
Errors based on age, diagnosis, depression score, medications (current and his-
tory), family history, smoking and alcohol consumption were looked at, none of
which had an effect on the classification errors. Moreover, Australia is a multicultural
country; therefore, even with selecting native Australian English speakers, three sub-
jects have an appearance of Asian descent (all control subjects: 1 older male and 2
young females). While none of the Asian young females were misclassified in most
modalities (only one of the females was misclassified using the head modality), the
Asian male was only correctly classified using the speech style modality. As there is
not enough data to draw a conclusion, future work could investigate the influence of
cultural backgrounds.
Therefore, I believe that, as all extracted features are behavioural in nature and
normalised, some subjects with certain personalities or cultural backgrounds might
act and behave differently from the general characteristic of depression regardless of
their mental health. For example, depressed patients, who have more head move-
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ment as they speak, are misclassified as control subjects and vice versa. The same ap-
plies for the eye and speech modalities. As the current data collection did not include
a personality assessment, I could not derive a solid conclusion on this point. Adding
a personality assessment is being considered for the ongoing data collection at the
Black Dog institute. Nevertheless, I strongly believe that the proposed method works
within reasonable accuracy in general behavioural patterns for depressed compared
with healthy control subjects.
6.4 Classifier Comparison and Fusion
Automatic emotion recognition approaches have used a variety of classifiers, both
descriptive (generative) and discriminative approaches, but it is not clear, which one
performs best for the detection of depression. In order to accurately detect depres-
sion and identify which classifier performs better for this task, a comparison of two
further classifiers (beside the previously investigated SVM) is performed: (1) multi-
layer perceptron neural networks are a popular classifier from the literature, and (2)
the relatively new Hierarchical Fuzzy Signature classifier (see Section 2.2.6). In this
section, besides comparing the classifier performances, classifier fusion is also inves-
tigated. Classifier fusion is performed in two methods to investigate which performs
better for this task, namely fusion at the modalities level or at the classifiers level.
6.4.1 Classifier Comparison
In this section, similar to previous chapters, all three classifiers are employed in a bi-
nary (i.e. depressed/non-depressed) subject-independent scenario. Moreover, to mit-
igate the effect of the limited amount of data, a leave-one-subject-out cross-validation
was used in all the classifiers without any overlap between training and testing data.
For a fair comparison, mutual ETF features from each modality are selected and
used. Furthermore, I acknowledge that the selected features, which are the mutual
ETF, were selected based on the comparison of another five methods of feature se-
lection using an SVM classifier. Therefore, the selected features are optimized on the
SVM, which might have an effect on the classification results of the other classifiers.
However, for consistency and comparison with the previous investigations, as well
as focusing on the research questions, I chose to use the mutual ETF regardless of the
potential effect on the other classifiers results. Investigating the effect in more detail
is an interesting task to be explored in the future.
Table 6.3 shows the classification results from individual and feature fusion
modalities as well as the hybrid fusion result for the three classifiers. The SVM
results are recited as reference for easy comparison with the classification results
using HFS and MLP classifiers.
A brief description of HFS has been given in Section 2.2.6. I hypothesise that,
given the continuous range nature of emotions in general and the potential overlap
between them, fuzzy systems might be suitable for the task. However, the choice of
the membership function, the aggregation function, and the number of fuzzy sets are
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Modality/Classifier SVM HFS MLP
Speech style 85.0 83.3 81.7
Speech prosody 83.3 65.0 70.0
Eye activity 85.0 76.7 71.7
Head pose 75.0 55.0 60.0
Feature-fusion 86.7 58.3 80.0
Hybrid: one-level 91.7 83.3 83.3
Table 6.3: Correct classification results (in %) when using different classifiers
critical for getting accurate results. In this section, the HFS construction approach is
adopted based on the Levenberg-Marquardt method (Mendis et al. [2006]). The fuzzy
signature was constructed using the mutual ETF as the branches. For each modality,
each feature (branch) represents a fuzzy value calculated using Fuzzy C Mean (FCM)
clustering into three fuzzy sets (Low - Med - High) (see Figure 6.6). That is, in each
leave-one-out turn, the training set is used to construct three fuzzy sets for each
feature of each modality. Based on these fuzzy sets, training membership values
are calculated for each fuzzy set for the training features. Then, the testing set is
fitted into these three fuzzy sets of each feature to output testing membership values
as well. The training membership values are used to create the fuzzy model, and
then the testing membership values are tested against the created model to output a


















L, M, H: Low - Med - High fuzzy sets, respectively
Figure 6.6: Constructing fuzzy signature
The modalities and fusion classification result using HFS classifier shown in Ta-
ble 6.3 implies that the HFS classifier is a reasonable choice for depression detection.
All individual and fused modalities gave above chance level accuracy; however, head
pose and feature fusion modalities gave the lowest results. Even though the hybrid
fusion did not improve the result from individual modalities, it was not lower than
the highest result. The speech style modality gave a high result compared to other
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modality, which is similar to the result when using SVM as classifier. This finding
implies that speech style features hold discriminative features to distinguish depres-
sion.
The MLP has been briefly described in Section 2.2.6. An MLP using two hidden
layers was implemented. The first layer contains half the number of features in the
modality as perceptrons, and the second layer contains one sixth ( 16 ) of the number
of features in the modality as perceptrons. The number of perceptrons was chosen
empirically. The input for the MLP was the mutual ETF and the target output was
the binary label of the classes (1 for Depressed, 0 for Control). The parameters used
to create the MLP in this work are: Levenberg-Marquardt as the training function,
hyperbolic tangent sigmoid as activation function for hidden layers, mean squared
error as a cost function. To reduce the effect of the random elements of MLP training
on the final results, an ensemble of 100 MLP was implemented, where the final result
is based on the majority voting of these 100 networks.
As shown in Table 6.3, MLP shows reasonable classification results with all indi-
vidual and fused modalities giving an above chance level accuracy. Similar to using
SVM and HFS, the speech style modality performed the highest result compared to
other individual modalities, which supports the previous finding that speech style
contains strong distinguishing features to detect depression. The hybrid fusion result
of MLP slightly improved from individual modalities.
Comparing the three classifiers, SVM performed better than HFS and MLP clas-
sifiers in every individual modality and fused modalities. This finding indicates that
using SVM is suitable for the extracted features and methods used for the application
of depression detection.
6.4.2 Classifier Fusion
Classifier fusion was also investigated to show its effect on the overall task of depres-
sion detection. While classifier fusion is usually performed as late fusion, either by
decision fusion or score fusion, scores of different classifiers might not be compati-
ble with each other and further score normalisation would be needed before fusion.
Therefore, the classifier fusion was performed using majority voting of classifiers’
decisions. Since several modalities are investigated, as well as classifiers, the fusion
can be done in two methods: (1) at classifiers level, and (2) at modalities level as
discussed in following.
The first method is fusing decisions at the classifiers level. That is, after fusing
decisions from different modalities of the same classifier, the final classifier decisions
are fused, as illustrated in Figure 6.7. This figure, also shows the accuracy classifica-
tion results from each modality and from each fusion level.
As seen in Figure 6.7, the first level of fusion are the hybrid fusions for the clas-
sifiers, which have been discussed earlier in classifiers comparison in the previous
section. The second level of fusion is the final classifier fusion result, which per-
formed 88% average recall. This classifier fusion result is higher than individual HFS
and MLP classifiers results, but less than the SVM classifier result. A majority agree-















































































Figure 6.7: Classifier fusion in the classifiers level approach (percentages between paren-
theses are the accuracy classification results in terms of AR from each modality and from each
fusion level)
ment between classifiers defines the final classification result. The fact that the final
result is based on the three classifiers, implies that the misclassifications in the three
classifiers do not necessarily agree with each other, especially the misclassifications
from HFS and MLP. This finding also supports the previous finding, that SVM is a
suitable and reliable choice for the application of depression detection.
The second method is fusing decisions at the modalities level. That is, different
classifier decisions are fused for each modality, then the modality decisions are fused
to get the final decision. Figure 6.8 illustrates the second method and shows the
accuracy of the classification (AR) results at each fusion level.
As shown in Figure 6.8, the first fusion level fuses the decisions from the three
classifiers for each modality. For each modality fusion, the fusion results substan-
tially improve from individual HFS and MLP classification results and either keep or
slightly decrease the classification results of SVM. This finding supports the previous
finding of the fusion at classifiers level, where there is less agreement in misclassifi-
cations between HFS and MLP compared with their agreement in SVM misclassifi-
cations. The second level of classifier fusion gives the final result, which resulted in






























































































































Figure 6.8: Classifier fusion in the modalities level approach (percentages between
parentheses are the accuracy classification results in terms of AR from each modality and
from each fusion level)
ities fusion, which was performed by feature fusion, although the depression and
control recalls differ.
The fusion results from the two methods of classifier fusion (at classifiers level
and at modalities level) are similar, with the modalities level being slightly lower.
However, the depression and control recalls differ between the two classifier fusion
methods. Even with having the same inputs, using different fusion combinations
and levels affects the final results, which implies inconsistency in decisions between
the three classifiers. The inconsistency issue needs more investigation of classifiers’
modeling and parameter choices. Therefore, SVM seems to be a more suitable choice
for the selected methods and the task of detecting depression.
6.5 Summary
Intending to ultimately develop an objective multimodal system that supports clin-
icians during the diagnosis and monitoring of clinical depression, fusing verbal
and nonverbal temporal patterns of depression was investigated. Verbal modali-
ties (speech style and speech prosody) and nonverbal modalities (eye activity and
head pose) were investigated individually in previous chapters. The results from in-
dividual modalities were encouraging for the automatic classification and detection
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of depression on their own. Therefore, the performance of the classification was ex-
amined when fusing these modalities, hypothesising an improvement when fused.
Knowing that fusion could be performed at different stages using different meth-
ods, several fusion methods were explored for comparison and determining the best
method for the task of detecting depression.
Several methods of feature, score, decision, and hybrid fusions were investigated
using SVM classifier. Simple concatenation was used for feature fusion, where a
slight improvement from the highest individual modality was acquired. I believe
that feature fusion needs features that are compatible in nature, which could be ac-
quired in the feature extraction stage as well as using normalisation methods before
concatenation, which was the case in this study. Several score fusion methods were
investigated, where the sum-rule and a secondary classifier resulted in a slight im-
provement from the highest individual modality. The product-rule and max-rule of
score fusion had catastrophic results (lower than the lowest individual modality),
which might be due to the effect of the mathematical operations on the score sign,
which indicates a need for pre-normalisation of the scores. Decision fusion was in-
vestigated using several methods, where majority voting and a secondary classifier
led to a remarkable improvement from individual modalities.
Moreover, hybrid fusion was performed using one- and two-levels, with the high-
est fusion results achieved using majority voting and a secondary classifier. While
both hybrid fusion methods had an improvement from individual modalities, one-
level hybrid fusion had a remarkably higher result from two-level hybrid fusion
using the majority voting method. That might be due to the number of votes in the
one-level hybrid fusion being a higher and an odd number compared to the two-
level one. As a secondary classifier of hybrid fusion might risk overfitting, it would
likely need a larger database for this approach to be convincing and valid. I believe
that the majority voting one-level hybrid fusion is more reliable and more robust to
overfitting than the two-level one and the secondary classifier method. Therefore,
majority voting one-level hybrid fusion will be selected as the fusion method for
further investigations including generalisation (see next chapter).
The classification errors were analysed for a better understanding of the proposed
method for detecting depression. In line with the literature, depression in women
was more likely to be correctly classified than in men from both groups (depressed
and control). Several technical issues that might have an effect on the classification
were eliminated, including audio and video quality, gender-dependent features, and
recording conditions by using normalisation techniques and considering the type
of extracted features. Moreover, the subjects’ meta-data were analysed, but showed
no effect on the misclassifications. Therefore, I strongly believe that the proposed
method works on general behavioural patterns of depressed subjects compared with
healthy control subjects. In future studies and data collections, investigations of
the effect of personality and cultural background are needed to further analyse the
misclassifications.
As another way of fusion, three classifiers’ decisions (SVM, HFS, and MLP) were
compared and fused. Such comparison helps to generalise the findings of each
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modality and to investigate their robustness across classifiers. While comparing
modalities classification results, the speech style modality consistently gave high re-
sults across the three classifiers. This finding implies that speech style features are
robust and have strong characteristic to detect depression. Comparing the three clas-
sifiers, SVM performed better than HFS and MLP, which their performances being
equal. Fusing classifiers’ decisions was investigated in two ways: at classifiers level
and at modalities level. Their performance was similar to each other. The classifier
fusion result was slightly lower than using SVM alone, but slightly higher than us-
ing HFS or MLP. The agreement between HFS and MLP was inconsistent with each
other, but mostly they agreed with the SVM decision. Such inconsistency needs fur-
ther investigation and might indicate a need for better structures and modeling as
well as parameter choices for HFS and MLP classifiers. Therefore, SVM seems to be
a more suitable choice for the selected methods and the task of detecting depression.
To this end, I conclude, based on the BlackDog dataset, the best method of fusing
the verbal and nonverbal modalities for the task of depression detection investigated
here was found to be a hybrid fusion using a one-level majority voting technique.
However, such conclusion could not be derived using only one specific dataset.
Therefore, the coming chapter will apply all concluded methods previously inves-
tigated and used on the BlackDog dataset on two different datasets, which are not
only different in specifications such as languages and recording environment, but
also different in terms of depression diagnosis methods. Such an investigation is
aimed at testing the ability to generalise the proposed methods to different datasets.
The results then are expected to provide further insight and possibly support for the
conclusions derived from the BlackDog dataset.
Chapter 7
Generalisation Across Datasets
The previous chapters examined automatic depression detection on the BlackDog
database using several modalities. Investigated modalities included speech style and
speech prosody, as well as eye activities and head pose, where several feature types
and feature selections were compared. Furthermore, these modalities have been ex-
plored individually and when fused using several fusion techniques. Such investi-
gations resulted in proposing a complete system with a high accuracy in detecting
depression using the BlackDog dataset. However, to validate the usability and gener-
alisability of the proposed system (see Section 7.1.1), it should be applied it on other
different datasets.
In this chapter, the proposed system is applied to two different depression
datasets that are different in language, depression scale and recording environment,
in order to measure its generalisability, which addresses Q4 of the research questions
of Chapter 1. These datasets are the University of Pittsburgh depression dataset, and
the Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge depression dataset. First, the proposed system
is described in Section 7.1.1, which consist of best performing methods investigated
using the BlackDog dataset. Since both AVEC and Pitt datasets differ from BlackDog
dataset in language, depression scale and recording environment, applying the pro-
posed system on these datasets involves some adjustments in modality preparations
as described in Sections 7.1.2.
Second, the system is applied on the AVEC dataset and Pitt dataset individually
as well as with different dataset combinations. The results are discussed in two
parts: results of applying the system on individual datasets in Section 7.2, and when
applied on a combination of the three datasets in Section 7.3 (generalisation).
7.1 Proposed System
7.1.1 Description of this proposed system applied on BlackDog dataset (a
review)
Using the BlackDog dataset, both individual modalities (Chapters 4 and 5) and fused
modalities (Chapter 6) compared several methods to propose the best system to de-
tect depression from verbal and nonverbal cues. In this section, the methods for the
proposed system are reviewed and summarised.
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Table 7.1 summarises the selected methods of the proposed system performed
on the BlackDog dataset. Four modalities were investigated: speech style, speech
prosody, eye activities, and head pose, where each modality goes through prepara-
tion and normalisation stages before features could be extracted, then processed for
detecting depression, as follows:
Selected Method Preparation Pre-Normalisation
Investigated modalities Speech style extensive manual labelling -
speech rate over subject’s seg-
ment
rate over speech dura-
tion
Speech prosody voice activity detector over sub-
ject’s segment
Z-score
Eye activity subject-specific 74-points eye-
AAM (trained over 45 anno-
tated images per subject)
rate over distance of
other points
Head pose subject specific 68-points
faceAAM (trained over 30





Feature selection mutual features that exceeded the T-statistic (refereed to as mutual ETF)
Classification binary classification with leave-one-subject-out cross-validation using SVM
Fusion one-level hybrid fusion
Table 7.1: Overview of selected methods of the investigations performed on the
BlackDog dataset
Investigated modalities:
Speech style: Speech style features include speakers’ turns, response time,
pauses, speech rate, etc. (see Section 4.2), and are prepared using manual
annotation. Then using a subject’s segment, a code to extract speech rate
is executed. Since these features depend on the duration of the interview,
a pre-normalisation of these features is performed using the duration of
entire interview.
Speech prosody: Over a subject’s turns, a voice activity detector is executed
to extract sounding segments, and then several prosody features are ex-
tracted such as F0, MFCC, energy and others (see Section 4.3). As pre-
normalisation process, a Z-score normalisation is applied over the ex-
tracted low-level feature to reduce any differences such as gender and
recording environment.
Eye activities: For preparation to extract eye activity features, which include
iris movement and blinks, a subject-specific eye-AAM that contains 74-
points around the eye area and the eyebrows was built. Since the Black-
Dog dataset interview is interactive, many head movements exist, which
required annotating an average of 45 images per subject to train the eye-
AAM model. Furthermore, to reduce the difference of eye area size and
structure, and to reduce the effect of the variability of distance of the cam-
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era, a normalisation procedure is performed so that the features extracted
are calculated as rate over face structure and angles (see Section 5.1).
Head pose: To extract the three angles of head pose, a subject-specific face-
AAM with 68 points was built using 30 annotated images per subject,
and then the points were projected on a three dimensions face model.
To normalise the angles and eliminate outliers, a specific angle range is
restricted within reasonable head movement (see Section 5.2).
Extracted features: In each modality, low-level (frame by frame) features are com-
pared with statistical features extracted from the entire interview, where statis-
tical features performed statistically higher in detecting depression.
Post-normalisation: To reduce classifier bias to high values feature from other fea-
tures, the features were further normalised using Min-Max normalisation in
leave-one-out cross validation manner (see Section 3.1).
Feature selection: Comparing several feature selection methods, it has been found
that selecting the mutual features that exceed the T-statistic in each turn of
leave-one-out cross validation performed best for the task of detecting depres-
sion using each individual modality (see Chapters 4 and 5).
Classification: Classifiers were compared, and it has been found that SVM per-
formed best for this task (see Chapter 6). For classification, leave-one-out cross-
validation was used in a binary manner (depressed vs. controls).
Fusion: Fusion techniques were explored and it has been found that a hybrid fusion
best fits the task in question, where decisions of feature-fusion of the used
modalities and the individual modalities were fused in one-level of majority-
voting (see Chapter 6).
7.1.2 Differences of Applying the Concluded System on AVEC and Pitt
datasets
As mentioned earlier, the three datasets are different in several aspects (see Table
3.1 for details). These differences could affect the generalisation results. Therefore,
attempts to reduce some of these differences have been considered as follows:
• Each dataset uses different depression screening instruments to measure de-
pression severity. To create a common metric of depression, we converted
the different metrics to their QIDS-SR equivalents using the conversion table
from Depression Scores Conversion [Online], and categorise subjects based on
the severity level of depression. For more details about depression severity
measure, its mean score and range for each dataset, as well as their QIDS-SR
equivalents, see Table 3.1.
• While the BlackDog dataset compares depressed patients with healthy controls,
both Pitt and AVEC datasets aim to monitor depression severity. Therefore,
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the originally intended classification problem is different for each dataset. To
overcome this issue, the subjects in these datasets were categorised into two
groups for a binary classification: severe depressed vs. low depressed (AVEC
and Pitt)/healthy controls (BlackDog).
• The data collection procedure for each dataset differs. BlackDog uses struc-
tured stimuli to elicit affective reactions, which includes an interview of ask-
ing specific open ended questions, where the subjects are asked to describe
events in their life that had aroused significant emotions, to elicit spontaneous,
self-directed speech and related facial expressions, as well as overall body lan-
guage. The Pitt data collection procedure was conducted by interviews using
the HRSD questions, where patients were interviewed and evaluated by clini-
cians. On the other hand, the AVEC paradigm is a human-computer interaction
experiment containing several tasks including telling a story from the subject’s
own past (i.e. best present ever and sad event in the childhood). Therefore, in
this study, only the childhood story telling from AVEC is analysed in order to
match the interviews from the BlackDog and Pitt datasets.
• While BlackDog records only one session per subject, AVEC and Pitt have mul-
tiple sessions per subject (up to four). In this study, only one session for each
subject was selected, thereby splitting the subjects into two groups: severe de-
pressed vs. low depressed/healthy controls. I also aimed to have a balanced
number of subjects in each class to reduce classification bias towards the larger
classes; hence the relatively small number of selected subjects in each dataset,
but this is a common problem in similar studies.
• The duration of segments for each subject in each dataset varied. Therefore,
to reduce variability from the length of subjects’ segments, temporal features
were extracted over the entire segments.
• Recording environment and hardware are also different for each dataset. The
audio channel in particular is more vulnerable to the recording environment
than the video channel (e.g. microphone distance, background noise, sampling
rate, etc.). The video channel has also its obstacles regarding recording envi-
ronment, such as: lighting condition, cameras (vocal point, type and distance),
and video files (resolution, frame rate and dimensions). Therefore, several fea-
ture normalisation techniques were applied before and after feature extraction
(pre- and post- normalisation), as described in Section 7.1.1.
Since the datasets used in this study differ on several aspects, in particular, record-
ing environment, modality preparations for applying the system would involve a few
adjustments. These adjustments are as follows:
Speech style modality: Unlike the BlackDog and Pitt datasets, which include in-
terviews in their data collection procedure, the AVEC dataset recordings are
human-computer interactions. There is no interaction with another human in
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AVEC dataset. Therefore, some speech style features could not be extracted
such as speakers’ turns, overlapped speech, response time, etc.
Since the AVEC dataset lacks speaker interactions, where several speech style
features could be extracted, and to have equal comparison between the three
datasets, the speech style modality will not be investigated in the generalisation
study in this chapter.
Speech prosody modality preparations: The AVEC dataset recordings are from a
human-computer interaction task and, therefore, no segmentation to separate
speakers is required.
On the other hand, the Pitt dataset contains structured interviews with a psy-
chologist and, therefore, speaker segmentation is required before analysing a
subject’s speech signal. University of Pittsburgh researchers manually tran-
scribed the interviews in the Pitt dataset, where I isolate each subject’s seg-
ments using the transcript’s timeline. Pitt subject segments were extracted for
further analysis and feature extraction.
As with the BlackDog dataset, a voice-activity-detector (as described in Section
4.1) is executed on the AVEC and Pitt subject’s speech to extract sounding
segments as preparation for speech prosody feature extraction.
Eye activity modality preparation: For eye activity feature extraction preparation,
the same eye-AAM method used on the BlackDog dataset was used on the
AVEC and Pitt datasets. For the AVEC dataset, since the recordings are from a
human-computer interaction task, only few head movements exist. Therefore,
the required images to annotate for training the eye-AAM were fewer compared
with the spontaneous interview in the BlackDog dataset. Only 7 images per
subject were annotated on average in the AVEC dataset.
Moreover, since the Pitt dataset contains interviews with a psychologist, many
head movements are expected. Therefore, more images need to be annotated to
train the eye-AAM with different variations of head poses. For the Pitt dataset,
15 images per subject were annotated on average.
Head pose modality preparation: For head pose feature extraction preparation, in-
stead of using subject-specific face-AAM as used in the BlackDog dataset, on
the AVEC and Pitt datasets, generic face fitting for face detection was used.
The generic face model uses an optimised strategy of constrained local models
[Saragih et al., 2009]. The CLM model used for face detection contains 64-points
around the face, where 46 corresponding points were projected to the 58-points
of the 3D face model to extract head pose features as described in Section 5.2.1.
The aim of this chapter is to generalise the finding of the proposed system of
detecting depression to the BlackDog dataset to other datasets. The generalisation
investigation is done by applying the proposed system on the datasets individually
as well as in different dataset combinations. The following two sections show the
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results of applying the proposed system on the three datasets individually and with
different combinations (see Sections 7.2 and 7.3, respectively).
7.2 Results of Generalisation on Individual Datasets
The results of applying the proposed system on the three datasets individually are
presented in Table 7.2. Figure 7.1 recites Table 7.2 AR results for visual illustration.
For comparisons, the table shows some of the classification results for BlackDog
dataset, and presents results of excluding the speech style modality from both feature
fusion and hybrid fusion. The table shows the classification results of applying the
system on the AVEC and Pitt datasets individually. Worth noting is that Min-Max
post-normalisation and feature selection using mutual ETF were applied on each
dataset individually as per leave-one-out cross-validation, hence the differences in
the number of features between the datasets, as shown in Table 7.2.
Dataset Modality Number of
Features
Depressed Recall Control Recall Average Recall
BlackDog
Speech prosody 45 80.0 86.7 83.3
Eye activity 13 83.3 86.7 85.0
Head pose 7 80.0 70.0 75.0
Feature fusion 65 86.7 90.0 88.3
Hybrid: one-level 4 votes 83.3 90.0 86.7
AVEC
Speech prosody 62 93.8 100 96.9
Eye activity 31 75.0 87.5 81.3
Head pose 29 56.3 75.0 65.6
Feature fusion 122 100 81.3 90.6
Hybrid: one-level 4 votes 81.3 93.8 87.5
Pitt
Speech prosody 74 100 63.2 81.6
Eye activity 20 89.5 94.7 92.1
Head pose 31 84.2 89.5 86.9
Feature fusion 125 94.7 79.0 86.9
Hybrid: one-level 4 votes 94.7 94.7 94.7
Table 7.2: Classification results of individual datasets. The four votes for the hybrid
fusion represent the decisions from the three individual modalities and the feature
fusion.
Even though the BlackDog dataset classification results were discussed in earlier
chapters, a few differences are introduced in this section. As mentioned earlier,
the speech style modality was excluded from feature and hybrid fusions, to allow
for an equal comparison with the AVEC dataset where there are no human-human
interactions to extract speech style features from. Comparing feature fusion including
the speech style modality (see Table 6.1 in previous chapter) with feature fusion
excluding the speech style modality (see Table 7.2 in current chapter), the performance
of the latter slightly improved (+1.6% absolute). However, comparing hybrid fusion
including and excluding the speech style modality, the performance of the latter
drops remarkably (-5% absolute) (see Table 6.1 vs. Table 7.2), which might be due to
when excluding the speech style modality, the number of votes is an even number,
while when including the speech style modality the number of votes for the hybrid























Figure 7.1: Average recall of classification results of individual datasets
fusion is an odd number. Therefore, with an even number of votes, the majority
voting treats equal votes as a logic AND, which could have an effect on the results.
All modality classification performances for both AVEC and Pitt dataset are con-
siderably above chance level, performing an average of 82% AR. The classification
results from each modality of the three datasets are comparable, which supports the
hypothesis that the proposed system has the ability to generalise to different datasets
when applied individually on each dataset.
The speech prosody modality (see Figure 7.1), on the other hand, has different
classification results for the three datasets. Speech prosody performed best in the
AVEC dataset (97%), and equally in the BlackDog and Pitt datasets (82%). The high
performance in the classification results in the AVEC dataset might be due to the
clear distinction between severely depressed and low depressed patients, as the gap
between depression scores for the two groups is very wide (score range of 30-45
for severe depression and score range of 0-3 for low depression using BDI test, see
Table 3.1). Such differences in depression severity might have a distinct effect on the
patient’s vocal cords.
Moreover, eye activity modality classification results perform consistently
strongly across all three datasets (see Figure 7.1), which implies that eye activity
is a strong characteristic to differentiate severe depressed from low or non-depressed
behaviour.
Similar to the BlackDog dataset, the lowest result in the AVEC dataset was ob-
tained by the head pose modality (see Figure 7.1). While BlackDog head pose modal-
ities performed at 75% AR, the AVEC head pose modality performed at 65% AR,
which is expected for the AVEC dataset since the recording procedure is a human-
computer interaction task, where the head movements are limited. On the other
hand, the Pitt head pose modality performed the highest compared to the BlackDog
and AVEC datasets.
Feature fusion classification performances are comparable when comparing the
feature fusion results of the datasets, but vary when compared with the modalities
that it fuses. That is, the BlackDog feature fusion result improved from the modal-
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ities it fuses, the AVEC feature fusion result was lower than the highest individual
modalities result but higher than the lowest individual modalities result, while the
Pitt feature fusion result is equal to the highest individual modalities result. This
variation of feature fusion performance is not remarkably different. The reasons be-
hind it could have several sources, such as differences in signal quality, differences in
depression diagnosis, differences in data collection procedure, etc. where more data
are needed for such investigations. Nevertheless, the classification results of fusing
modalities in feature fusion were not catastrophic, that is, not lower than the low-
est modality result. That could imply that the fused modalities are correlated and
complement each other for the task of detecting depression.
Like feature fusion, hybrid fusion using majority voting of decisions from indi-
vidual modalities and from feature fusion had a slightly varied outcome compared
to the modalities that it fuses for each dataset. For BlackDog, the hybrid fusion re-
sults decreased slightly (-1.6% absolute) from the highest individual modality, which
in this case was the feature fusion. For AVEC, the decrease in hybrid fusion results
was remarkable (-9.4% absolute) from the highest individual modality, which in this
case was the speech prosody modality. On the other hand, Pitt hybrid fusion in-
creased slightly (+2.6% absolute) from the highest individual modality, which in this
case was the eye activity modality. This variation could imply varied decisions for
each subject in the investigated modalities. That is, modalities had varied agreemen-
t/disagreement for the same subject. However, as with feature fusion results, the
classification results of the hybrid fusion were not catastrophic, which could give a
stronger confidence of the hybrid fusion compared to individual modality results.
Depression recalls and low or non-depression recalls were calculated separately
(see Table 7.2), not only to measure the average recalls, but also to investigate which
group was correctly classified compared to the other. For both the BlackDog and
AVEC datasets, the non- and low depression subjects have higher recalls than severe
depression in most cases, except for the head pose modality for BlackDog and feature
fusion for AVEC, while for the Pitt dataset the severe depression recalls were higher
than low depression recalls in all cases. That might be due to the clear difference in
non-depression in the BlackDog dataset and very low depression in AVEC compared
to the severe depression group, while the severity of low depressed patients selected
on the Pitt dataset was higher in severity range from those selected from the low
depressed group in the AVEC dataset and the non-depressed group in the BlackDog
dataset. Therefore, the differences between low depressed and severe depressed
in the Pitt dataset are not clearly distinct, which might be the reason behind the
reduction in the classification recalls for low depressed group.
7.3 Results of Generalisation on Combinations of Datasets
Following the success of applying the proposed system on the datasets individually,
where the final classification results from all the datasets were comparable and con-
siderably above chance level (average of 86% AR), I attempt to apply the proposed
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system on combinations of the three datasets. I acknowledge that the datasets differ
in several aspects, most importantly the differences in recording environment, tasks,
and in depression severity scales, which could have a large effect of the classification
results when combining different datasets. However, I hypothesise that combining
the three datasets is beneficial for generalising a model that could detect depression.
Moreover, selecting features that could detect depression on the three datasets could
be a starting point of having a generalised system regardless of the differences of
recording environment and severity scale of depression. Such an investigation could
give an insight to the effectiveness and weakness of generalising to different datasets
in general and the proposed system in particular.
In this section, selecting the training and testing sets for classification for applying
the proposed system on the datasets combinations is done in two ways:
Leave-one-subject-out cross-validation method: To mitigate the limitations of the
relatively small amount of data, and also to train the classifiers on varied ob-
servations, a leave-one-subject-out cross-validation is used on the combinations
of the datasets (as performed with the individual datasets) without any over-
lap between training and testing data. This method could overcome overfitting
the model on the training set, especially as the final selected SVM parameters
generalise to all training observations with the leave-one-out cross-validation
(see Section 3.1). In other words, the common parameters that give the high-
est average training accuracy of all training sets in the cross-validation models
are picked, hence the need for a wide range search. I believe that this method
of selecting the parameters reduces overfitting issues on the training set and
therefore assists in generalising to different observations in each leave-one-out
cross-validation turn.
Separate train-test dataset method: In this method, one or two datasets are used for
training and then the remaining dataset(s) are used for testing. In this method,
the SVM parameters are selected based on the highest accuracy of the training
set. This method could suffer from overfitting to the training set, and might
not generalise to the testing set(s), especially as the testing set is completely
different. This method is applied to investigate the generalisation ability of the
depression detection method to unseen data.
I hypothesise that when using different combinations of datasets, leave-one-out
cross-validation would give a higher performance than the train-test method, be-
cause the model in leave-one-out cross-validation is trained over varied samples of
combined datasets, which reduces model overfitting to the training set. However,
both methods are investigated here to shed more light onto the area of cross-corpora
generalisation.
Feature Selection and Normalisation
Since the classification is done in a binary manner, a simple T-test is sufficient for
finding significant differences between the two analysed groups and could be utilised
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as a feature selection method (see Section 3.1). For the generalisation study, fea-









































HNR 1 range 3 3 3 3
Jitter 2 range 3 3 3 3
Voice quality 3 variance 3 3 3 3 3
4 delta average 3 3 3 3 3 3
5 delta minimum 3 3 3 3 3
6 delta range 3 3 3 3 3
7 delta variance 3 3 3 3 3
Log energy 8 range 3 3 3 3
Shimmer 9 range 3 3 3 3
10 delta maximum 3 3 3 3
Formants 11 4th formant range 3 3 3 3 3 3
12 4th formant variance 3 3 3 3
13 5th formant standard deviation 3 3 3 3 3
14 6th formant standard deviation 3 3 3 3
15 1st formant delta average 3 3 3 3
16 1st formant delta maximum 3 3 3 3 3 3
17 1st formant delta standard deviation 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
18 2nd formant delta standard deviation 3 3 3 3
19 4th formant delta range 3 3 3 3
20 4th formant delta standard deviation 3 3 3 3 3 3
21 5th formant delta standard deviation 3 3 3 3
22 6th formant delta standard deviation 3 3 3 3
MFCC 23 7th MFCC minimum 3 3 3 3
24 8th MFCC range 3 3 3 3 3
25 1st MFCC delta range 3 3 3 3
26 2nd MFCC delta average 3 3 3 3 3 3
27 7th MFCC delta minimum 3 3 3 3
28 7th MFCC delta range 3 3 3 3
29 8th MFCC delta average 3 3 3 3
30 8th MFCC delta range 3 3 3 3
31 9th MFCC delta average 3 3 3 3
Eye
activity
Left-eye 1 average left-right movement 3 3 3 3
2 maximum blink duration 3 3 3 3
3 maximum duration of looking down 3 3 3 3
4 maximum duration of looking left 3 3 3 3
Right-eye 5 average left-right movement 3 3 3 3
6 maximum blink duration 3 3 3 3
7 maximum duration of looking down 3 3 3 3
Head
pose
1 average roll angle 3 3 3 3
2 average duration head direction left 3 3 3 3
3 avg. dur. fast movement for head direction left 3 3 3 3
4 average speed of up head direction 3 3 3 3
5 avg. dur. of continues rolling head anticlockwise 3 3 3 3
Table 7.3: List of fixed features that exceed the T-statistic for the majority of dataset
combinations
Variable set of features exceed the t-statistic: (based on the combined training
data) Similar to the experiments on the in individual datasets, features that
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exceed the t-statistic are identified from the combined training data and se-
lected on the testing data. Therefore, the selected features might vary with
each combination of datasets. However, in this approach, with leave-one-out
cross-validation, common features that exceed the t-statistic in all turns are se-
lected. That is, using the training subjects in each turn, we apply a T-test to
all extracted functional features, then only those that commonly exceed the t-
statistic in every turn are selected, similar to mutual ETF on individual datasets.
Then, these common features are fixed and used for all leave-one-out cross-
validation turns in the testing. On the other hand, in the train-test classification
method, the features that exceed the t-statistic in the training set are selected
on the testing set.
Fixed set of features exceed the t-statistic Unlike the variable set of features men-
tioned above, we seek to find a fixed set of features that commonly exceed
the t-statistic on all individual datasets and combinations of the datasets. This
fixed set of features is used on all individual and combinations of the datasets,
not only to ensure a fair comparison between datasets combinations, but also
to conclude a set of features that could generalise for the task of detecting de-
pression. This set of features is selected based on the majority agreement of
features that exceed the t-statistic on all individual datasets and combinations
of the datasets (see Table 7.3 for the list of selected features).
Moreover, inspired by Schuller et al. [2010], corpus normalisation is used in this
study to eliminate the differences of features from different dataset. Here, each
dataset is normalised before its usage in combination with other corpora using Min-
Max normalisation.
Results from combining datasets in the leave-one-subject-out method
Using different combinations of the three datasets, the proposed system is applied to
validate the generalisability of the system in leave-one-out cross-validation, and the
results are presented in Table 7.4.
Comparing classification results from individual datasets (see Table 7.2) with the
current classification results (see Table 7.4), none of the dataset combination results
improved compared with the results of their individual datasets. A reduction or
at least no improvement from classification results when using different combina-
tions of datasets compared to individual datasets was expected, given the several
differences between the datasets. However, the classification results were statistically
above chance level for most modalities with only two exceptions, which I believe
support the generalisability claim of the proposed system and the selected features.
Several combinations of the three datasets have been used for classifying severely
depressed subjects from low depressed or control subjects in order to identify which
combination of datasets generalises better than the others. In general, the classifica-
tion results of dataset combinations in the leave-one-out method are high, performing
on average at 74% AR, which implies that this method had the ability to generalise
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AVEC + Pitt All three
Datasets
Feature Selection Variable set of features
Speech prosody 84.8 (37) 77.6 (80) 80.0 (26) 74.6 (43)
Eye activity 63.0 (11) 78.6 (18) 61.4 (7) 68.5 (12)
Head pose 62.0 (11) 63.3 (20) 65.7 (1) 51.5 (1)
Feature fusion 84.8 (59) 60.2 (118) 87.1 (34) 80.0 (56)
Hybrid fusion 85.9 82.7 78.6 74.6
Feature Selection Fixed set of features
Speech prosody 76.1 (31) 78.6 (31) 54.3 (31) 74.6 (31)
Eye activity 69.6 (7) 73.5 (7) 78.6 (7) 70.8 (7)
Head pose 67.4 (5) 68.4 (5) 61.4 (5) 66.2 (5)
Feature fusion 82.6 (43) 82.7 (43) 88.6 (43) 79.2 (43)
Hybrid fusion 78.3 80.6 68.6 77.7
Table 7.4: Correct classification results (AR) in % and number of selected features
(in parentheses) of dataset combinations using leave-one-out cross-validation. The
second section of the table used a fixed set of features listed in Table 7.3.
to different combinations of datasets. In most cases, the classification results of each
modality for each dataset combination are comparable.
Comparing feature selection methods, the fixed set of features performed statis-
tically better than when using the variable feature set in the eye activity and head
pose modalities as well as feature fusion. That implies, for these modalities, when
the features are selected based on the specific dataset combination (the variable set of
features), they have a lower generalisation ability in the classification problem when
combining two or more datasets than when using a fixed set of features. More-
over, since the fixed set of features is selected based on the majority of features that
exceed the T-statistic in all individual and combined datasets, it has more generalisa-
tion power for the classification problem when combining two or more datasets than
using the variable set of features.
However, the speech prosody modality and hybrid fusion final results were re-
markably better when using the variable set of features in most cases. The reduction
in speech prosody classification results when using the fixed feature set might be
due to the fixed features lacking essential features that differentiate the two classifi-
cation classes in the dataset combinations, which implies that choosing a better set
of features could be beneficial for the speech prosody modality.
Although, the eye activity, head pose, and feature fusion benefit from the fixed
feature set, the hybrid fusion classification results were better when using the vari-
able feature set. That might indicate that individual modalities had more agreements
on the subjects’ mental state when using the variable set of features than when using
fixed feature set. Nevertheless, when combining the three datasets, the classification
results are better using the fixed feature set than using the variable one, which sup-
ports the hypothesis that the fixed feature set has more generalisation power for the
classification problem than using the variable set.
Individual modalities (speech prosody, eye activity, and head pose) are investi-
gated for their generalisability to detect severe depression in a cross-cultural context.
The speech prosody modality is investigated using the two methods of feature se-
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lection, where using the variable feature set performed statistically better than using
the fixed one. Nevertheless, speech modality consistently had high performance
with only one exception where its performance was at chance level. This exception
occurred when combining the AVEC dataset with the Pitt dataset using the fixed
feature set. I do not believe that this low classification result is due to language dif-
ferences, as the AVEC dataset combined with BlackDog dataset resulted in a high
performance despite their different languages. The same applies to signal quality
differences. The only reasonable explanation is that the selected features might not
have the ability to generalise for this combination, especially that when using the
variable set of features, the classification result for this combination was high (80%
AR).
On the other hand, eye activity and head pose modalities using the fixed feature
set performed statistically better than using the variable feature set. Moreover, the
classification results of dataset combinations in the leave-one-out cross-validation us-
ing a fixed feature set for the eye activity modality are consistently high. This finding
supports, once again, the claim that eye activity has distinguishing characteristics to
detect severe depression from low or no depression behaviour.
In most cases of dataset combinations, the head pose modality performed lower
than the other modalities using both feature selection methods, yet the classification
results were above chance level with one exception. This exception is obtained when
combining all three datasets and using the variable set of features. The reason be-
hind the chance level performance for this combination might be due to the only
significant feature that has been selected in this combination not being significant for
the BlackDog and AVEC datasets, and therefore it could not generalise when using
the combination of the three datasets (see feature #1 in head pose section in Table
7.3). Nevertheless, the reasonable performance (above chance level) for the head pose
modality implies that the head pose holds useful information for the separation of
severely depressed behaviour from low or non-depressed behaviour.
To complete the last step of the proposed system, individual modalities (speech
prosody, eye activity and head pose) are fused at feature fusion and hybrid fusion
levels. Feature fusion improves the classification results compared to the individual
modality results that it fuses in both feature selection methods with all datasets com-
binations except one. The exceptional combination is BlackDog + Pitt when using
the variable feature set, where the classification result was slightly lower than the
lowest modality (catastrophic fusion). That might be due to the combined features
being less correlated than when used individually. Despite the exceptional case, the
improvements in feature fusion results suggest that speech prosody, eye activity and
head pose features are correlated and complement each other on the task of detecting
depression.
Hybrid fusion employs early and late fusion by combining the decisions from
individual modalities with decisions from feature fusion, which might increase the
confidence level of the final decision (see Figure 6.5). In dataset combinations us-
ing the leave-one-out cross-validation, hybrid fusion statistically improves the lowest
individual modality classification results that it fuses in all cases for both feature
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selection methods. Moreover, the hybrid fusion results either slightly decrease or
slightly increase from the highest individual modalities that it fuses in most cases.
The exception for this is when using the AVEC + Pitt combination in both feature
selection methods, where the classification results were catastrophic (significantly
lower than the lowest result). That might be due to the varied agreement/disagree-
ment for the same subject, and since there is an even number of votes (4 votes), the
majority voting of the hybrid fusion treats equal votes as a logic AND, which could
have an effect on the results. Regardless, the classification results of the hybrid fusion
were not catastrophic, which gives a stronger confidence in the hybrid fusion final
results compared to individual modalities.
In general, regardless of the feature selection method, the classification results
on dataset combinations in leave-one-out performed considerably better, even with
the dataset differences. I believe that is due to the classifier learning from varied
observations from each dataset, which therefore reduces the effect of overfitting the
model to specific observation conditions.
Results from combining datasets in the train-test method
Beside using the leave-one-out cross-validation method, the train-test method of
dataset combinations for generalisation investigation is also used, where one or two
datasets are used for training and the remaining dataset(s) for testing. The classifica-
tion results of generalisation using the train-test method using both the variable and
fixed set of features methods are illustrated in Table 7.5.













Feature Selection Variable set of features
Speech prosody 50.0 (63) 39.8 (94) 52.2 (100) 55.3 (50) 50.0 (104) 58.3 (55)
Eye activity 50.0 (20) 45.9 (40) 44.6 (21) 26.3 (16) 40.6 (20) 55.0 (15)
Head pose 50.0 (11) 37.8 (33) 41.3 (37) 21.1 (19) 34.4 (3) 60.0 (2)
Feature fusion 60.0 (94) 56.1 (167) 46.7 (158) 52.6 (85) 31.3 (64) 60.0 (72)
Hybrid fusion 41.4 45.9 51.1 31.6 34.4 61.7
Feature Selection Fixed set of features
Speech prosody 51.4 (31) 60.2 (31) 59.8 (31) 68.4 (31) 46.9 (31) 58.3 (31)
Eye activity 55.7 (7) 45.9 (7) 52.2 (7) 55.3 (7) 34.4 (7) 60.0 (7)
Head pose 42.9 (5) 42.9 (5) 42.4 (5) 28.9 (5) 34.4 (5) 61.7 (5)
Feature fusion 68.6 (43) 52.0 (43) 56.5 (43) 57.9 (43) 53.1 (43) 70.0 (43)
Hybrid fusion 65.7 39.8 46.7 60.5 34.4 66.7
Table 7.5: Classification results (AR) in % and number of selected features (in paren-
theses) of dataset combinations using train-test method. The second section of the
table used a fixed set of features listed in Table 7.3.
In general, the classification results when using one or two datasets for training
and using the remaining dataset(s) for testing are mostly at or lower than chance
level with a few exceptions. That is expected as, unlike in the leave-one-out cross-
validation method with dataset combinations, the classifier on the train-test method
is trained on observations of dataset(s) that contain certain characteristics of the
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training dataset(s), which risks over-fitting. The over-fitting issue reduces the classi-
fierâA˘Z´s ability to generalise to separate and different dataset observations (unseen
data).
Comparing different train-test dataset combinations, the only combination that
has a reasonably above chance level classification result is the AVEC + Pitt dataset
combination used for training and the BlackDog dataset for testing in both feature se-
lection methods. This finding could indicate that when using AVEC and Pitt datasets,
the classifier is trained on varied observations where the model is able to generalise
to the BlackDog dataset observations. These variations might be due to: (1) the clas-
sification problem for both AVEC and Pitt is to classify severe depression from low
depression, and, therefore, the model is trained on wide depression ranges, which
might reduce the effect of overfitting, (2) the number of females in the AVEC + Pitt
combination is more than half the total number of subjects (47 females out of 70 sub-
jects). It has been reported that women amplify their mood when depressed [Nolen-
Hoeksema, 1987], and therefore, the AVEC + Pitt combination model is trained on
easily distinguishable observations, or (3) simply the differences in recording con-
ditions and collection procedures varied, which made it flexible to generalise to the
BlackDog recording conditions.
Using the variable set of features performed considerably lower than using the
fixed feature set in most cases of dataset combinations for both feature selection
methods. This finding implies that selecting features that exceed the T-statistic on
the training dataset(s) to the testing dataset(s) has less generalisation power than
the fixed feature set, which is similar to the finding when using leave-one-out cross-
validation. Moreover, I believe that a better selection of the feature set could increase
the generalisability and therefore the classification results. However, to obtain such
a refined feature set, bigger and more varied depression datasets are required.
Speech prosody, eye activity and head pose modalities are investigated individ-
ually for their ability to generalise to different train-test combinations of datasets.
When using a fixed feature set, speech prosody performed above chance level in most
dataset combinations with two exceptions. One of these exceptions is the use of the
BlackDog dataset for training and the combination of the AVEC and Pitt datasets for
testing. The opposite training-testing combination for this exception worked better,
which supports the hypothesis that the combination of the AVEC and Pitt datasets
has varied observations, which made it difficult for a model trained on BlackDog
dataset to generalise to such variation. The second exception is the use of the com-
bination of the BlackDog and Pitt datasets for training and AVEC for testing, where
their opposite training-testing combination worked much better. This finding sup-
ports the previous finding about varied observations and might imply that the AVEC
dataset has more varied observations compared to the BlackDog and Pitt datasets.
That source of the variation of the AVEC dataset is not clear at this point. How-
ever, it could be the variety in recording environments, where the recordings were
performed in several recording sites (see Section 3.2.3). The different recording en-
vironment might had an effect in increasing the variation in audio and video quality
and background.
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With the fixed feature set, eye activity classification results were higher than the
classification results of the head pose modality in all train-test datasets combinations
except for one combination. Even though the classification results of both nonverbal
modalities were at chance level in most train-test combination cases, there were three
exceptions for the eye activity modality and one exception for the head pose modality
where the results were above chance level. This finding could imply a high ability
for eye activity to generalise to different datasets, which supports the claim that
eye activity has distinguishing characteristics to detected depression. Moreover, this
finding also implies that the head pose modality could hold useful information about
depression behaviour.
As with previous classification problems, feature fusion and hybrid fusion were
also investigated on the train-test dataset combinations. Feature fusion only im-
proved the classification results from the highest classification result of individual
modalities in a few cases of classifying different train-test dataset combinations for
both feature selection methods. However, the classification results of feature fusion
were not catastrophic. This finding suggests that individual modality features are
correlated to the classification problem but not to each other, and therefore comple-
ment each other.
The only exception for this is using the BlackDog and Pitt datasets for training
and AVEC for testing case when using the variable set of features, where the same
training-testing combination had a remarkable improvement in feature fusion when
using the fixed feature set. This exception could support the hypothesis that a refined
feature set could be beneficial for generalising to several different datasets. On the
other hand, hybrid fusion led to no improvement on classification results from the
individual modalities that it fuses in most train-test combination classifications (only
one exception), yet its results were not catastrophic (with the exception of two cases).
The catastrophic cases in hybrid fusion indicate a disagreement about the subjects’
mental state between the fused modalities. Moreover, having no improvement for
the hybrid fusion is expected as most of the results are at chance level. Therefore,
the modalities agreement on a given subject could vary. Nevertheless, hybrid fusion
by using majority voting of the fused modalities could increase the confidence level
of the final decision.
To sum up, generalising using the train-test method for classification of dataset
combinations performed very low compared to the leave-one-out method, which
might be caused by the overfitting problem, as the model is trained on specific con-
ditions that prevent it from generalising to different observations.
By investigating the generalisability of the proposed system to different dataset
combinations using the leave-one-out cross-validation and train-test methods for
classification, a conclusion could be derived that when the classifier is trained on
varied observations, the effect of overfitting, which is the main obstacle for cross-
dataset generalisation, could be reduced, and therefore, the model could have better
flexibility to generalise to new observations than when the classifier is trained on
specific observations. That is, the more variability in the training observations, the
better the generalisability to the testing observations. Moreover, a refined feature set
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would be beneficial for the generalisation problem. However, such a refined feature
set needs more observations and more advanced techniques than the ones used in
this preliminary study.
7.4 Summary
In order to validate the usability and generalisability of the proposed system based
on the previous chapters’ investigations, this chapter investigated applying the pro-
posed system on two other depression datasets. Beside the BlackDog dataset, AVEC,
which is a self-rated depression dataset of German subjects, and Pitt, which is a clin-
ically validated interview depression dataset of American subjects, were used in this
chapter for the generalisation investigation.
These three datasets differ in several aspects including: collection procedure and
task, depression diagnosis test and scale, cultural and language background, and
recording environment. To reduce the dataset differences: (1) similar tasks of the
collection procedure in each dataset were selected, which contain spontaneous self-
directed speech, (2) the classification problem was categorised as a binary problem
(i.e. severe depressed vs. low depressed/healthy controls), (3) functional features
were extracted over the entire duration of each subject’s segment to reduce duration
variability, and (4) normalisation of the extracted features was applied to reduce
recording environment and setting differences.
The proposed system: (1) investigates verbal (speech style and speech prosody)
and nonverbal (eye activity and head pose) modalities, (2) extracts functional fea-
tures from the verbal and nonverbal modalities over the entire subjects’ segments, (3)
pre- and post-normalises the extracted features, (4) selects features using T-test, (5)
classifies depression in a binary manner (i.e. severe depressed vs. healthy controls),
and finally (6) fuses the individual modalities.
However, several adjustments have been made to the proposed system to cope
with the datasets differences, especially on modality preparations, such as: (1) ex-
cluding speech style modality as there is no equivalent for the AVEC dataset, (2)
using different methods to separate speakers for speech prosody feature extraction,
(3) using different numbers of annotated images to build subject-specific eye-AAM
model, for the eye activity feature extraction, and (4) using different methods of face
detection for the head pose feature extraction.
In order to test the generalisability of the proposed system, the system was ap-
plied on the three datasets individually and with different dataset combinations.
Moreover, the combined datasets classifications were done in two ways: leave-one-
subject-out cross-validation and train-test method, where one or two datasets are
used for training and the remaining dataset(s) for testing.
Applying the proposed system on individual datasets as well as dataset combi-
nations in leave-one-subject-out cross-validation gave high classification results even
with the differences between the datasets. On the other hand, when using train-
test dataset combinations, the results were at chance level in most cases, unless the
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training dataset combinations had varied observations. With these findings, a con-
clusion can be made about the generalisability of the proposed system. That is, the
proposed system has the ability to generalise to different datasets when applied in-
dividually, and is more likely to generalise to different dataset combinations given
that the combination has varied observations, which would give the training model
the flexibility to generalise to the testing observations. A model trained on varied
observations reduces the effect of overfitting issues, which is the main obstacle for
generalisation. Moreover, the more variability on the training observations, the better
the generalisability to the testing observations.
Two methods of feature selection were investigated with the dataset combina-
tions: (1) using a variable set of features selected based on the training dataset(s),
and (2) using a fixed feature set based on the majority of features that exceed the
T-statistic on all individual and combined datasets. The classification results were
better when using the fixed feature set in most dataset combinations for both leave-
one-subject-out cross-validation and train-test methods. This finding implies that the
fixed feature set has generalisation power for the classification problem. Moreover,
I believe that a better selection of the feature set could increase the generalisability
and therefore the classification results. However, to obtain such a refined feature set,
bigger and more varied depression datasets are required.
Individual modalities have been investigated for their generalisability to different
datasets. Speech prosody features consistently resulted in high performance on both
individual and combined datasets (for both leave-one-subject-out cross-validation
and train-test methods), especially when using the fixed feature set for the combined
datasets. This finding supports the generalisability of the speech prosody modality
on different datasets, and implies that the extracted and normalised features are
robust to different recording conditions. Similar to the speech prosody modality, the
eye activity modality let to high classification results for both individual datasets as
well as combined datasets with leave-one-subject-out cross-validation and some cases
of train-test combinations. This finding supports the hypothesis that the eye activity
modality has a strong ability to generalise to different datasets, which supports the
claim that eye activity has distinguishing characteristics to detect depression. On
the other hand, the head pose modality had reasonable classification results for both
individual datasets as well as combined datasets with the leave-one-subject-out cross-
validation. That could imply that the head pose holds useful information for the
separation of severely depressed behaviour from low or non-depressed behaviour.
Finally, feature and hybrid fusion methods were completed as a final step of
the proposed system for the generalisation investigation. In most cases of individ-
ual datasets as well as the combined datasets (for both leave-one-subject-out cross-
validation and train-test methods), feature fusion improved the results of the individ-
ual modalities that it fuses. That implies that speech prosody, eye activity, and head
pose modalities are correlated to the classification problem but not to each other and
therefore complement each other on the task of detecting depression. On the other
hand, hybrid fusion using majority voting on decisions from individual modalities
and decisions from feature fusions, did not improve the classification results, yet the
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results were not catastrophic. Hybrid fusion results are an indication of modality
agreements, which increases the confidence level of the final decision.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
Depression is a common mental disorder that affects an estimated 350 million peo-
ple worldwide and is therefore considered a burden not only on a personal and
social level, but also on a economic level. This project is embedded in a larger, long-
term research study that has the ultimate goal of developing an objective multimodal
system that supports clinicians during the diagnosis and monitoring of clinical de-
pression. The long-term research project is an interdisciplinary project across the
ANU, University of Canberra, University of New South Wales and Queensland Insti-
tute of Medical Research that brings together computer scientists, speech scientists,
psychologists, psychiatrists and neuroscientists.
In this dissertation, behavioural patterns that differentiate depressed patients
from healthy controls were analysed in a clinical interview context. The thesisâA˘Z´
major research questions are to analyse verbal and nonverbal cues that characterise
depression, as well as to investigate fusion techniques and the generalisability of the
findings on different datasets. As stated in Chapter 1, these are examined with con-
sideration to the results from the experimental work investigated in this thesis and
summarised in Section 8.1. Section 8.2 states the contributions of this dissertation
before discussing open issues and future directions in Section 8.3.
8.1 Research Questions
Q1. What are the distinguishing characteristics and most accurate configurations of verbal
based depression detection in terms of extracted features, classification methods, and gender-
dependence?
Investigating speech characteristics of depressed subjects compared to control
subjects resulted in interesting findings as discussed in Chapter 4. Several speech
style features were found to be statistically significant, possibly caused by higher
cognitive load, as well as less involvement and less positive reaction in depressed
patients. Speech prosody features were analysed statistically as well, and indicated
a reduced control of vocal cords in speech production in depressed subjects.
Experiments were conducted to investigate the most accurate configurations of
verbal based depression detection. While investigating extracted speech features,
statistical functional features performed better (in terms of accuracy) than low-level
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features. Moreover, prosody features were also analysed individually. Shimmer and
formants consistently gave high classification results regardless of the feature type
(i.e. low-level or functionals) and regardless of the classifier used (i.e. GMM, hybrid
GMM-SVM, and SVM). Comparing feature selection methods, mutual features that
exceed the T-statistic in all leave-one-out cross-validations resulted in the highest
average recall (AR) classification results, which supports the hypothesis that T-test
threshold can be used for feature selection in a binary classification task (depressed
vs. non-depressed).
Q2. What are the specific nonverbal behaviour, movement, or activity patterns of the eyes
and the head that could distinguish depressed patients from healthy control subjects in the
classification task of detecting depression?
Eye activity and head pose movement patterns were investigated for their dis-
criminative power for recognising depression from video data of subject interviews
as described in Chapter 5. Analysing functional features of the eye activity modality
found that the average distance between the eyelids was significantly smaller in be-
tween blinks and the average duration of blinks was significantly longer in depressed
subjects, which might be an indication of fatigue and eye contact avoidance. In gen-
eral, it could be concluded that eye movement abnormality is a physical cue as well
as behavioural one, which is in line with the psychology literature in that depression
leads to psychomotor retardation.
Statistical analyses on head pose and movement behavioural patterns found sev-
eral distinguishing features: (1) depressed subjects had slower head movements,
which may indicate fatigue, (2) the duration of looking to the right was longer in
depressed patients, which might be an indicator of avoiding eye contact with the
interviewer, (3) that overall change of head position in depression sufferers was sig-
nificantly less than in healthy controls, and (4) the average duration of looking down
was longer in depressed individuals, which could be an indicator of avoiding eye
contact with the interviewer.
Q3. Which fusion method of the examined modalities (speech, eye, and head behavioural pat-
terns) would improve the robustness and increase the accuracy of the depression recognition?
Fusing verbal and nonverbal temporal patterns of depression was investigated in
Chapter 6, hypothesising an improvement in the fused result. Several methods of
feature, score, decision, and hybrid fusions were investigated, as well as classifier fu-
sion. The investigation found that hybrid fusion gave the highest classification results
as well as a higher confidence level in the final results. That might be because hybrid
fusion employs both early and late fusion techniques. Fusing classifiers’ decisions
was investigated, but did not lead for improved results, because the classifiers rarely
agree with each other. Such inconsistency needs further investigation and might in-
dicate a need for a better structure and modelling as well as parameter choices for
the classifiers.
Q4. Are the findings and methods data-specific, or would they generalise to give similar
results when used on different datasets of different recording environments as well as different
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cultures and languages?
In order to validate the usability and generalisability of a proposed system based
on previous investigations on the BlackDog dataset, applying the proposed system
on two other depression datasets, namely the Pitt and AVEC datasets, was investi-
gated in Chapter 7.
The proposed system: (1) investigates verbal (speech style and speech prosody)
and nonverbal (eye activity and head pose) modalities, (2) extracts functional features
from verbal and nonverbal modalities over the entire subjects’ segments, (3) pre- and
post-normalises the extracted features, (4) selects features using the T-statistic, (5)
classifies depression in a binary manner (i.e. severely depressed vs. healthy controls),
and finally (6) fuses the individual modalities.
The BlackDog, Pitt and AVEC datasets differ in several aspects including: col-
lection procedure, depression diagnosis test and scale, cultural and language back-
ground, and recording environment. Several adjustments were made to the proposed
system to cope with the dataset differences, especially on modality preparations.
Applying the proposed system on individual datasets as well as dataset combina-
tions gave high classification results even with the differences between the datasets.
This implies that the proposed system has the ability to generalise to different
datasets, given that the combination has varied observations, which would give the
training model the flexibility to generalise to the testing observations.
8.2 Summary of Contributions
Developing a system to detect depression objectively is a relatively new area of re-
search, with many opportunities for contributions. Not only is there very little prior
work on the automatic detection of depression from either single modality (audio or
video) or fused modalities in the literature as reviewed in Section 2.3, these also used
different methods, different measures, and were applied to different datasets, which
makes the comparison of results with the results of my study even harder. There-
fore, the comprehensive investigations of each step of developing a system to detect
depression performed in my research allowed for a fair comparison of the results.
This assisted not only with proposing a multimodal system to detect depression, but
also with identifying the strengths and weaknesses that could be taken into account
for future work as explained in Section 8.3. Moreover, the key contributions of this
study are:
Expression-dependent: Positive and negative expression classification were inves-
tigated by using parts of the interview questions that were assumed to elicit
the expressions in question. Even though the negative expression segment du-
ration is longer than the duration of the positive expression segments, posi-
tive expression performed higher than negative expression in both verbal and
nonverbal modalities. This finding implies similarity between depressed and
controls while expressing negative emotions, and a higher difference between
the two groups while expressing positive emotions. The high recognition of
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depression using positive emotions could conclude that positive emotions are
expressed less often in depressed subjects, and that negative emotions have less
discriminatory power than positive emotions in detecting depression.
Thin slicing theory: For both gender-dependent and expression-dependent classi-
fications, the sample size and number of observations were reduced substan-
tially. Yet, recognition rates in both verbal and nonverbal modalities remain
consistent. That could be explained by the psychological thin-slicing theory (as
explained in Section 4.4). This theory supports the finding and the flexibility
and robustness of the system to sample size reduction.
Eye activity: Eye activity features were extracted and used for depression classifi-
cation in several contexts: general classification, gender-dependent classifica-
tion, expression-dependent classification, generalisation across datasets classi-
fication, as well as individual features classification and when fused with other
modalities. In all cases, the eye activity modality consistently gave good clas-
sification results to differentiate severely depressed subjects from low or non-
depressed subjects. Moreover, fusing the eye activity features with other fea-
tures of other modalities always contributes in improving classification results.
This finding implies that eye activity is a strong characteristic to differentiate
severe depressed from low or non-depressed behaviour.
Cross-dataset generalisation: Individual and fused modalities were investigated for
their generalisability on different datasets. Speech prosody features consis-
tently resulted in high performance on both individual and combined datasets.
This finding supports the generalisability of the speech prosody modality on
different datasets, as well as implies that the extracted and normalised features
are robust to recording conditions. Similar to the speech prosody modality,
the eye activity modality led to high classification results for both individual
datasets as well as combined datasets. This finding supports the hypothesis
that the eye activity modality has a strong ability to generalise on different
datasets, which also supports the claim that eye activity has distinguishing
characteristics to detect depression. On the other hand, the head pose modal-
ity gave a reasonable classification results for both individual datasets as well
as combined datasets. That could imply that the head pose modality holds
useful information about severely depressed behaviour, compared to low or
non-depressed behaviour. Moreover, feature fusion improved the results of
the individual modalities that it fuses. That indicates that speech prosody, eye
activity, and head pose modalities are correlated and complement each other
on the task of detecting depression. Even though hybrid fusion in the gen-
eralisation investigation did not improve the classification results, it increased
the confidence level of the final decision. That is because hybrid fusion is an
indication of modality agreements.
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8.3 Future Work
Future research opportunities and areas of enhancement based on the investigations
of this study are presented in this section.
Data Collection
Based on this study, several aspects could be considered for improving the collection
of a depression dataset for the task of automatic depression detection. Although it is
a common problem in similar studies, a known limitation in this work is the relatively
small number of (depressed and control) subjects. As data collection at the Black Dog
Institute is ongoing, reporting on a larger dataset in the future is anticipated. Having
a larger number of subjects would allow to validate the investigated approaches and
allow for using more advanced techniques as discussed in the following sections. In
this work, only a subset of each dataset was used for the analysis because of the
selection criteria applicable to the research questions, and to ensure a clinically valid
balanced subset was used. However, future work could investigate using all subjects
of these datasets to increase the sample size and validate the findings in this thesis.
In addition, future data collection could include personality assessments to in-
vestigate the effect of personality on detecting depression. Including personality
assessments would add an extra dimension in understanding depression behaviour,
which might increase the confidence of a system that detects depression. For exam-
ple, a personality assessment would shed some light on understanding the subject’s
speech style or amount of gestures.
Furthermore, including different cultural backgrounds in the data collection
would benefit cross-cultural investigations and increase the awareness of the effect
of cultures on depression behaviour. It would be important to maintain the same
paradigm in order to facilitate the comparison of findings. This thesis investigated
depressed patients from broadly similar cultures. However, it has been reported
that diverse cultures have different manifestations of depression and different cul-
tural acceptance of depression. These differences may or may not affect an objective
depression detection system, which will be interesting to investigate.
While this thesis investigated generalisation on two languages, English and Ger-
man, and two dialects, Australian and American English, it would be informative to
conduct generalisation tests across different languages. The investigation on different
languages could shed some light on the physical characteristics of the speech produc-
tion in depressed patients. While the English and German languages are stress-timed
languages, an investigation of syllable-timed (e.g., Spanish, French, Italian) or mora-
timed (e.g., Japanese) languages could be a future direction for depression detection.
This work investigated detecting depression based on expression-dependent con-
tent, where a clear distinction was found in the positive expression in depressed
patients when compared to healthy controls. Therefore, including a longer duration
of positive expressions in the data collection paradigm could be beneficial to obtain
a more accurate depression detection, especially from the speech modalities.
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Additionally, overall body movement was not investigated in this work as the
recorded videos do not include a full body view. However, body movement has been
shown to distinguish depressed patients from healthy controls. Including camera(s)
to capture a full body view in the data acquisition would therefore enrich a future
depression behaviour investigation.
Investigated Modalities
This work investigated verbal and nonverbal cues from speech style, speech prosody,
eye activity, and head pose only. However, other cues could be investigated in future
work. The linguistic modality, including word choices and sentence structure, could
be a rich source of cues to detect depression. Moreover, adding facial expression and
body movement modalities could enhance the depression detection accuracy and
confidence level.
Furthermore, to get as accurate extracted features as possible, this work used
manual annotation for speech, eye and head (automatic feature extraction was not
the focus of this study). Speech annotation and speaker separation could be per-
formed automatically using advanced speaker diarisation techniques. Regarding eye
activity features, automated algorithms that measure blink and iris movements could
be utilised for this task. For head pose and movement, a general face tracker could
be effective in extracting head pose features. The same applies for linguistic, facial
expression and body movement modalities. Therefore, having a fully automated
system to extract and analyse features might be feasible for the task of detecting
depression.
Advanced Fusion and Feature Selection Techniques
Since a larger dataset was not available for this work, weighted and complex fusion
approaches could not be investigated. When a larger depression dataset is available,
future work should include such fusion approaches, as the hypothesis is that they
would increase the accuracy and the confidence level in the final decision.
The same applies for feature selection methods. Based on the generalisation in-
vestigation in Chapter 7, the selected features used gave reasonably good classifica-
tion results. However, I believe that a better selection of a feature set could increase
the objectivity and generalisability of a system that detects depression. Therefore,
once a larger depression dataset is available, such investigations could be performed
to obtain a refined feature set.
Classification Problem
Throughout this work, detecting depression was investigated in a binary classifica-
tion manner (i.e. severe depressed vs. low depressed/healthy controls). However,
with the inclusion of low depressed subjects, the classification problem could be
further divided into three classes: severe depressed, low depressed, and healthy
controls. Such a division could reduce confusion in differentiating low depressed
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patients from healthy controls. Moreover, such a division could increase the gen-
eralisability and flexibility of a depression detection system to different depression
datasets with varied depression severity.
Furthermore, having a regression classification problem to detect depression
severity could be a next step for an advanced depression diagnosis system. Such a
regression problem needs a large dataset with a variety of depression severity scores,
noting the difficulty of obtaining an agreed severity score from clinical assessment.
While the AVEC dataset was used here for investigations into the binary classifica-
tion (severe vs. low depressed), I note the recent AVEC 2014 challenge focused on
depression severity estimation and further work in this direction would be a natural
extension of the research presented here.
Finally, investigations of whether gender-dependent classification influences the
recognition rate were conducted in this study, where subjects of both gender were
divided manually. Gender-dependent classification had a noticeable influence on
recognising depression from verbal and nonverbal modalities, where females had a
higher depression recognition rate than males, which is in line with previous gen-
der difference studies. Given the higher classification results were obtained when
using a gender-dependent model to classify depression than when using a gender-
independent model in this study, it might be beneficial to model genders separately,
if the size of the dataset allows it.
The current work has investigated a few classifiers, both discriminative (SVM and
MLP) and generative (GMM and HFS), to achieve a binary classification. Besides con-
sidering a regression approach to estimate depression severity (as mentioned above),
using different classifiers that provide conceptual structure (i.e. gender-dependent
and expression-dependent) and account for different confidence levels is an inter-
esting future direction. For example, adopting a Bayesian oriented framework to
represent the output of each modality as likelihoods, where BayesâA˘Z´ rule would
provide guidance for the fusion method and the weighting for these modalities, is
one approach for future direction.
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Appendix A
The following table shows the correct classification (3) and the misclassification (7)
for each subject for each modality using an SVM classifier, in reference to Section 6.3.
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